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I. INTRODUCTION 

The Wild and Scenic Rivers Act provides for certain rivers 
to be studied for possible inclusion in the National Wild 
and Scenic Rivers System. The Chattooga River that flows 
in North Carolina, Georgia and South Carolina is one of 27 
rivers designated for study by the Act. 

The study began in 1969 with the assignment of a Forest 
Service field team to collect and analyze data on the river 
and its environment. 

A Task Force was appointed to review the work of the field 
team and drafts of the study report. The Task Force consisted 
of representatives of Governor NcNair of South Carolina, 
Governor Scott of North Carolina, and Governor Maddox of 
Georgia; Forest Supervisors of Chattahoochee, Sumter and 
Nantahala National Forests; and the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation. 
The assistance of the Resources Advisory Board, the Federal 
Power Commission, the U. S. Geological Survey, and the U. S. 
Army Corps of Engineers is acknowledged. Other federal and 
state agencies, private individuals and conservation groups 
contributed greatly to the study effort. 

Two public meetings provided an opportunity for many interested 
citizens to express their opinions concerning the future 
of the Chattooga River. 





II. OBJECTIVE 

The objective of the study is to determine if the Chattooga 
·River meets the requirements for inclusion in the National 
Wild and Scenic River System. Major guidelines used in 
evaluating the river are: 

--the river is in a "free-flowing" condition, without 
impoundment or diversion. 

--the river is long enough to provide a "meaningful 
experience", generally 25 miles or longer. 

--the river contains "sufficient volume" of water to allow 
full enjoyment of water-related recreation activities. 

--the river and its environment be "outstandingly remarkable" 

•-the river be "generally inaccessible", except by trail, 
with "essentially primitive" shorelines. 

--the waters of the river be "unpolluted", safe for human 
contact and capable of supporting aquatic life. 

The Wild and Scenic Rivers Act specifies that the river pro
posal and report show--

1. The area included within the proposal; 

2. The characteristics which make the river a worthy addition 
to the system; 

3. The current status of landownership and use; 

4. The reasonably foreseeable potential uses of land and 
water which would be enhanced, foreclosed, or curtailed 
if the area were included in the national system; 

5. The Federal agency proposed to administer the area; 

6. The extent to which administration, including costs, would 
be shared by state and local agencies; and 

7. The estimated cost to the United States of acquiring 
necessary lands and interests in lands and of administer
ing the area as a component of the system. 
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III THE RIVER 

The Chattooga River rises on the crest of the Blue Ridge 
in the mountains of North Carolina between the massive eastern 
flank of Whitesides Mountain and the resort village of Cashiers. 
It flows southward through primitive mountain country for 
10 miles in North Carolina, and then continues for 40 miles 
as the state boundary between Georgia and South Carolina. 
The West fork of theChattooga River flows for 7 miles in 
Georgia before entering the main river. It drops through 
the mountainous Blue Ridge province toward the hilly Piedmont, 
and ends in the quiet, still waters of Tugaloo Reservoir. 

Elevations range from over 4800 feet along the northern water
shed boundary to less than 900 feet at the lower end of the 
river. In a total distance of 50 miles the waters of the 
Chattooga River descend 2469 feet from an elevation of 3360 

·feet n.ear Cashiers, North Carolina, to 891 feet at Tugaloo 
Reservoir--an average descent of 49.3 feet per mile. The 
Chattooga drains an area of 278 square miles. 

This is one of the longest and largest free-flowing mountain 
streams in the Southeast remaining in a relatively undeveloped 
condition. The river with its immediate environment possesses 
outstanding scenic, recreational, geological, biological, 
historical, and related values and assets. For most of 
its length ~t is hemmed in by forest; without fields, farms, 
homes or other signs of civilization. It is one of the few 
mountain rivers in the four-state area of North Carolina, 
South Carolina, Georgia and Tennessee without substantial 
commercial, agricultural or residential development along 
its shores. Although located near the great population con
centrations of the Eastern United States, a visitor to this 
river is instantly transported into the midst of an unspoiled 
whitewater river environment. The Chattooga is accessible 
by auto at only five places, and these roadpoints break the 
river into approximately equal sections. 

The beauty of the rapids and scenery of the Chattooga drainage 
is unsurpassed in the Southeastern United States. The river 
begins as a sparkling mountain rivulet cascading down the 
lush green, heavily forested sides of the Blue Ridge and 
continues between high ridges through the deeply entrenched 
Chattooga River Gorge. The first 5 1/2 miles of the Chattooga 
include several waterfalls and some of the most spectacular 
long range vistas on the whole river. The river here is 
.mall and fast, dropping through densely forested slopes, 
with an occasional glimpse of farms and summer homes. 
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The next 16 miles are through generally inaccessible country~ 
The river follows a narrow, tortuous route over numerous rapid~, 
cascading around boulders and through self-cut rock flumes 
and intermi tte'nt quiet, deep pools. Most of this section 
is narrowly contained in a deep, fast descending gorge between 
high ridges. In the whole 16 miles, only two narrow Forest 
Service r.oads break .out of dense forest to ,span the river • 

.. ' } 

The river drops out of. the Chattooga Gorge.q.nd .fot the next 
six miles. flows quietly by fields, farms and heroes.. The·, 
West Fork JOlns the River here, and these, two·st:t;eams provid.e 
easy canoeing water through an area of pastoral.de:velopment.; 

The next 221rniles are the most isolated and .rugged on the 
river. Thi$ "Spectacular reach, .includes mc;my: b~autiful rapids 
and broad stretches winding around islands, and narrow swift 
.sections running ;over cascades and ledges··~;. It afford$ the. qanoeist 
an uineriding v~riety. of -wh,i tewater :t::apids ( a.rul,· a rare ,t.hree-: 
day run., One dirt road· .at Earls For:d;; anq anot.her dirt road, 
at Woodall Shoals leadt1to the .rive:tr. Six. ~nd one-half miles 
above .T,ugaloo ·Reservoir., u. s. · Highwa.y 76 cro$ses tfte river 
at approxima.tely right angles., giving the, only prominent evidence 
of man's presence on the river. · 

The West Fork, joins the Chattooga near State Highway 28~ .. 
'l'he upper 3~J miles of the West Fork is without access, including 
trails. 1The lower four miles is a smooth, slow stretch of 
water flawing through an a:trea of pastoral development and 
paralleling roads. · ~ 

A•more detailed description of the river sections .can. be 
found ·in Chapter IX-B. 1. • 
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IV GENERAL INFORMATION 

A. Study Reach 

The Wild and Scenic River Act directs that the entire Chattooga 
River be studied for potential addition to the Wild and Scenic 
Rivers System. As directed, the entire river was studied 
from river mile 00 (confluence of Tallulah and Chattooga 
Rivers} in Lake Tugaloo, to river mile 54 in North Carolina 
where the river becomes a trickle. In addition to the main 
stream, all seven miles of the West Fork plus the lower reaches 
of Overflow, Holcomb and Big Creeks at the head of the West 
Fork were studied. The East Fork of the river in South Carolina, 
and Warwoman and Stekoa Creeks in Georgia were investigated 
but were found not to meet established criteria. 

The study of adjoining lands was most intensive within a 
corridor one-fourth to one-half mile wide. Landownership 
and development information was gathered for one mile on 
each side of the streams studied. Extensive water quality 
and other information was studied over the rest of the Chattooga 
Watershed. The study includes a general review of the economy, 
accessibility, population trends, and recreation opportunities of 
the counties and region around the Chattooga River. 

The U.S. Geological Survey shows the official name of the 
river to be the Chattooga River, a tributary of the Savannah 
River. One difference in name usage was found in the study. 
The East Fork, in South Carolina is sometimes referred to 
as the South Fork and, in this reference, the Chattooga River 
is then referred to as the North Fork. In this report, all 
streams are referred to by their official USGS names. 

B. Zone of Influence 

Although the Chattooga River flows in only four counties-
Jackson and Macon in North Carolina, Rabun in Georgia and 
Oconee in South Carolina, its significance has an immediate 
relation to a larger tri-State region. No one area can be 
designated as the exact zone of influence around the river. 
National Wild and Scenic River status will attract canoeists, 
whitewater enthusiasts, and wild river recreationists from 
all over the Southeast and the Nation to the Chattooga River. 
Use of the river will have an immediate effect on the economy 
and recreation use and demand patterns over an area much wider 
than just the four counties through which the river flows. 

An appropriate regional zone of influence which affects the 
study reach and which could be affected by various uses of 
the study reach is the 27-county area delineated by the three 
affected States as the Southern Highlands. 

, ... 



This is an area of the Southern Appalachians which is becoming 
increasingly popular as a destination vacation region. It 
contains a high number;· ofLvacation.,:aJbtracbikms. The Chattooga 
River is a central feature of this region. The Southern 
Highlands region is comprised of the following counties: 

I 

Rabun, Towns, Union, Fannin, ··Gilmer, Pickens 
Habersham:, , Whi'te;t -Lumpki:i:n>;.J ~Dawsorl•/ Btep:h~ns 

, .) ;i,'. ~ ,: ~-·,~,:, '• .. :·· ',i:·.· 1(~'-.l j·'}~.·~ l:.t~.~_f .. ;·'~_:, :·.J.(f ',l(:Jy/ .. (): 

Soutl;l_. carolinP.: '.': Oconee 1,, P:i:ckens;; Ande'rs,on, Greenvil:te.''"' 
,- ~ ~-l.() ) ) ··.1 _;, ; ·' ·:._; f'i"~(. - "•" 

:J; ;. ,Cherokee,, Clay, !'iacon", '!Jackson, Transylvania 1 
.; J ; .. Jl:{endersoni,/ Polk, Gr.ah·am't Swain, Haywood}· 

Buncombe;·" Rutherfo-rdi l :n . 1 

-~::;.t.~~r,-,1 ~:)i{ i· 'J.-··} f-,r· . ...,..-~· c:::ilJ' f~ ~:; ~:~~2~; .' f :_ :· .. ~ · cJJrt~.J~~:· '$ • 1 :-~~ (1 

~ !l~i:c!:.tt'a:~;~:;;:art~1li(~J · ~J~·s~:¥'f9§!Ss,Qf tbis·, ,;reg:i,Qll·: ar·e ,, beiin~i deir:eloped :f9;r•1 
oul~9:.P19,:;:- iJ',§l·9+,~P. t4,.g~4 a;ti ;P.-~ ,(3;cce le~:i~'ting r~a teJ byb;public age'nc:ire'S 
and prl vate ipti;~£§l§_P§>·:!> ·· :~:bppt"opr;i.:at3.i planningc.:;1ag.encies · ... o£ ' 
the three states, in cooperation with Federal and other interests, 
have §Silf~ti,~h~d 13-L South§:!:t;l'kr·Hd.ghla:nds r Cd.l:lncil tto S·tudy. the·:;dT 
regi.QJ1:: 9-n4\t ;t;\~QqromenQ.,,,p::r-·iori ties for')_a.n .overal:luprogram ·.Oft ~~ 
envi:ifonm~:m:ta],,!gon,s;~ry:a:t:iicmt .. and.: .. res.ou:r:oe, developme:n:l;:;• Ar,prbg-t'am 
of wo:rl_<.;, leadi,.ng~ ,tg-i li'd?.,l:an:·!Of &::oe>rdinated'·:' de:vel6pm:ent ·iLi:k iri'" 

,f?J(:C.~tP.¥k99~teS~-·:•: · ··:<: ·'·:·:_f:·:_; ;:L.F L~:_,j·f- .(: __ :J t..~:,·\.-J ~L()j_.jJ·._rH'J()jrr.!~ .r::::,::-:.~·j· __ } .1:>.:·-u.: 
. ~- . , - - - ... ~--" , . { .~. l' -~~ .:-"-~ •. ·.·' .• ~r J:.:.. •. : ;.-:. T,r."' •. : t:L_)rfrY:.}·~) ~:; .. -)·· .. -~"- .. _iE!-··v:~.f-;~5:;~-~ c.. .. - _: ... .:· .. {. '1>JJU.sr~ .:.)t 1 .. , .......... --~. 

<\<> ,,.~he 'population grqwttl ,Qf~ ;tbi!? region 'from 195 0-+~:70 t wasn 17~:()%.:. 
which compares: to~,.;Ll1"'~ %;;,i:or __ j:he: Southeast~rn United! Stat·es~ and 
9.2% for the 3 staEe area. The Southeastern United States had 
the ;t.argest populati<;>n. j.nq:)ZeaS,e:. j;n tne·.\nation.::.·Growth?iYi ·<· 
va.ca:t;i;oning.:popl,llQ:t:i;pth. :~<;>t};l 9f;!asonaL.17esidentia:l and transient 
visj, tors, .has., in j:;b~ l?.A.me,:,p~l;{~04r.;inc:r-easedc·ai: a· substantia'lly 
greateli ;r;ate' ,JDQr§t};::gf,J,.~.g:§h!Ei! Q.f rthe.~;national :growth rates~;\'/.' 

.·. ..< ·.' ,~· ,·~[·~ '.~.:~.rL.t ': j~:,:.···.tf-i)'::r'J}.>:·~-~1, :~? :I \• !"~' r. ~,'~~ ~\- :¥· :·;·::1 ·,,~.."" 

Growth of .pqpu~c;ttt~on.~ th:nJ~gl;:rou~:;;t:tle,-,~:7 oounty region ~:has ru~ 
varied' C<?!ls.j_;d,~ra.f>.ill¥ f.r:o.ro e,g~gnty,.;P,o ~Qunty~~~:,withssome,:;;counties 
experiencing a loss of population. 

e~-.;.rx";.~£' [~.t £rT j:<~-· en'C'!,~~ ~ ~~ 
Between 1960 and 1970 the largest rate of'Tri'ciease ·oc£cuii:ed 
in £icJ~en~.-CqurrP:Y.i: S,c;>:q;th;')Q"ia:pa;l;.tna '·"''Mi:th ,.·~<.:2.4,. il%'' increase·; ·! Lti 
Grah~:Wk:County,·,Nqftli"Q~l:lotil1<}.J e,~perie:ncedua 12• 4% loss ·(of. ~ 
posy.b~"!;~pp duFi~9:r1t~gr:%s!XIe. ;:g~rioqi _ .,_;.,.-, · <·. · • uc> · , r.t · 

;t:·.~..:.·: . :.-''-:~'{·· :>~~~-~~-: ".~--~~~ q_c, {·: r,..-:.·,··_1· ._~ ,..) ····· :· '! • s ,··1~·- ·. -~ .. : , ~ 

ThEjl·:rP,9EU19-J:.ion,·5~t;i~hE!>: .. :P,.e,g,iql1: :is proj.ected, to incr..ease ·at· ·· .- " 
a;.s;~igll,~],y sloweJ!.nrat~ .than ... c;ither ·the rai:e for the three\.··· • 
Sta!:Jz,s_;,;,ot' .. for. :i:JH~~~.JJ:ation., .. /: ·j ·~P · · ·r ._ . 

. ; .. 
, : .~· I 1, \ • ·j I 

"!·' 

-.. ~ ' ' " l •. .. ' ' 

. J' '' J.~ ' i 

., ' ... 8 
. . · .. - :' ~.; . 
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Southern Highlands Regional Populations 

(l,OOO's} 

1950* 1960* 1970* 1980 1990 2000 

Total 763 847. 906 1,059 1,228 1,420 

Georgia 10 3 10 ·4' 108 130 150 174 

North Carolina 342 348 361 435 506 586 

South Carolina 337 394 437 494 572 660 

*Source: u. s. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census. 

The region, with the exception of several larger cities, is de
pendent on farming and forestry, with limited manufacturing 
industry. Of a total population of about 850,000 in 1963, the 
annual average manufacturing employment was 124,000. Seventy
seven percen.t of this was attributed to six counties, which had 
more than 67% of the region's population. Even though these 
counties are larger in area than the regional average, they 
account for barely one-third of the total land area. 

The ext~nt of land in farms in the.area is gradually declining. 
Of the 10.7 thousand square miles of land within the region, an 
estimated 5.0 thousand, or about .. 40%, were in farms in 1954. By 
1964 this figure had dropped to 3.2 thousand, or about 30%. De
cline in farm acreage parallels the decline or slow growth rate 
of population when viewed on a county basis. A parallel ·can also 
be seen be.tween relative decline of aggregate county income and 
declines in population and farm acreage. 1/ 

The mountain ranges that have slowed the past development of the 
Highlands Region ~re.now recognized as nationally significant 
attractions. Protection of the outstanding features of the region 
can provide a stable base for the expanding recreation and tourist 
industries of these .counties. 

C. Accessibility 

A well designed system of interstate highways provides excellent 
access from all parts of the Ea-stern United States to the vicinity 
of the Chattooga River. Interstate Highway 85 connecting Atlanta, 
Georgia with Greenville, So~th Car6lina, Charlotte, North 
Carolina, and points to the northeast crosses Hartwell Reservoir 
25 miles south of the river. Interstate Highway 26 from the 
coast of South Carolina joins I.-85 just east of Greenville 
carrying traffic towards Asheville, North Carolina and points to 

1/ From county and city data book - 1962 and 1967 editions, 
u. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Census. 



the nortnwest, u. S, Righway 76 crosses the Chattooga, u~s~ 
Highway 64 passes over the northern watershed boundary, and 
u.s. 441-23 passes to the west of the river. 

Rail transportation is available in the small towns on the 
southern edge of the study area, and commercial airline 
facilities serve the metropolitan centers listed above, 

The river itself is immediately accessible now by two paved high
ways, u. S. 76 and Georgia-South Carolina 28, which crass it. 
It may also be reached by three graded Forest Service roads which 
cross it, and several 4-wheel drive roads which lead to the river. 
Several foot trails also lead to the river and for short dis~ances 
parallel it. The West Fork is crossed by one paved county road 

·and a graded Forest Service road. Direct access to the river and 
West Fork is well distributed except for the extreme enqs. The 
upper end of both the Chattooga and West Fork may be reached only 
by walking some distance and the lower end by walking steep 
moun~ainsides or crossing over two miles of Lake Tugaloo. 

0. Climate ?:.,/ 

Topography diVides the :tive:r, basin into two climate belts or 
thermal zones. In the northern pa:r:t, . the .climate is affected by 
the higher elevations..:.-winters are.co;Ld and summers are mild. 
Based on a 63 year record, the average temperature is 39° F 
for January and 70° F for July. Rainfall, which averages almost 
80. inches annually, i~ well distributed throughout the year. 

The climate of the southern part of the.river is the humid con
tinental type. Sunune:r;s are relati,vely hot and winters cool. 
Rainfall averages around 59 inches at.Lohg Creek and dry periods 
are common. · 

In summer, climatic conditions in the mild and pleasantly 
cool Chattooga River area differ sharply from the adjacent 
hot and humid Piedmont. The study area provides the closest 
climatic relief for.the increasingly dense industrial populations 
of the Piedmont. Midsummer afternoon temperatures ~verage 

·less than 85° F. Crisp cool nights average about 60° F, 
but are seldom too cold for light camping equipment. 

Weather conditions are suitable from May to September for 
extended float trips, even when frequent upsets and dunkings 
occur. Pleasant daytime temperatures and cool nights make 
this five month season enjoyable for float trips, extended 
hikes, fishing and overnight camping along the river. Light 
rainshowers occur frequently throughout the summer months. 

2/ Source of climate data: U. S. Department of Commerce 
- Wea~her Bureau at Clemson University, Clemson, s. c. 



Daytime temperatures from March through April and from October 
through November are usually suitable for fishing, hiking 
and hunting, but cold water temperatures and cold nights limit 
floating activities and overnight camping during these months. 

December, January and February are generally too cold for ac
tivities other than limited hiking and hunting since air temp
eratures frequently fall below freezing. 





V DES.CRIPTION OF THE RIVER 

A. OWnership of River Bed - Jurisdi.ction. ·of :River Surface 

The Attorney General of NDrth Carolina states the opinion 
that since the Chattooga River in North Carolina is very 
shallow with constant ripples showing every few feet, the 
State Supreme Court would probably find that it is not navigable 
in fact, and therefore not navigable in law. In North Carolina, 
the riparian owners own the streambed of unnavigable streams 
to the center of the stream. The private landowner can 
sell, lease or ·otherwise dispose of the minerals underlying 
the streambed, provided he does not cause sedimentation or 
pollution of the stream. There is now no·mineral activity 
within the proposed boundary of the river in North Carolina. 

Where the river is the boundary between Georgia and South 
Carolina 'with no islands in. the. river, the location of the 
line between the two states is on the water midway between 
the main banks of the river when the river is at ordinary 
stage. Where there are islands, the state line is midway 
between the island bank and the South Carolina shore when 
the water is at ordinary stage. , Any islands in the Chattooga 
River are reserved completely to Georgia. 

The South Carolina Constitution declares the Chattooga 
River to be navigable in fact and law, and as a boundary 
river the state has title to the riverbed and water from 
the mean high water mark to the middle of the river. The 
South Carolina State Budget and Control Board requires a 
permit for any construction or excavation below the mean 
high water.mark. The State would also have the right to 
issue mineral or gravel permits. 

In Georgia, navigability and therefore ownership, have not 
been legally established for the Chattooga River. If the 
river is non-navigable, land ownership extends to the center 
of the main current. If it is determined to be navigable, 
ownership of the bed lies in the State; and adjacent land 
ownership extends only to the low-water mark in the bed of 
the River. Application of navigability tests by the study 
team seems 'to indicate navigability and therefore State 
ownership of the riverbed. In the case of State owned lands, 
mineral permits would be issued by the Georgia Mineral Leasing 
Commission. Agencies having regulatory power over the use 
of waterways in Georgia are the Water Quality Control Board 
and the Game and Fish Commission. 
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Regular peace officers and the enforcement divisions of the 
three State Wildlife Commissions have police power on the 
surface of the Chattooga River. 

B. Water Rights 

North Carolina operates under the riparian rights doctrine. 
Although the riparian owner owns the streambed to the center 
of the stream, the State owns the water, which may be shared 
in a reasonable manner.by_ thevarious riparian owners, subject 
of course, to interpretation by the courts. 

The South Caroli.na. Cons.ti tution. declares'; "The State of South 
Carolina holds the beds·>and waters ·of tbe rivers, streams, 

;and lakes of the State in trust. for and subject to the public 
purposes and rights of navigation, commerce, fishing, bathing, 
recr.eation; or enjoyment, other puhlic and useful purposes, 
and such other rights as are incident.to public waters at 
commonlaw, free.from·obstructionsand interference by private 
persons." 

In Georgia law, ownership. o·f water is dependent upon naviga .... 
bility and since navigability of the Chattooga River has 
not been established at law, no single statement as to 
water rights can be made. If the river is navigable, as 
appears to the study: team, water rights rest with the State. 
If it is non-navigable,,, however, the owner is "entitled 
to the same exclusive possession thereof as he has of any 
other part of his land"· (Georgia Cqde S~c. 2210 (186 3} ; 
Georgia Code Sec.· 85-d305 {1933); Georgia Code Ann. Sec. 
85-1305 (1955 Rev.) )•. 

There are no interstate agreements concerning the use of 
the waters of the Chattooga. No municipal water supplies 
are taken directly from the river, but private developments 
take water from tributary creeks to supply their domestic 
needs. No industrial use is made of the waters within 
the proposed river boundary. 

The present exercise of water rights on the river and 
has no measurable effect on the river's rate of flow. 
are no Forest Service. proposals to modify river flows 
use water from the river for domestic needs. 

c. Water Quality, Quantity and.Flow 

tributaries 
There 

or 

Water Quality information on the Chattooga River came from: 

--water quality criteria for National Wild and Scenic Rivers 
agreed upon by the Departments of Agriculture and Interior. 

14 
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--water quality studies by the U. s. Geologic Survey, the 
Environmental Protection Agency (formerly the Federal Wa.te:r 
Pollution Control Authority), and the States of NoEth 
Carolina, South Carolina and Georgia prior to May, 1969, 

--A water quality study by Dr. Gordon Howard, Clemson University, 
February, 1969. 

~-an intensive water quality study initiated by the U.S. Forest 
Service in 1969, in cooperation with the States of Georgia, 
North Carolina and South Carolina. 

~-a biological investigation of the Georgia tributaries of the 
Chattooga River and the river proper by the Georgia Water 
Quality Control Board and submitted for the record of the 
March 17, 1970, Clayton meeting. 

Federal/State water quality standards have been established 
on all interstate portions of the river. These standards are 
adequate to protect the aesthetics of the area and health of 
the users. 

The current standards are: 

--Recommended Wild and Scenic River Standards 

Stream Classification 

Wild 

,..-south carolina 

Stream Classification 

Class A or better 

... -Georgia 

Stream Classification 

Recreation 

Fecal Coliform (MPN/100 ml.) 
Log mean of 200 and shall not 
exceed 400 in over 10% of samples 
in any 30 day period. (Except 
as these might be exceeded by 
natural background conditions.) 

Standards 

Fecal Coliform (MPN/100 ml.) 
Not to exceed a geometric mean 
of 200 nor shall more than 10% 
of the total samples exceed 400 
in any 30 day period. 

Standards 

Fecal Coliform (MPN/100 ml.) Not 
to exceed a mean of 1000 based 
on at least 4 samples taken over 
a 30 day period, and not to exceed 
4000 in more than 5% of the 
samples taken in any 90 day period. 



--North Carolina 

Stream Classification 

Trout Waters~ Class C 

Clemson Water Quality Study 

Standards 

Fecal Coliform {MP~/100 ml.) Log 
mean of 1000 based upon at least 
5 consecutive samples in a 30 day 
period, and not to exceed 2000 
in more than 20% of the samples 
examined. (Not applicable during 
and immediately following periods 
of rainfall.) 

Dr. Gordon Howard's February, 1969 s.tudy of the Chattooga was 
the first extensive water quality study done on the river. 
Since human waste seemed to be the. major possible source of 
pollution in the Chattooga, this study was concerned with 
measuring fecal coliform counts at 20 stations along the 
river and its major tributaries iq.South Carolina arid Georgia. 
TWo samples were taken at each site. 

or. Howard's study indicated that the West Fork and the river 
proper down to State Highway 28 were free of human waste 
pollutants. The river from State Highway 28 to U. S. Highway 
76 recorded a small level of pollutants (MPN-20/100 ml.), but 
well within the limits for primary·contact waters. Below u. s. 
aighway 76, fecal coliform counts increased measurably (MPN 230-
280/100 ml.), to above primary contact standards. The study 
indicated that Stekoa Creek might be a possible source of 
pollution into the main river, and suggested that further 
sampling would be des irabl.e. 

Forest Service - State Water Quality Study 

During 1969 the Forest Service and state water quality agencies 
organized a water quality sampling program of the Chattooga 
and its tributaries. The Georgia Water Quality Control Board, 
$outh Carolina Pollution Control Authority and North Carolina 
Department of Water and Air Resources assisted in this program. 



A series of 13 sampling points was set up on the river; eight 
on the river proper below major tributaries and five on suspect 
tributaries. Figure V-I shows the location of mQnitoring 
stations. ~onthly samples were taken from May, 1969, to 
January, 1970. Based on this sampling, a revised monitoring 
plan was developed in February, 1970. Under this plan stations 
2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 9 and 10 will continue to be sampled monthly, 
April through October each year, to assure continued water. 
quality surveillance on the river. 

A Biological Investigation of Streams of the Chattoo51a River 
Basin (Savannah) 

An Aquatic Biology study was conducted by the Georgia Water 
Quality Control :Soard and u.s. Forest Service in October 1969. 

Conclusions of the investigation are: 

11 The Chattooga River and its tributaries possessed a highly 
diverse macroinvertebrate fauna in terms of species. Many 
intolerant species were present. The faunae of the river 
stations and the reach investigated on Warwoman Creek were 
characteristic of unaltered streams. Water quality at these 
stations was healthy. 

"While a very diverse macroinvertebrate fauna was present 
at the Stekoa Creek Station, a great increase in the number 
of hydrophsychid caddisfly larvae was indicative of greater 
plankton productivity, a reflection of high nutrient concentrations. 
A· slight reduction in the number of intolerant species 
was observed in the collection from this stream. Water 
quality was assessed as healthy-enriched. Advanced recovery 
was evident in this reach more than four miles upstream 
from the confluence of this stream and the river. 

·"steoka Creek does not affect the macroinvertebrate community 
of the Chattooga River adversely. The composition and 
relative abundance of components of the benthic community 
were similar to that of the communities observed in reaches 
upstream of the confluence with Stekoa Creek. It is highly 
unlikely that, after installation of the waste treatment facility 
at Clayton, wastes from that city can be detected in the river, 
either chemically or biologically. 

"Generally, the Chattooga River at all stations was a natural 
Jtream in its chemistry and biology." 
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Figure V-1 .. 

Water Quality Monitoring Stations Chattooga River 
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Rates of Flow 

The 65 year record maintained by the u. s. Weather Bureau at 
Clayton, Georgia shows an average yearly minimum rainfall of 
4.22 inches in October and a maximum average yearly rainfall 
of 7.18 inches in March. The annual rainfall ranges from 53 
to 80 inches, with average runoff ranging from 27 to 37 inches. 

Flow data is Lased on average daily flows from 1940 through 
1968 and shows flow less than 300 cfs about 25% of the time. 
Th:r;e~, hUl'ld,red,,cfs<i~·.~eg\ll.yal~rrt··' to ·a>!;rtage: of.• 1,.2.6. feet .at 
tpe ,i.JSGS stpec.un:gage qn p. S~ .76 • About 50% of the time 
the flow is 4 50 cfs or greater. Four hundred fifty cfs is 
equivalent to 1.60 feet at the USGS gage. The mean daily 
flow for the period 1940-1968 is 621 cfs with a standard 
deviation of 156 cfs. The lowest average daily flow on record 
was 88 cfs in October 1954 and the highest flow was 29,000 
cfs recorded in August, 1940. 

Floods are of short duration, with sharp rising and falling 
limbs of the hydrograph. Highly turbid water accompanied 
by floating debris is characteristic of flood waters. Most 
of the maximum floods occur during periods of low recreation 
use. 

Riverbed and Flow Characteristics 

The riverbed characteristics are caused by many influencing 
factors such as geology, flow regime, land use in the watershed, 
gradients, etc. Sands and gneissic gravels are characteristic 
of slow moving and slack water portions. Sections with slightly 
higher velocities have mostly gneissic gravels and cobbles. 
Shoals, rapids and falls are predominately angular gneissic 
boulders and bedrock. 

The channels are mostly stable because of the resistant nature of 
the bedrock. Channel degradation and aggregation are in local 
portions only. Channel side slopes are generally sandy with 
considerable coarse fragments (gravels, cobbles and stones) in 
alluvial areas. Trees, shrubs and vines protect these alluvial 
side slopes. The stream in many places has incised itself into 
bedrock. In these places, the channel side slopes are bedrock 
and are therefore stable. 

D. Fisheries 

Trout fishing on the Chattooga ranges from excellent in 
upper areas to extremely marginal in lowermost reaches. 
Offsetting the poor trout fishing in lower sections of the 
Chattooga is an increasingly good Redeye bass fishery. 
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Trout fishing in downstream tributaries in contrast to the 
mainstream trout fishery is very good. In general, tributary 
fishing in upstream areas is good to excellent. Stream pro
ductivity is best discussed by dividing the river and West Fork 
into 5 sections. 

Headwaters to Bullpen Bridge_ ... (7. 7 rniles) 

The Chattooga River and its tributaries above this point are ex
cellent trout waters, comparing favorably with the better 

·streams in all three states·. Brown trout are dominant, although 
rainbow are corrunon in this section. Brook trout are present 
in most of the tributaries. No stocking is done above the 
Bullpen Bridge. 

Bullpen Bridg·e to Highway 28- (16.6miles) 

This section of stream is providing fair to good fishing for 
wild rainbow and brown trout, with brown trout the predominant 
species. Best fishing for wild fish is in the upper reaches. 

No work has been done tb determine whether existing populations 
of trout in the main stream are recruited from wild stock in 
the river and tributaries ·or whether they are sustained 
by the stocking program. North Carolina stocks only 2,500 
fish per year at Bullpen Bridge. South Carolina in 1969 
stocked 19,330 catchable-size trout and. 35,000 fingerling 
brown trout. in the section of stream between Burrells l!"'ord 
·and an access point two miles below the Highway 28 Bridge. 
Georgia in 1969 stocked 50,000 fingerling brown in this same 
section. Several of the tributaries between these points 
contain fair to good populations of wild fish, primarily 
brown·trout, so it is logical to·assume that these streams 
are also providing recruitment to the mainstream fishery 
and for that reason are extremely important. 

This section of stream is of special interest from a wild 
river fishery standpoint since it is the only one providing 
high quality wild trout fishing that is large enough to float -
canoeing is not feasible, but rubber rafts are suitable for 
this section. 

Highway 28 Bridge to Highway 76 Bridge - (19.1 miles) 

The Chattooga River in most of this section is considered 
marginal for trout, due to high water temperatures. However, 
large rainbow and brown trout are, occasionally taken in this 
stretch of stream. The upper portion of the section provides 
the best fishing, due primarily to a stocking program by the 
South Carolina Wildlife Resources Department. 'rhis section 
also contains some of the flatter, shallower, stretches of 
water suitable for wading fisherman. Although Redeye bass 
are corrunon throughout the section, it should be classed as 
trout water. 
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Highway 76 to Tugaloo Lake - (7.8 miles) 

This section of the mainstream is the only portion not suit
able for· classification as a trout stream. It is primarily a 
Redeye bass-redbreast sunfish stream, although, according to 
local fisherman, occasional trout are taken here. Stream tem
perature is definitely too high for trout but good for bass. 

West Fork of Chattooga River - (7.3 miles) 

The West Fork is a large stream furnishing fairly good fishing 
for rainbow and brown trout in its lower reaches. The wild 
trout fishery there is supplemented by a stocking program of 
approximately 3,000 catchable-size trout per year. The section 
of West Fork above Overflow Bridge to Three Forks provides 
better fishing for wild trout than the area below the bridge. 
This area is inaccessible and is not included in stocking 
programs. 

The three tributaries joining at Three Forks include Holcomb 
Creek, Overflow Creek and Big Creek. All three are basically 
good streams providing excellent fishing for brown and rain
bow throughout most of their length, and for brook trout in 
some of the upper tributaries. 

Holcomb Creek, lying entirely in Georgia, is in relatively 
good condition, receiving only minor siltation from a gravel 
system road. It contains an excellent population of wild 
brook and rainbow above the upper falls, and brown and rain
bow below the falls. Approximately 2,000 fish are stocked 
annually on the Billingsley Creek Section of Holcomb Creek. 

Overflow Creek, originating in Blue Valley, North Carolina, 
is in excellent condition until it reaches the Georgia line 
where recent road construction just below the State line has 
created a serious siltation problem. The population of both 
brown and rainbow trout in this section was excellent prior 
to construction. Effects of the project on the trout population 
have not been evaluated. Only the headwaters in North Carolina 
are stocked with hatchery fish. 

Big Creek also originates in North Carolina and then flows into 
Georgia. This stream carries a fairly heavy load of sand and 
fine sediment throughout much of its length but still provides 
a fairly good fishe~· for wild brown trout. Rainbow trout are 
present in much smaller numbers. 

Present Fishing Regulations 

South Carolina has a year-long season on tributaries and the 
main stream with a creel limit of 10 fish and no restriction 
on lures. 
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Georgia also hae~ a y:ear-,long season on the mainstream an" 
the West Fork upstream to Three Forks·~ and a season running 
from early April to early October on most tributary streams~ 
Tributaries in the Warwoman Management Area are open only 
two days a week from May to Labor Day. Creel limit on all 
streams is eight per day with no restriction on lures, 

In North Carolina the general trout season runs from the 
first Saturday in April through Labor Day with a seven fish 
creel limit and only single hook baits or lures allowed. 
They also provide a special fall season for the months of 
September and October during which. time the creel limit is 
one rainbow or brown trout 16 inches or better, or one broo~ 
12 inches or better, with bait restricted to single hook 
artificial lures only. 

The South Carolina and Georgia Game and Fish Commissions 
recognize and accept either of the two State licenses for 
mainstream fishermen. 

Present Fish Stocking Polic~ 

At present, catchable size trout are being stocked in some 
sections of the Chattooga in all three States. These stockings 
of catchables are supplemented in South Carolina and Georgia 
with plantings of sub~adult or fingerling fish. 

The Georgia Game and Fish .. Commission has stocked smallmouth bass 
in the lower reaches in the past; however, there have been no 
confirmed reports of survival from these plantings. 

E. Recreation Opportunities. 

Although fishing accounts for most recreation use, there are 
other attractions to the river. 

The canoeist and floater are showing up in increasing numbers 
to experience the challenge of the river. Sections of the river 
are ideal for floating in canoes and rubber rafts. Motorized 
boat use is impractical because of shallow water and rocks. 

The only camping facilities along the river are provided at a 
campground near Burrells Ford in South Carolina. River runners 
on extended float trips can enjoy camping Under primitive 
conditions at sites along the river. 

Hiking provides another way of seeing the river. There is only 
one developed trail extending the four miles from Burrells Ford 
to Ellicotts Rock. However, most of the shoreline is accessible 
to those hikers willing to test themselves against the rugged 
country. 
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More trails are needed along the river. 

The number of canoeists using the river 
is increasing. 

Rafting Bull Sluice. 



Most camping is done at undeveloped sites 
along the river. 

The whitewater is the challenge for many people 
using the river. 

A successful trout fisherman near 
Highway 28 bridge. 
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The casual sightseer is offered only brief glimpses of the river 
at bridge crossings and access points. To see and enjoy much of 
the river requires considerable time and effort from the re
creationist, whether he be fisherman, canoeist, hiker or camper. 

Other major recreation attractions are located within 50 miles of 
the Chattooga River--

--The Highland-Cashiers resort area of North Carolina is an 
exclusive and popular vacation area of the Southeast. 

--National Forests in Georgia, South Carolina, Tennessee and 
North Carolina offer many forms of recreation. 

--The Great Smokies National Park is the most heavily visited 
National Park in America with over 6 million visitors annually. 

--21 major lakes and reservoirs including Hiwassee, Nantahala, 
Fontana, Tugaloo, Hartwell, Appalachia and Sidney Lanier offer 
extensive recreational opportunities. 

Many smaller state and private recreation developments contribute 
to making the area surrounding the Chattooga River a complete 
vacation land. 

F. Proposed Water Developments 

Several water development projects have been proposed for the 
Chattooga River in the past. None of the proposals has reached 
the detailed planning stage. 

There is a broad proposal that the Corps of Engineers connect 
the Savannah River and Tennessee River Basins with a barge 
canal. This proposal has not been studied to determine possible 
routes or feasibility of the overall project. It is not 
likely that the Chattooga would be considered in any detailed 
study. 

Georgia Power Company 

Although they have made no detailed study or proposal, the 
Georgia Power Company has had an interest in hydroelectric 
development of the Chattooga River since they acquired lands 
along the river. Recent contacts with officials of the Company 
indicate that, at the present time, they do not have plans 
to make a detailed investigation of the Chattooga River for 
power development. In Highlands, North Carolina, on December 
5, 1969, at the Chattooga River Public Listening Session, an 
official of the Georgia Power Company stated, "In the opinion 
of Georgia Power Company, the development of these projects 
is presently marginal from the economic viewpoint. 11 This was 
referring to the 366,000 kilowatt capability proposed in 
the U. S. Str.ld'J Cc~ssi.c:-"'s So'J.tl'.east. S..i.v:.,;>:- 33-sit-~ R~~QJ:::t~ 
Senate Document #51, 88th Congress. A complete statement, from 
the record of that public listening session is found in Appendix 
A of this report. 
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Four studies have been pUblished concerning development of thQ 
Chattooga River. 

Corps of En;rineers Studies, 

Two studies were made by the u.s. Army Corps of Engineers and 
were published as House Document #657, 78th Congress in June, 1944. 
The 1944 study identified four dam sites on the Chattooga 
River for eventual construction as a part of the development of 
the Savannah River Basin. These studies are now considered out
of-date, and the Corps is making a new study to update them. 

In Clayton, Georgia on March 17, 1970, at the s·econd Chattooga 
·'River Public· Listening. Session, the Corps of Engineers submitted 

a statement in response to the Forest Service's "Proposal for a 
Wild and Scenic River.Y ·This statement supported the proposal to 
preserve the Chattooga River as a wild and scenic river. A 
cOmplete statement,f:tomtherecord .of the public meeting is in 
Appendix B of this report. 

Southeast River Basins Study 

This study was made in 1963 by the u.s. Study Commissionp 
and published as Senate Documeht··.#51 ,i 88th Congress. Portions 
of this repor-t pertaining to the Chattooga River have been 
summarized for this study by the Resources·. Advisory Board, 
Southeastern River Basin Staff, in a memorandum dated November 
14, 1969. (Appendix· C). 

No alternative hydroelectric developments were proposed on other 
rivers to replace the generating capacity of· the Chattooga River. 
The Resources Advisory Board summary, however, indicates that 
one alternative for meeting the electric power need would be to 
expand and improve the design for projects in the Study 
Commission report. 

Water Resources in App'alachia Study 

At the direction of Section 206 of the Appalachian Regional 
Development Act of 1965 (PL 89-4), the Appalachian Water Re
sources Survey was made. It was published in April 1970, as 
''Water Resources in Appalachia." The Office :of Appalachian 
Studies of the Corps of.Engineers prepared and supervised 
the report. · 

In brief, the Appalachian Water Resources Survey is a comprehen
sive survey of the developmental potential of the water and 
related resources of"Appalachia. Its treatment of the Chattooga 
River is as follows: 



"Portions of rivers, such as the Susquehanna in New York and 
Pennsylvania; Allegheny and Clarion in Pennsylvania; Shenandoah 
in West Virginia; Potomac in West Virginia and Virginia; Big 
South Fork Cumberland River in Kentucky and Tennessee; Red River 
in Kentucky; and Chattooga in Georgia, North Carolina and South 
Carolina have outstanding scenic qualities if retained in their 
free-flowing state ... 

Accordingly, the recommended Appalachian Water Development Plan 
includes these projects: a complete study of Chattooga River 
for Wild and Scenic River classification and the development of 
recreation opportunities in Sumter National Forest (outside 
Chattooga River Watershed). 

Federal Power Commission Study 

The Federal Power Commission preliminary analysis gives two 
alternatives for power development on the Chattooga River. 
Each proposes three impoundments on the river. (Table 1). 
The first alternative proposal would flood 7,250 acres and 
would have an installed generating capacity of 1,780,000 
kilowatts. The second alternative proposal would flood 9,450 
acres with an installed generating capacity of 1,800,000 
kilowatts. The Cashiers project in both proposals would 
be a pumped storage installation with the forebay on Little 
Whitewater Creek, a tribuary of the Whitewater River in the 
Keowee River Basin. This installation could operate separately 
from the other two. In either proposal, the Rogues Ford
Opossum Creek or Sand Bottom-Opossum Creek operations are 
inter-dependent, both being pumped storage installations. 

Either of the Federal Power Commission's proposals would 
leave the Chattooga River unfit for National Wild and Scenic 
River purposes. According to the Federal Power Commission 
analysis, either proposal "would still leave an 18 to 20 
mile stretch of the river that could be considered for other 
purposes." The other purposes would not include Wild and 
Scenic status since the river would not be free-flowing because 
of the Cashiers Reservoir. None of the 18 to 20 mile stretch 
would have sufficient water for canoeing. 

The Federal Power Commission requested special considera
tion for the Cashiers project in view of expected future 
demands for peaking power. The project could be operated 
so that "releases from the impoundment could be regulated 
so that they would be nearly equal to the inflows." It would 
inundate about two miles of river under a 450 acre impoundment, 
interrupting the free-flowing characteristics of this stretch 
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TABLE 1 
CHATTOOGA RIVER BASIN 

Potential Hydroeledric Power Proiects 

DAM IUSERVOIR ' POWER INS.TAUATION 
PROJECT NAME 

River River Drainage Maximum Area Maximum Power Gross 

Mile Area Power Critical Storage Power 

Pool Elev Drawdown Capacity Head 

Sq Mi Ft msl Acres Ft Ac Ft Ft 

CASHIERS Chattooga 46.9 a. 12.4 :uao 450 45 11 16.5M 640 

ROGUES FORD Chattooga 11.3 193,0 1600 5800 25 140M 360 

SAND BOTTOM 

alternative for Rogues Ford Chattooga 17. 7 178.0 1640 5800 20 150M 280 

OPOSSUM CREEK 

with Rogues Ford Chattooga 4.9 25&.0 1240 1000 40 40M 348 

with Sand Bottom Chattooga 4.9 258.0 1360 3200 10 40M 468 

Footnotes: 

!/ eased on iO% annual load factor. 

'V Forebay will be locatl!ld on Little Whitewater Creek tributary to Whitewater River. 

~ After bay drawdown "45ft. F~rebay drawdown ,. 60,ft, Maximum power pool at elevation 3520 ft. 

~ 5.50M kwinstallction ba!ed on15hrs continuOIJS genfllration if reduced to Bhrs could be increased to about IMM kw. 

~ 1MM kw instal lotion based on 8 hn continuous generation. 

!!J 1MM kw inztallation based on I hn continuous generation ultimate could be as much as 2MM kw. 

lJ 115M kw pumped storage based on Shrs continuous generation and 115M kw conventional installation. 

-~- _ _. -"----- L---...1 -- A~ ... ........ : ....... .,. nan .. rntitm and 150M kw conventional installation. 

Installed jAverage 

Capacity !Annual 

Go.••······ I Kw .Mwh 

55 0M ~ 482M 

lMM ~ 876M 

iMM !.1 316M 

230M lJ 202M 

300M aJ 263M 





of the river. It would cut off a two mile free-flowing segment 
above the afterbay which would not have the neces,sary length 
for classification as an individual river section. Unless 
releases from this impoundment were regulated exactly with 
outflows, interruption in the flow of water from this impoundment 
could drastically affect the free-flowing characteristics 
of the rest of the river. 

Only the benefits of hydroelectric power were considered in the 
Federal Power Commission's preliminary analysis of these 
proposals. The analysis points out that considerable opportunity 
for recreation, water-cooling and other purposes would be 
provided by the development. 

The Federal Power Commission proposed no alternative hydro
electric developments on other rivers to replace the generating 
capacity of the Chattooga River. 

Soil Conservation Service Proposals 

The Soil Conservation Service indicates there are no existing 
or proposed SCS water development projects within the Chattooga 
River Watershed. The Conservation Needs Inventory for Watershed, 
prepared by SCS in 1960-62, listed several potential flood 
control or drainage projects in Georgia and South Carolina 
in the Chattooga Watershed. Since then, these inventoried 
projects have been field checked by SCS Watershed Investigation 
Parties and have all been declared not feasible for develop
ment. 





VI DESCRIPTION OF ADJOINING LANDS 

A. Land OWnership and Status 

The Chattooga River lies within the boundaries of three 
National Forests. Over 87% of the lands directly along the 
river are National Forest lands. 

Thirteen percent of the lands within the proposed river corridor 
are in private ownership. The majority of these private lands 
occur above Chattooga Cliffs in North Carolina where the river 
leaves the National Forest. In this area 12 landowners own 
1241 acres within the proposed river boundary representing 63% 
of the individual private lands on the river. 

The remaining 720 acres of private lands within the boundary 
are scattered along the river in South Carolina and Georgia. 
In Georgia, three private landowners own 297 acres on the 
Chattooga River and five private landowners own 360 acres on the 
West Fork. These tracts are at Earls Ford, opposite Fall Creek 
on the main river, and around Highway 28 and its junction with 
Warwoman Road and Overflow Road on the West Fork. On the South 
Carolina side of the river there are 63 acres of private land. 
Fifty acres of this is in one ownership, south of Whetstone 
Creek. The last 13 acres of private land is located at Highway 28 
on the main river and is divided into 17 individual ownerships 
averaging less than one acre each. 

ACREAGE WITHIN PROPOSED RIVER CORRIDOR 

West 
Main River Fork 

NC sc GA GA TOTAL 
'217'1;_ ~t;; 7:1 l~7'ff''l I k/ j, "!f t<177k;""·· .t:? 

National Forest l-4'-33 452·0 6-291 ... J.-:2·2/ ~ 
;; '~<(,) 

Private 1-2--4-Y~ .. &-s- . .2·9·7 ..36·0· 1,961 
\ __ ,, 

TOTAL 2674 4583 6588 1587 15,432 

Of the 15,432 acres total within the proposed boundary, 17% is 
in North Carolina, 30% is in South Carolina, 43% is along the 
Chattooga River in Georgia, and 10% is along the West Fork in 
Georgia. 
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Except for private lands along the major roads and upper head
waters, the land away from the riparian strip along the river 
are mostly National Forest lands. 

There are no mineral rights outstanding on federal lands 
within the proposed corridor. The only recent mining activity 
has been some sand removal near the u. s. 76 bridge and 
Woodall Shoals. This is not a large operation and occurs 
under permit· to individuals. 

B. Physiography and Geology 

The massive face of the Southeastern Blue Ridge Escarpment is 
divided by a number of beautiful gorges representing millions 
of years of carving by waterborne sands and millions of years 
of high rainfall. The Chattooga, flowing for a major pattern 
of its length through one of these gorges, is less developed 
than any of the other rivers of the Escarpment region.. The 
topographic character o-f this area is a rather abrupt, deeply 
dissected escarpment forming the boundal;'y between the complex 
mountains of the Blue Ridge Province and the hilly Piedmont 
Province. The physiogl;'aphic nature of the dissection is that 
of a series of alternating ridges and gorges with southeastern 
and southern aspect in an area of a long continuous regime of 
high rainfall. 

Mountains of the Southern Blue Ridge Province are classed as 
"subdued 11

• Technically, this designates a stage in the cycle 
of weathering when height and steepness are so far lost that 
a mantle of decayed rock is general. Crags, bare cliffs and 
talus slopes are rare. Occasional precipitous slopes of bare 
rock are located in recently deepened gorges. Summits are 
commonly rounded and higher slopes are less steep than valley 
sides. Forests cover the highest mountains except for a few 
locations where monolithic formations of exposed granite occur. 
Most slopes range from 20 to 80% and the drainage pattern is 
dendritic in nature. 

oThe .Chattooga River is entrenched by steep, rocky, forested 
slopes that plunge into deep, narrow gorges. The river flows 

f
through the steepest, most pronounced portion of the Chattooga 
Gorge in its first 20 miles, averaging over 84 feet drop per 

\.mile. The next 33 miles to Tugaloo Reservoir is through wider, 
more gentle mountains with an average drop of only 22 feet per 
mile. 
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Except for a wide valley.at Highway 28, the Chattooga flows 
between high ridges for almost all of its length. The 
steep slopes just above the river walls are mostly forested 
slopes, rather than abrupt rock faces. In many places rock 
outcrops and cliffs are exposed 400-600 feet above the river. 
A series of outstanding monolithic treeless domes and slopes 
of exposed resistant granite occur at the upper headwaters of 
the river. 

The major portion of the rock through which the Chattooga River 
flows was formed from highly metamorphosed sediments and igneous 
intrusions. Deposition of the original sediments occurred during 
the late Precambrian or early Paleozoic period and was followed 
by folding, metamorphism, and intrusion.. These later events 
corresponded in time with the close of the Ordovician period. 
These events gave rise to the metamorphic mica gneiss and 
schist and the igneous granite dominant in the area. 

C. Soils 

Folding of the Southern Appalachians during the Precarnbrain and 
Paleozoic periods created a landscape characterized by changing 
slope gradients. These differences in slopes caused variations 
in the erosional forces similar to those which exist today. 
Within given climatic regimens, similar geological parent 
materials produced the characteristic soil patterns. 

Soils along the Chattooga River above the mouth of Reed Creek 
are characteristically shallow, rocky and very steep with no 
potential for recreational development on the steeper side
slopes. Severe slope gradients, stone, and bedrock outcrops 
in some locations would require blasting for foot trail con-· 
struction. Occasionally along this portion of the river, 
flood waters have deposited alluvial materials on narrow 
flood plains. These alluvial deposits are usually rather 
level and less than 200 feet wide. They are well suited for 
many recreational activities but are not recommended for high 
unit cost investments since they can be expected to flood 
again in the future. Due to the sandy nature of these soils 
and their close proximity to the stream, septic tank drain 
fields are not recommended because of the danger of pollution. 
Certain areas along the toe of the slopes, often near smaller 
tributaries, are characterized by deep colluvial deposits 
well suited for small camp sites. These areas seldom exceed 
ten acres in size but development may be prohibitive because 
of the steepness of the slopes. 
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Below Reed Creek downstream to Adline Branch the flood plain 
is wider and as a result a different soil pattern developed 
on these terraces. Immediately adjacent to the river there 
is usually a thick deposit of sandy soils caused by the initial 
deposition by flood waters. As the flood waters receded 
the natural levee formed by these deposits trapped flood 
waters an~ allowed silt to settle out. The deposition of 
silt produced fertile, moderately well-drained soils. These 
areas are suitable for development within the limitations 
imposed by the relatively high water table and occasional 
flooding hazard. Also occurring in the flood plains are 
generally small areas of poorly drained soils which are ideally 
suited for natural areas because of their unique flora. 

Above the flood plain and extending southward from Reed Creek 
to Tugaloo Lake, the soils are very steep and shallow with 
disintegrated rock extending to great depths. Relatively level 
ridges occur about 500 feet above the river. The broader ridges 
have moderately deep clay soils generally suited for most types 
of developments. Along the major tributaries, such as Licklog 
and Didks Creeks, there ar~ large areas df colluvial soils 
occupying gently sloping, undulating topography. The more level 
areas above the stream terraces are usually suitable for develop
ment with primary considerations beirtg erosion control and per
colatiort characteristics. Acquisition of these level lands for 
recreation areas could result in savings by reducing high initial 
investments and the tremendous cost of up-keep associated with 
developments on steep, shallow soils. 

In general, soils along the Chattooga River have the ability 
to take in and provide temporary storage for a large quantity 
of water, thus assuring a sustained flow in the rivers and streams. 
Due to steep slopes and medium depths to bedrock, rapid return 
flow and some overland flow can be expected during periods of 
intense rainfall. 

D. Vegetation 

The Southern Appalachian Region around the Chattooga River is 
known for its rich variety of plant life, including natural 
vegetation typical of both southern and more northern regions. 
The Southeastern Escarpment of the Blue Ridge forms the phy
siographic boundary between the Blue Ridge and Eastern Piedmont 
Provinces. In this area the Oak-Chestnut Forest region of the 
mountains gives way to the Oak-Pine Forest region of the Piedmont. 
Wide differences in elevation and high rainfall combine to create 
a unique environment, supporting plants of wide geographical 
variations and environmental requirements. 
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Although most of the Chattooga is in a completely forested 
condi·tion, few virgin timber stands remain along the river. 
The overstory trees along the Chattooga are for the most part 
second growth. Many tree species such as white pine, are 
successional species and their presence along the Chattooga 
is the direct result of past types and degrees of disturbance 
in the area. 

Dumond 1/, in a recent study of the upper 25 miles of the 
Chattooga, characterizes the nature of the Chattooga vegeta
tion as a continuum, in which forest elements merge, shift 
and can only rarely be recognized as constituting distinctive 
types. He attributes this in part to past disturbance by man 
and partially to the ecotonal nature of the entire escarpment 
vegetation. Dumond's unpublished study is the most recent 
authoritative survey of the vegetation of the Chattooga River. 

Several rare plant species occur along the Chattooga. Mountain 
camellia is found in abundance along Dicks creek. The rare 
Shortia plant is found along Reed Creek and just above Burrells 
Ford. These ftreas, described first by pioneer bontanist 
William Bartram, are still rich in botanical rarities including 
many species of wild orchids, fern, ground pine, lilies, 
trilliums and violets. · 

Forest Service classifications of the vegetation along the 
Chattooga River are based on the timber in the overstory. 
Most of the timber stands are of a mixed composition - that is, 
pine-hardwood type - although there are stands of pure pine or 
hardwood. Commercially important conifers are hemlock, short
leaf, pitch, Virginia and white pines. Commercial hardwood 
species are white, black, scarlet, northern red and chestnut 
oaks; yellow poplar; basswood; hickory and red maple. Other 
infrequ~ntly occurring species are black cherry, walnut, c ~ 
cucumber, ash and gums. Not commercially important, but most ; ' 
significant from an aesthetic viewpoint, are dogwood, sourwood, 
mountain laurel, rhododendron and other small flowering plants. 
Most stands are not fully stocked with desirable stems and are 
uneven-aged in character. 

1/ Dumond, David Morse, "Floristic and Vegetational Survey of 
the Chattooga River Gorge" (Unpublished Master's thesis, 
North Carolina State University, 1969). 
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Of the approximately 15,143 acres within the river boundary, 
7,138 are in National Forest status. Ellicott's Rock Scenic 
Area has 713 acres within the proposed river zone. This acreage 
is classified as commercial productive reserved and is permanently 
reserved from timber harvest. The remaining 6,425 Nationai· 
Forest acres are typed as follows: 

Type 

Shortleaf pine~oak 
White pine-oak 
Shortleaf pine 
WO-RO-hickory 
White pine 
Chestnut Oak. 
Pitch pine...:oak 
Hemlock-bardwopd 
Scar.let oak· 

Total 

Acres 

1,990 
1,870 
1,194 

732 
228 
175 
100 
100 
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6,425 

App:J::"oximately 59% or 3, 79 2. acres o~ Natipnal Forest commercial 
, f9r~1:;t. ,land ;i.s, 'immatur.e ,Sa\A{t,iml:l.er. 'tl19.,~8%, o~ 1 1782 acres is 

classed: as mature sawtimber~_based .on a . .100 year rotation. The 
remaining C!-Cres, are mostly sparse, or. J..o\v quality sawtimber . 

. The 6 I 42 5. acres . of National Forest corrunercial 'forest land contain 
about 26.3' million. }:)oatd feet. 6f sawtimber and 21 .. 3 thousand 
cords of pulptv()od. ' \ ' . . . . . . . ... 

E. Wi ].dlife . 

The wildlife species of the area. ar~, varied and serve different 
interests. Game. animals provide hunti~g, and these, plus .. the 
non-game anim~ls; are also availabl~ for scientific study. The 
Highlands Biological Station atH{ghlands, N. C. considers the 
Ch,attooga Riyer area_a rich study ~r~a and one of the last 
remaining prim~t~ve river environments in the Southeast. 

The many species of birds provide ample opportunity for nature 
photography and bird watching. 

Hunting conditions are fairly similar throughout the Chattooga 
drainage. The terrain immediately adjacent to the river is 
generally rugged and steep. Rocky bluffs and dense rhododendron 
or mountain laurel "slicks" are corrimon along the river. Such 
terrain is somewhat unproductive ;i.n terms of animal numbers 
produced but offers a challeng~ng type of big game hunting. 

Only two areas in the proposed zone are especially suitable 
for small game management. These include the flat bottomlands 
in the vicinity of Highway 28 Bridge and the old fields on the 
extreme headwaters near Cashiers. 
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Game Species. 

Deer 

Deer are scarce in all sections of the Chattooga River, however 
the herd is increasing in all three states, with fastest build
up in the Holcomb Creek area (Georgia) and in Blue Valley (North 
Carolina) which is a deer restoration area. · 

Habitat in most of the zone is not ideal for deer since an es
sentially unbroken overstory canopy predominates. Herds should 
build up to a huntable level and provide the major hunting re
source in the area. 

Bear 

Bears are scarce throughout this drainage~ Those occasionally 
encountered are usually transient and do not stay in one place 
for any length of time. Populations may increase in the future, 
but such an increase will be slight and the amount of hunting 
offered will likely be negligible. The primary reason is the 
lack of isolated terrain necessary for good bear range. North 
Carolina biologists feel that a contiguous block of land at 
least 35,000 - 50,000 acres in size is needed to provide hunt
able bear populations. National Fores·t :Land in the Chattooga 
drainage is not consoliqateq to this extent. 

Turkey 

Turkeys are present in hunt.aple ~umbers in several sections of 
the drainage in all three l=lt.Ates, but no areas contain them 
in sufficient numbers tQ Pt:'~~~de't::op notch hunting. Best hunt
ing for turkey, at pres~pt, ;P in Georgia and South Carolina. 

Populations are slowly in ... c~~.a~ini. and should continue to in
crease as protection improves an4 habitat improve.ments are added. 

Habitat is only fair for t~~key in most areas of the Chattooga . 
due to a lack of.openings in. the forest canopy and the prevalence 
of dense rhododendron and mQuntain laurel understory. The major 
factor in the turkey's favor in the proposed wild river zone 
would be the lack of access and corresponding lack of disturbance 
during nesting seasons. 

Grouse 

Grouse are found in all sections of the Chattooga and are pro
viding hunting ranging from fair to excellent. Habitat in the 



.. ·.·c::c; 8nt.'-:~·~n±a ·:r···~:tt~ -~rc;,':- :~s-=:;bJ jG:! :::l ,,,:'""~7' . d.:) -:J.-:·, JT:;m IL; -;,_. '. 
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' •. .. . -. • ·-· "· &.~. '. ,.,~ '' •.• · \. ":1''''·~·••)• i- •,,J ··"" -~- • ~ ···..I'··' ...L• ... L!...J 

... ~; 'Gbod. ~~Gif~~ymh~gliri~; is 1 ~v·g~YaBl~9 tn!c>~ gfit~gr:e~ oak-hickory 
stands throughout the drainage. Best huhti~~ i~ in such stands 
lying adjacent to cultivated cornfields where food is always 
available. · 

Raccoon 

in any 
stands 

.. .nt?ocdJJ:>rl!) srU io e6£-1'.fE .:taom n_ J: yent'J:r;j ·:Io±.·:J.1J5l :I(_J.n:b.<:~:h__l.Gj-jp.sH 
S~)f!SJ s·,~r~¥Jn.r:W~_fbRJb gJ.£:l·.ft5¥ltJ1f?SW_r ~.(1_fltM8-t"f>ct~ll;.;\d-f h c~"Yvb 
:w[sm <?Hf¥il-Sl.qpiblfl:r~t.1J P1~~ tf.Thjt.J:1ffi:#."tJrt13 ~~·ono.rf·.r eaf!sb :to 

snos :tsvJ::r:. bl.l:w f>scoqo:r:q srL:t nl :wvnl 8 'ys.x:r:uJ erl:: -rd: ""Joj::Js'.t 
9:Ja.sd-:rrPfib.M :iH1J.t?fulf? J?n.i:bnoqB9"'1"10:J bn:.B ~.::8e:J:JJ'> 3:o :1!:::->tL( erL:Y E>d bLuow 

Beaver I muskrat 
1 

mink I fox 1 bobcat a·nca'1°o'{5:.l~~J?nT~{_2e£:H~.f·:f1·~i~bsent 
along the Chattooga River drainage in numbers high el!qH@.--·:that 
local people occasionally trap or hunt them for spor-e?.-'er-::tu.r. 

~-~:;~~~~tpg~~_i~~~P~~om~e0-o):t_o_e#-\{~n&~n~r~i,f~t-hei~s~ ~7Jlge 
9 

..J and ha's ~reat~d minor pici'"b-r/~ ~tn tfrlfi·t~anfdL~JII~rt :f'ew_,_""'s\n~ll 
tributaries. It is unlikely that they will be a major problem 
in the Chattooga drainage because of the steep terrain which 
allows only very small impounded areas. 
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Uncommon Species 

Several species of small mammals reach the southern limit of 
their natural range in the Chattooga River. Animals like the 
masked shrew and woodland jumping mouse are more commonly found 
at higher latitudes. 

Some species of salamanders, a small lizard-type, are found 
only in the general area of the Chattooga River and its tri
butaries. 

Poisonous Insects and Reptiles 

Potentially dangerous insects and snakes normally encountere~ 
in this area include the following: 

Timber Rattlesnake 

Coppe:chead 

Yellow Jackst:.s 

Hornets 

Honeybees 

Stinging Caterpillars (various species) 

These insects and snakes are encountered only occasionally and 
are considered a natural part of the environment. They usually 
bite or sting only when threatened and seldom or never build up 
in numbers to dangerous proportions. They occur throughtout the 
Southern Appalachians and most hikers and outdoor recreationists 
can recognize and avoid them. They are accepted and respected 
as dangerous members of the natural ecosystem. No measure§ 
should be considered to control them. 

F. Present Land Uses 

The most intensive land use along the river occurs on the small 
tracts of private land. A number of summer homes are present 
in areas near the headwaters in North Carolina and downriver 
near State Highway 28 in South Carolina. Some of these dwellings 
detract from the aesthetic qualities of the river landscape. 

A few old farmlands with their abandoned fields and pastures, 
now being reforested with small trees, create welcome openings 
in the forested shoreline. Major bridge structures occur at 
U.S. Highway 76, State Highway 28, Burrells Ford and Grimshawes. 
Two single-wire power lines cross the river above Grimshawes 
Bridge. The Forest Service campground at Burrells Ford accounts 
for most camping use along the river. 
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Numerous undeveloped fisherman trails or paths can be found 
near the major access points, especially at bridges. Old log
ging roads arenow used by jeeps for access to the river in 
many otherwise inaccessible spots along the river. 

Some logging has occured on both National Forest and Georgia 
Power Company lands in the proposed river corridor. These 
operations caused some temporary loss of aesthetic values 
that have been recovered quickly because of the nature of the 
hardwood forest in this area to grow back at a fast rate. 

A detailed analysis of land uses and their potential effects 
are given in Chapter X-B, Administration - Management. 

G. The Nature of the View From the River 

The Chattooga is deeply entrenched between high ridges for 
most of its length. Steep forested slopes on either side of 
the river give a sensation of seclusion to anyone on the 
river. The dense forest along the banks of .the river usually 
prevents a view of the high sloping ridges on either side, 
except on the canyon sections where sheer rock cliffs rise 
vertically from the river. The river constantly curves and 
meanders and there are good views of the surrounding ridges 
from these bends. 

'·The seasons of the year affect the color~ texture and character 
of the vegetation. During spring and summen·the river is 

' blanketed with· varying shades of green. tn . autumn, the vege-
.' tation changes into a patchwork of red, yellow and orange, mixed 

with the dark green of the yellow pines and rhododendron and 
the s·dfter bluish..:.green of the white pines·. In winter the dense 
cloak of leaves is stripped away and the steep hillsides can be 
seen on either side of the river. The pines, rhododendron and 
mountain laurel then provide patches of green color against the 
grey-brown hillsides and exposed rock formations. 

The river itself proVides a constantly changing scene. It 
follows a varying route over thundering falls and cascades, 

·down raging rapids, around enormous boulders and twisting 
rock-choked channels, and through narrow cliff-enclosed, deep 
pools. Rock formations divide, narrow, and concentrate the 
course of the water. :Seldom is a straight section of the river 
longer than 1/2 mile. The twisting and turning adds interest 
to the river by creating suspense and anticipation of what is 
ahead. 
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On the slower stretches, sounds other than that of the water 
can be heard and attention is drawn away from the river course. 
Smooth water reflects images of plants along the bank as well 
as clouds, sky and ridges. Slow water allows the surroundings 
to be seen and enjoyed, provides relaxation after the last 
rapids, and gives time to prepare for the next rapids. Near· 
Highway 28, two long sections of slow, smooth water occur 
on the River and West Fork. 

Most of the waters of the Chattooga are continually broken up 
with ripples, rapids and whitewater. The sound of water rush
ing over rocks drowns out all other sound on the faster sections 
of the river. Many of the steeper cascades and falls can be 
heard for a long distance before they are seen. 

There are two types of fast water--over rapids and over shoals. 
Rapids create an elevation drop over a long distance, sometimes 
being forced by rock outcrops into a twisting channel, constantly 
changing direction, sometimes widening with fast shallow water 
flowing over rocks. "Shoals" is a local term and are vertical 
drops in elevation sometimes created. by rock ledges and sometimes 
by large boulders block).ngand channeling the river. Large 
boils below the s·hoals create turbulent water, often dangeroUS 
for canoeists and floaters. ·· 

The lower four miles of the West Fork and six miles of the 
main river from Nicholson Fields to Turnhole differ markedly 
from the rest of the river. Here the'river leaves the steep 
ridge-enclosed portions of whitewater and enters slow, smooth
flowing sections of water through narrow and then widening 
valleys. Much of the area along these gently sloping sections 
is in fields or pastures. Vegetation along the forested 
portions of these sections is less dense, and one can see 
into the forest on either side for distances varying from 
15-50 feet. The less dense vegetation of these valley sections 
lessens the feeling of seclusion. While arching over the 
water in many places, the thinner growth allows easier access 
to the land •. 

Looking at the adjacent land along these valley sections 
reveals many examples of man's influence--farms, pastures, 
cabins, roads and cars. In many areas, cleared land extends 
down to the riverbanks. These sections have little of the 
wild nature of the rest of the river. 

H. History and Points of Interest 

The Chattooga River flows through an area rich in settler and 
Indian history and outstanding scenic features. The cultural 
history of the Chattooga River area extends back beyond the 
first white settlements in this region. Prior to 1700 this 
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was the land of the Cherokee Indian. 
rich in Cherokee history, legends and 
main Indian trails and several Indian 
on or near the Chattooga; 

Today the area is still 
artifacts. A number of 
settlements were .located 

Chattooga Old Town ... This was a large settlement of Indians 
predating the Cherokees. It was destroyed before 1600 by 
the Cherokees, and was located near the present site of 
Highway 28 Bridge. This site is now open fields and com
pletely within the proposed area. 

Kanuga- Translation "Blackberry Patch." In 1761 John 
Stuart, Commissioner of Indian Affairs, drew a map of the 
locations.of all the·therokee Vili~ges in NorthiCarolina, 
South Carolina and Tennessee~ He located 43 villages 
ranging in size frbm 20 ~o 130 braves~· The blosest of 
these to Chatto6ga River was Kanuga~ located. on Indian 
Camp Creek. This village was later destroyed by Col. 
Williamson.'·about 1776. The Cherokees had allied with 
the Bri ti.sh in' the Revol.ut.:Lona•ry' Wa'r; · and Co.l·• . Williamson's 
expedi.tion .. de·s·troyed the Indians'/ abiTitY. tb•. harass the 

. colonies •r' . The, sur:viving villagers: from• Kanuga movecl+into 
·western North C<;irolina around· Hayesvi-l'l'e ; and· founded another 
village> py the\ sam..e nP.rn'e •. · The::.s:i:!:ei"()f' this· :village. is out
s ide the' Cha t"tooga\ River corridor;-'bu't.' h;as:•. hi•terpr'etative 
possibilities that could provide a.c·co,mp_•lerrieh-tary feature 
tied into the Chattooga River. · · · · 

Indian Tr.ai ls - At least three Indiait' ·trails crossed .. · the 
Chattooga River. ,.: 

1. The Kus&. Nunnahi-~tra·nslation "C1Seek Trading Trail," 
was a majo·r trading trail betweeri the Creek Nation and 
the middle Cherokees. This :trai;l parallels the present 
location·of Highway 107 to about,.two miles from the 
South Carolina line. It Continues around the southside 
of :Ellicott Mountain and dow!) tndian·camp,Creek to'the 
East Fork of .the Chattooga, crossing·the river about 
one-half miie .. ·below the mouth of~the East. Fork andY/ 
continuing down the river a short way before it turns 
west leaving the river. r 

2. Anothe+:"·Indiari·Trail crossed at Chattooga.Old Town near 
the present location of Highway· 2 8 Bridge. 

3. The third· Indian Trail crossed near Earls Ford connect
ing the large Indian towns of Keowee, 20 miles east of 
the river, and Stekoa, 10 miles west of the river. 



The routes of these old Indian trails can still be traced and 
are an interesting part of the history of the area. 

The Southern Appalachian Region immediately around the Chattooga 
River was not visited by white men until the early 1700's. The 
earliest records of settlers visiting this mountainous area 
are hunter maps of 1730 and 1751. 

William Bartram, an early American botanist, crossed the 
"main branch of the Tugilo" within a few days after May 19, 
1775, collecting plant specimens of the Southeastern United 
States. The "Tugilo" was the Chattooga, and Bartram 
evidently crossed it near the mouth of Warwoman Creek, 
travelling a portion of the main Indian trail between the 
Indian villages of Keowee and Stekoa. 

Andre Michaux, pioneer botanist, travelled and collected 
in the area about 1787 and discovered the rare Shortia plant 
(Oconee-Bells). 

Ellicott's Rock - King George II issued the Georgia Crown 
Charter in 1732 and set the northern boundary at the 35th 
degree of North Latitude. Neither Georgia nor North Carolina 
could agree where the 35th parallel was located. The dis
puted strip became known as the "Orphan Strip 11

, a refuge 
for outlaws and other characters avoiding the law of both 
states. In 1811, Georgia's Governor Mitchell contracted 
Andrew Ellicott, a surveyor from Pennsylvania, to survey 
the boundary between North Carolina and Georgia and 
establish a monument. This was done and in 1813, South 
Carolina and North Carolina appointed commissioners to 
establish the line between these two states. They could 
not find Ellicott's Rock and located another, scribing it 
with the letters "LAT 35, AD 1813." This rock can be seen 
today as can the true Ellicott's Rock, which is only a few 
feet away on the same side of the river. A 3584 acre 
National Forest Scenic Area was established around Ellicott's 
Rock in 1966 to protect this historic site and scenic area. 

Early Settlement - The earliest known settlement by a white 
man in the Chattooga River Gorge was near Monroe house 
where the remains of an old chimney can still be seen. 
About 50 acres of land was cleared here in 1830. Several 
other early settler houses were later scattered around 
Burrells Ford and the present location of Highway 28 Bridge. 
Streams in these areas still retain some of the old family 
names. 
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Black Diamond Railroad, also called the Blue Ridge R~il
road, was started in 1853 to connect Charleston, South 
Carolina, with Cincinnati by way of North Carolina and. 
Tennessee. Construction started in South Carolina arid. 
stopped in North Georgia just outsi<:le Mountain city·. . 
Construction was halted during the Civil ~ar and never .. 
continued. The old roadbed is still visible where it 
crossed the Chattooga and large blocks of granite can 
be seen that were cut out to form the roadbed.· Chisel 
mar~s are still visible. on the roqks. 

SElash, .Dams - In .. the ,e~rly 1900 1 s the river vyap used to 
transport logs to se~.wmills doW,n:r::iver.· The water was not 
deep enough to transport a winter is harvest .. of .logs, so 
log splash dams wer~ constr~cted to hol~'the lo~s and 
dam up the rive:r::. In the spripg the dams wer,:e blown and 

• • • , •" "'· • '. '•' "•' ~ ,;J • • • ·.i.-"C .. , \ ,• f 

the logs wouldg9. rac1.ng dpwnr;tver :t;:q 1;:h~,m1.lls. Rema1ns 
of these old dams are still visible on the West Fork. 

Thrifts Ferry -:- ,'J:'he reroc:dns .. of an old .wooden. ferry. can 
still be seen 2. 8 miles above u .. S. 76 Bridge• ·:It was 
used iri t[fe 1950's to ·help log the Georgia side· of the 
river. 

Old Buncombe Trail - This was a drover .. s tridl from Asheville 
to Atlanta, used until about 1912. Herds of hogs; turkeys, 
and some cattle were slowly grazed down to the .railhead at 
Atlanta. · The trail more or less follows the oid Creek 
Trading Trail, except that it cros9es the river. at 
Burrells Ford instead of farther ripstream. · -

' ~-- . . 

Later History- The Chattoog~.Riverarea has remained 
u:t:ldevel,oped since the early days.· Today, permanent 
residences are found only near Grimshawes and Highway 
28 Bridges. Many fields in these two· areas .. are now re
verting to. forest. Almost all tr.aces of early logging 
within the proposed corridor h.av:e disappeared. Only 
the abundance of white pine, a successional species, in
dicates that the slopes of the Chattooga River were once 
logged. · 

Whitesides Mountain- A monolithic formation with.sheer 
rock walls ris1ng 2000 feet.above the surrounding valley 
floor near the headwaters of the river in North Carolina. 
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Silverslipper and Ribbon Falls - Two small but spectacular 
waterfalls, cascading 150 feet and 75 feet respectively, 
down steep mountainsides on the extreme headwaters of the 
Chattooga River. 

Corkscrew Falls - The largest free-falling falls on the 
River, dropping 25 feet vertically into a deep pool. 

Chat:.tooga Cliffs - A series of prominent smoothfaced 
~ranite outcrops exposed 400-600 feet above the river, 
continuing at int.·"!rvals between 2,800 and 3,300 feet 
elevation from Bearpen Mountain to Polly Mountain. 

Big Bend Falls - A series of cascades and two small fall~ 
dropping almost vertically for 12-20 feet over a rugged 
stretch of white water. 

Rock Gorge - The steepest portion of the Chattooga River 
Go~ge ~-- High fores tee;~ ridges :cise 20 0 feet above the 
river, and huge boulders constrict the river into a narrow, 
mile-long channel over a continuous succession of rapids, 
cascades and white wo.tt:::!r sluices. 

Big Shoals - The river divides here around a large low 
boulder and down a five foot ledge through boiling whiLe
water. 

Rock Garden- A series of spectacular rock formations. The 
geologic strata has been tipped 45° from horizontal, with 
softer layers eroded away. This has left large slabs of 
rock sticking up to 25 feet out of the river at a sharp 
angle. 

Dicks Creek Falls - The most classically beautiful falls 
along the river, dropping 50-feet over a steep ledge into 
the River. 

The Narrows - Here the surging waters of the river are 
squeezed between rock walls into a deep, narrow, fast 
moving channel less than six feet wide. 

Bull Sluice - a 10-foot high falls dropping over a large 
rock formation in the river. 

Woodall Shoals - A large rock shoals above an eight foot 
cascading falls and a twisting turbulent rapid. 

Raven Rock Cliffs - Steep rock cliffs on the South Carolina 
side rising 200 feet·above the river, partially overhanging 
it. 

Sockum Dog Hole - A shoals directly above a large boil 
followed by long treacherous rapids. Not far below this, 
the river empties into Lake Tugaloo. 
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VII PRIMARY CONSIDERATIONS 

A. Socio-Economic 

1. Recreation 

As a component of the National Wild and Scenic Rivers System, 
the Chattooga River will attract visitors from the entire United 
States to the river and surrounding area. This will have a 
direct affect on the local economy because of the need to 
furnish goods and services for an estimated 139,000 visitor-days 
of recreation use. The broader effect should be that the 
Chattooga will serve as a drawing card to the general area 
and will focus attention on the many other outstanding features 
in the Georgia-North Carolina-South Carolina mountain area. 
This can have an effect on the local economy much greater 
than the river alone. 

On the river itself the greatest increase in recreation use 
will occur in hiking, floating--including canoeing and rafting-
and primitive camping. Though canoeists come from many miles 
to enjoy the whitewater found on the Chattooga, those who 
have come in the past have learned about it primarily from 
word of mouth. Including it in the National System will increase 
the number of canoeists who know about the Chattooga and 
its canoeing challenge. This will attract many more than 
have come in the past. Hiking, because of a lack of trails, 
is still a minor activity along the river. Proposed trails 
will provide more hiking opportunity for those who would 
like to see the Chattooga River. Primitive camping in connection 
with hiking and canoeing will increase. Including the Chattooga 
River in the National System is not expected to have a great 
effect on the hunting and fishing use of the area. These 
uses are expected to increase in direct proportion to the 
hunting and fishing use of the surrounding area. 

Of the two principal alternatives for use of the Chattooga, from 
the recreation standpoint, Wild and Scenic River status is con
sidered to be more desirable than development with dams. In the 
entire Southeastern United States, only four rivers were de
signated in the National Wild and Scenic Rivers Act for study 
for possible inclusion in the system. The study rivers are the 
Suwannee in Flordia and Georgia, a slow-moving coastal plains 
river; the Obed in central Tennessee, flowing through hill 
country, and the Buffalo River in Tennessee, also flowing through 
hill country. The Chattooga River is the only one proposed in 
the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act that flows through the Southern 
Appalachians and has true whitewater canoeing opportunities. 

Additional river impoundments will increase an already plentiful 
recreation resource. 
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There are 21 major lakes within a few hours driving time of 
the Chatooga River. Four more lakes would only add to this 
already large supply of one recreation resource. Other new 
lakes are planned and with the construction of each new lake, 
there is one less free-flowing river or part thereof, for 
future generations to enjoy. In short, the future outlook is 
for more lakes and fewer free-·flowing rivers. 

Including the Chattooga in the National Wild and Scenic River 
System would provide an estimated 81,600 visitor-days 1/, of 
canoeing and hiking each year and a total of 139,200 visitor
days of recreation use. Planned recreation improvements, 
including trails, portages, campsites and launching sites, 
would cost an estimated $800,000. The fifth year of operation 
administrative cost, including cleanup and management of 
the river, is estimated to be $203,000. Major benefits other 
than recreation would be the preservation of the Chattooga 
as a free-flowing stream for coming generations along with 
the preservation of rare plant communities. 

Development of the Chattooga River with four dams as proposed in 
the Southeast Basins Report would cost an estimated $136,900,000*. 
The cost of recreation improvements around these four lakes 
would be $1,400,000*. These investments would provide an add
.itional 3,738 acres of boating waters not now available on the 
Chattooga River. They would also provide an estimated 260,000 
user days of recreation on the lakes with an additional 1,770 
user days attributed to fish ahd wildlife o Annual ·administrative 
costs for this development would be $873,000* for powerplant 
operation and $71,000* for recreation administration for a total 
of $944,000*. In addition to public recreation opportunity, the 
development of these lakes would create private recreation re
sidence opportunity around the shoreline to an estimated 200 add
itional recreation residences with an estimated cost of $2 million. 
These expenditures would no doubt have a large impact on the local 
economy. The flooding of 3700 acres of existing fish and wildlife 
habitat would be a definite loss to the area. Mitigation as now 
practiced cannot replace this ecosystem. In addition to the 
recreational benefits, power development would generate electric 
power estimated at $9,228,000* per year. 

*1960 Dollars 

2. Agriculture-Commercial-Industrial-Municipal 

Water from the Chattooga is not used for irrigation or other 
agricultural purposes, and the old farmlands included within the 
proposed river corridor are growing up in young fores·t or will be 
maintained in pastoral use. Including the Chattooga River in the 
National Wild and Scenic Rivers System will have little effect 
on existing or future agriculture along the river. 

ll A visitor-day consists of 12 visitor hours. 
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Of the 15,432 acres within the river corridor the Forest Service 
administers 13,471 and 1,961 acres are privately owned. Ellicott's 
Rock Scenic Area has 713 acres within the river boundary that is 
permanently reserved from timber harvest. This leaves 12,758 
acres of Forest Service commercial forest land~ Of the 1,961 
acres in private ownership, 1,188 are classed as forested. The 
following are estimates of the volumes and values at present 
market prices for all the timber within the proposed river 
boundary. 

Acres in Proposed River Corridor 

N.F. less Ellicott's Rock 
Scenic Area Scenic Area (N. F.) Private Total 

Georgia 7,421 97 657 8,175 
South 
Carolina 4,029 491 63 4,583 

North 
Carolina 1,308 125 1241 2,674 

12 175 8 713 1961 15 1 4 32 

National Forest Land (minus Scenic Area) 

Sawtimber 

Vol./Acre 
Acres in MBF* Total Vol. Value/MBF* Total Value 

Georgia 7421 X 3.0 = 22.3 MMBF @ $55 = 1,226,500 
South 
Carolina 4029 X 3.0 = 12.1 1111 @ $50 = 605,000 

North 
Carolina 1308 X 2.3 = 3.0 1111 @ $45 = 135,000 

12,758 37.4 1,966,500 

Pulpwood 

Acres Cords/Acre Total Vol. Value/Cord Total Value 

Georgia 7421 X 5.0 = 37.1 M Cds.@ $ • 6 2 = $23,002 
South 
Carolina 4029 X 4.5 = 18.1 If- II @ .75 = 13,575 

North 
Carolina 1308 X 3.3 = 4.3 II " @ .58 = 2,494 

12 1 75 8 59.5 39,071 

*MBF = Thousand Board Feet 51 



Private Lands (Forested) 

Sawtimber 

Vol./Acre MMBF 
Acres in MBF* Total Vol. Value/MBF* Total Value 

Georgia 385 X 2.0 = • 8 @ $35 = $28,000 
South 
Carolina 52 X 1.9 = .1 @ 30 :::: 3,000 

North 
Carolina 751 X 1.5 = 1.1 @ 30 = 33,000 

1188 '2.0" $64,000 

Pulpwood 

Acres Cords/Acre Total Vol. Value/Cord Total Value 

Georgia 385 X 5.0 = 1. 9M Cds @ $ • 6 2 = $1,178 
South 
Carolina 52 X . 5. 0 = 3" II @ ,75 = 225 ~ 

North 
Carolina 751 X s.o· = 3. '7'' II @ .58 :=; 2,i46 

1188. 5.9 $3,549 

*MBF = Thousand Board Feet. 

Combining both National. F.orest and private land, but excluding 
Ellicott's Rock Scenic Area, gives a total commercial forest land 
acreage of 13,94.6 acres with present timber value of $2,073,120. 

Although timber harvest has occurred in the vicinity, the proposed 
corridor is of minor importance in commercial timber production. 
The steep slopes near the river limit timber harvest under 
present logging techniques. If timber harvesting is restricted 
in the corridor the effect on the forest products industry 
will be slight, if any. Any potential loss of timber to the 
industry, even under future logging technology, can best be 
replaced by more productive and accessible timberlands. 

Existing and future needs for hydro-power are discussed in Chapter 
V-F of this report. Except for potential reservoirs, there are 
no commercial, industrial, or municipal uses of the river that 
would be foregone if it becomes a Wild and Scenic River. There 
are no commercial fishery uses of the river. 

The resort village of Cashiers on the extreme upper headwaters 
is the largest established community near the river and the 
rugged terrain and landownership pattern along the river may 
preclude future municipal development. Private lands along 
the Chattooga can be expected to become heavily developed in 
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private summer homes in the future, rather than in industrial 
or commercial development, if the river is not included in 
the National Wild and Scenic Rivers System. Only the lands 
directly along the two paved highways--Highway 28 and U. 
S. 76--are vulnerable to commercial or industrial development, 
and there are no known plans for immediate development of 
these lands. 

Except for U. S. Highway 76, major travel routes in the Chattooga 
River vicinity are all north-south between the mountains and 
Piedmont and do not cross the river. The east-west roads and 
highways crossing the Chattooga are used mostly by local residents. 
The three State Highway Commissions have no plans to construct 
interstates or additional highways or expand existing highways 
across the Chattooga. 

Utility needs for this area are generally in place, and little 
need is seen for expansion. Wild and Scenic River status and 
scenic easements will limit future development within the river 
boundary. 

According to the reports of the Corps of Engineers, Resources 
Advisory Board, and Federal Power Commission there. are no 
flood control benefits to be foregone if the Chattooga is 
included in the National Wild and Scenic Rivers System. The 
Chattooga flows almost entirely through forested, undeveloped 
country and potential reservoir sites on the Chattooga would 
offer no flood control advantages. The waters of the Chattooga 
flow directly into Tugaloo Reservoir and then into Hartwell 
Reservoir. These two hydro-power reservoirs provide sufficient 
flood protection for the lands along the Savannah River. 

3. The People and Their Way of Life 

The steeply mountainous lands through which the Chattooga 
River flows have severely limited development and have had 
a profound effect on the people and economy of the area. Except 
for the resort village of Cashiers on the extreme upper headwaters 
and a small area of summer homes at Highway 28, all development 
and population is located many miles away from .the river in 
narrow fertile valleys between the main mountain ranges and cross 
ranges and in the lower elevation Piedmont. The mountains 
have isolated the river from past development and prevented 
concentrations of population from locating near the river. 

The lands directly along the river were not settled even in 
early settler and Cherokee Indian times. The Cherokees used 
these lands only as hunting grounds. Major Cherokee villages 
were 20 miles east and 10 miles west of the river. 
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The quest for gold in the 1700's brought many of the first white 
settlers into the area. One early gold mine was located on Ammons 
Branch about two miles from the Chattooga. It yielded only a 
small pocket of gold and was quickly exhausted. Gold mining 
declined in a short period of time; and the settl'ers that remained 
turned to agriculture, locating villages ·and farms away from the 
river ·in the valleys between the main mountain t'anges. · Most of 
these farms were small, with many locat~d uri steep hillsides. 
Poor practices and eroding lands gradually reduced most of these 
mountain farms to little more than bare subsistence farming. 

In the late 1800's and early 1900's, the large.sawmill companies 
began buying up the wild mountain lands 't!i.roughout most of the 
AI))palachians. 'I'he "cut-out and get....:out'' era that'''f()llowed saw 
boom times with jobs., roads,'railrO'ads a:nd progress, followed 
clos:ely by economic depression' as the sawmills moved on. Most 
of the Chattooga Drainage was completely cut over with no 
provision for reforestation. Uncontrolled fires and erosion 
caused loss of the protective forest-humus cover on many watersheds 
iri · the area, and destructive floods plagued ·many' of the coinmuni ties 
ih the Appalachians. The 1911 Weeks Law atithotfzed the Forest 
Service to buy lands throughout the United States for waters'hed 
protection, and much of the mountain lands for miles around 
the Chattooga became part o'f the three;Natioiial:forests. Through 
reforestation programs arid fire protectiori. by the Forest Service, 
these lands have beeri restored to a: fore~f~d ~rodudtive condition. 

Major .. transportation· routes and .settlement continued to follow 
the valleys to the west, north and east, beyond the river. As 
farming slowly declined iri. the four·counties •around the Chattooga, 
poultry productionemerged in'the 1930's as a'prof:i.table enter
prise, and small chicken .. fa:rms irtcreasec1 through the 1940's. 
This profitable industry:attracted large feed companies, and 
disastrous price wars became widespread. The small farmer was 
unable to compete, and the large feed manufacturer§ became 
dominant by the 1960's. Development continued to bypass the 
steep mountainous lands along the Chattooga. 

As farming slowly declined, large numbers of people left these 
rural counties, attracted by jobs and wages·in urban areas. An 
increasing number of textile and small manufacturing plants 
settled in these counties and helped offset this migration from 
the rural counties to the cities. 

The people of these counties are predominantly native-born 
descendants of farmers, craftsmen and small merchants. A 
high percentage of the people are unskilled. Minimum wage 
requirements and high costs of productionforced many industries 
in these counties to substitute machines for men and to change 
skill requirements. Much of the .farm and unskilled labor from 
these areas has found it difficult to obtain employment. An. 
increasing labor pool of unskilled and semi-skilled workers 
has resulted. 
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Economic and population data for the four counties around the 
river are nearly meaningless when applied directly to the drain
age area of the Chattooga. The river flows in near isolation 
through some of the most rugged country in the Southern Appalac
hians. The physiographic, social and economic isolation of the 
Chattooga River is a strong factor favoring establishment of 
a wild and scenic river here. 

As farm employment has dropped and manufacturing employment has 
increased and changed its skill requirements, tourist-oriented 
businesses in these counties have experienced a remarkable 
accelerated growth. The same mountain ranges and cross ranges 
that have isolated these counties and restricted development 
in the past, are now recognized as major tourist attractions, 
attracting vacationers from all over the Southeast. 

Current Economic and Population Situation 

Macon and Jackson Counties in North Carolina and Rabun County 
in Georgia are included in the Appalachian depressed area region. 
Oconee County in South Carolina, while not experiencing boom 
conditions, is not included. 

The average population of these four counties increased 3.4% 
in the 10 years between 1960 and 1970. 

U. S. CENSUS OF POPULATION* 

Land Area Total Pop. Total Pop. Populat~on 
in Sq. Mi. 1970 1960 Loss or Gain 

Jackson, N. c. 495 20,486 17,780 +2706 
Macon, N. c. 517 14,873 14,935 62 
Rabun, Ga. 369 7,656 7,456 + 200 
Oconee, s. c. 670 40,088 40,204' 116 

*Source: u.s. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census 1970. 

Oconee and Macon Counties in South Carolina and North Carolina 
respectively, had a population loss of 178 persons during 
the 1960 decade. Jackson County, N.C. was the only county 
of the four that had an appreciable increase in population. 
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The population character of Rabun County, Georgia, and Macon and. 
Jackson Counties in North Carolina is experiencing some change. 
Some immigration is occurring to these co'J.I'.ties from Florida, 
southern South Carolina, and southern Georgia, as -well as from 
the midwest and northeast. This iminigratidrt 'is'made up primarily 
of retired pers.ons and technical ari.d 'admt'ni$tr'a'tive. personnel 

·',employed by the increasing industrial. develqpinerit in the Little 
Tennessee Valley in Macon and Rabun Couri:ti'e~,:, . The beginning of 
industrial development in southern Oconee 'Co1.1hty, ~outh Carolina, 
is having a similar influence on the :poj;ni1lation: the:r;e. 

o' ' ,,' -..1 

Macon and Jackson Counties, North Carolina 

Th~ bounties around t~e Chattooga all ha~~~ijid~l~.~afy~n~ economic 
and population, characteristics. · The portioh!:) Of ~CI.S91) and Jackson 
Counties' around. the river in North ca.rolina. . includes.·. t:~e Righlands 

•,Cashi>ers ·area. This a~ea has been fam6lis ~as'·~ ~>del3tiil'a·d;on vaca
:··tion area· for many yeaEs--as early as· 18·oo·, '.excilis~ve. summer 
homes and vacation inns were located h'er€L Highlands, North 
Carolina--highest incorporated. town .. east of .t~~. R()cki~~-:-:al1d 
Cashiers, North Carol;ina; ·are kh:own th'roucjh6ut, th'~;t·souf.he'dst for 
their cool summer climate, waterfalls, clear mountail1. str.eams, 
lakes· and spectacular:fUounta.in: ~scenery • .. · bve:F' '30o'·~·oo:o· 'tourHCts 
visit ·the area during,;the, peak v·acati'O!l' J2efiod f:r:,ol!\ Jun~ 1 through 
Labor Day . and· an. additiona·l 15,0 00 stimm~;r ho~e people visit and 
live in the Highlands area during thi~ period: 

Private vacation developments incl.ude golf co~r~~~;~a ski 
course; expensive reso:t;'ts' and vaca:t:.i.on hnl.s featuring private 
lakes; trails and riding stables; gift shops, and a concentration 
of high priced summer,1dt~me:S~'tt)?proacl1li{g suburban residential 
proportions. The few·· additional commercial developments 
within the area are entirely of a service type .. and include 
several grocery storeS, drl.lg~tores', gas· sfatfohs and restaurants. 
D.uring late fall' winter and e'arly spriilg ,. fuost of the resorts 
and several of the commercial developments are clos~d, .and 
summer homes are vacated unti1warmer weather. The population 
of the Highlands area drops to 600 in the winter months. 

' ~· ' 

Visitors to this area come to ~elax and enjoy the cool summer 
climate and spectacular scenery away from the pressures of 
urban living. Most resorts here are of the comfortable country
inn type featuring excellent food and plenty of room for 
relaxation in a rustic atmosphere. Although-relaxation is 
probably the most popular recreation activity here, other 
outdoor activities such as golfing,. hikihg 1 and' hOrseback 
riding are also popular. Most vacatiorrers t;d' this' are.a are 
well-educated and many are extremely interested> l.n s.tudying 
and observing the flora, fauna and geolbgic history of the 
area. One of the most popular Forest Service activities 
in the area in recent years has been a weekly lecture by 



the District Ranger at the local Museum of Natural History, 
followed by a guided auto tour through National Forest lands. 
Many visitors to the area visit National Forest observation 
sites and swimming and picnicking areas. Forest Service 
campgrounds provide facilities for the more adventuresome, 
as well as families of more modest means. 

Private resort and summer home development within this area 
has been of appropriate design and construction. This is 
one of the few vacation areas that has not suffered from 
a blight of gaudy drive-ins, wild west shows, caged bears, 
snake gardens and other enterprises of this type. 

Establishment of a wild and scenic river will generally be 
welcomed by the private sector in this area. 

Rabun County Georgia 

Although not yet as popular and exclusive as the higher elevation 
Highlands-Cashiers area to the north, Rabun County, Georgia has 
been noted for many years as a vacation area that serves a large 
number of pass-through travelers, summer cottage residents, and 
visitors to the county's many summer inns and hotels. Rabun 
County's economy is based partly on farming and new industry, 
but tourism is fast developing as one of its major industries. 

The county seat is Clayton, located seven miles west of the 
River on heavily travelled U. s. Highway 441. Ninety-two 
percent of Rabun County is forested, and the majority of de
velopment is centered along a broad valley separated from the 
Chattooga by steep mountains. 

,U. s. 441 is a major travel route between the northern u. S. 
and Florida. Several modern motels and service stations catering 
to the pass-through traveller, have located in the Clayton area 
along U. S. 441. 

There are several summer hotels still in operation which serve 
a substantial vacation-recreation travel trade. These are 
similar to the quiet country inns in the Highlands-Cashiers 
area and are noted for their excellent food and comfortably 
rustic atmosphere. 

The new Kingswood Country Club near Clayton represents a new 
trend in economic development for Rabun County. This develop
ment features a golf course, club house, restaurant and motel 
accommodations in a well-designed, exclusive atmosphere. 
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"Agriculture plays a small role in the economy of Rabun 
County. In 1964 there were 316 farms which averaged 95.5 
acres each. The value of farm products sold was $833,486. 
The principal agricultural products are poultry, livestock~ 
corn, grain and garden vegetables. In the manufacturing 
sector of the county's economy, wood and wood products, shirts, 
steel furniture, aircraft parts, carpets, and stone products 
are produced. There are 75 travel-serving establishments 
in the county. 

Development potential for the county lies in expansion of its 
accommodations to attract more destination travellers and provide 
additional services and facilities to detain the pass-through 
traveller on U. S. 441." y · 

Inclusion of the Chattooga River within the National Wild 
and Scenic Rivers System would ~~ovide a m~jor attraction 
assisting: Rabun County's expanding travel industry. 

Oconee County, South Carolina 

Oconee County differs from the counties of North Carolina and 
Georgia that surround the river. Only a small area of mountains 
enclos.es the Chattooga River in South Carolina and this is 
almost entirely in National Forest. Most population and de
velopment is loca.t.ed b~yond this. fringe of mountains in the 
Piedmont Province. Oconee County has no major tourist or 
vacation industry, but construction of the Keowee-Toxaway 
Reservoir and inclusion of the Chattooga in the National Wild 
and Scenic Rivers System will create a demand for supporting 
travel-serving development. 

Present industrial developments in this county are mostly small, 
neat fabricating and assembly plants located primarily along 
u. S. 123 in the vicinity of Westminster, Seneca and Clemson. 
The central part of Oconee County is a broad plateau of economic 
development. Good land use practices, primarily pasture for 
livestock, have generally replaced row crop farming in the area. 

In 1970, Oconee County had a total population of 40,088 within 
a land area of 670 square miles averaging 60 people per square 
mile. This is twice the population density of the counties of 
North Carolina and Georgia around the river. This is due to 
more suitable development acreage within the Piedmont part of 
the county and a large increase in urban population within the 
county. Urban population increased 28% and rural population 
decreased 2% between 1960-1970. 

2/ Buchanan, W. Wray, "The Vacation/Recreation Travel Industry 
in Rabun County", University of Georgia. 



Increasing emphasis on attracting industry into the State has 
been a primary factor increasing the urban population of this 
county. South Carolina's past economy was based on agriculture. 
As the profitability of farming declined and people migrated 
from their farms, South Carolina responded by offering substantial 
incentives for businesses to locate plant facilities in the State. 
The result has been a shift from an agrarian to an industrial 
economy, from a rural to an urban population. New businesses 
have brought many of their own people with them into South 
Carolina, and many more original residents have remained in 
the State because of job opportunities. 

The people of South Carolina have a median age of 23.4 years, 
the third lowest in the Nation; the National average is 29.5 
years. The low median age is a result of the low marriage age, 
large out-migration in older age brackets, and the recent influx 
of young families arriving to fill the State's growing industrial 
employment needs. Median family size in South Carolina was 4.11 
persons in 1960, down from 4.19 in 1950. Per capita income in
creased 60% between 1955 and 1965 as a direct result of the rapid 
industrialization of the State. Median incomes of non-farm 
laborers increased 33% between 1950-1960 while farm laborer in
come suffered a 2% drop. This trend will continue to induce 
increasing numbers of people to leave their farms and take jobs 
in industry. Results of this transition will be increased urban
ization and suburbanization, higher personal incomes and increased 
leisure time. These will lead to a high increase in demand for 
outdoor r~creation opportunities. 

4. State Coordination 

There are. no existing interstate compacts concerning the 
Chattooga River. The South Carolina and Georgia Game and 
Fish Commissions recognize and accept either of the two State 
fishing licenses on the main river, since they share it as a 
common State boundary. All three State Game and Fish Commissions 
are studying the need for similar fishing seasons, bag limits, 
bait requirements, and complementary trout stocking and fish 
management programs for the Chattooga. 

Since the river is shared by all three States there is a need 
for similar water quality classification standards and a 
coordinated pollution prevention program. The State water 
quality organizations share with the Environmental Protection 
Agency the joint responsibility for setting and enforcing 
water quality standards and for monitoring the water quality 
of interstate rivers. All of these organizations have 
cooperated with the Forest Service in determining if there 
are existing pollution problems on the river and in studying 
the adequacy of the present Federal/State standards. The 
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three State organizations have responsible water quality and 
pollution control programs, but their continued cooperation 
i~ needed to assure that the Chattooga can remain suitable 
for all wild, scenic and recreation river uses in the future. 
While joint Federal/State standards approved for each of the 

. three Sta,tes for the Chattooga meet the wild and scenic rivers 
criteria some differences exist, particularly temperature and 
coliform bacteria criteria. The Environmental .Protection 
Agency is currently reviewing these standards with the States 
so that these differences can be resolved. 

Georgia has the largest watershed area draining into the 
Chattooga including tributaries from populated areas. The 
Georgia Water Quality Control Board has worked closely with 
th.e. City of Clayton, Georgia to clear up the pollution problem 
on the Stekoa Creek. . 

.B. Other Viewpoints 

Support for inc,ludingj the Chattooga River in the National Wild 
arid Scenic Rivers System has been almost unanimous·. Two public 
meetings were held as part of .the C.hattooga: River Study.. In 
oe'cernber, 19 69, the "Public Listening Session" was held in 
Hi,g{llands, North, Carolina, to ,gather factual input:information 
~out the.river area and opinions. on management as a wild and 
scenic river. When sufficient. information had been assembled 

· and analyzed, a. "Proposal" was prepare~ and reaction to it 
sought at a "Public Meeting" at Clayton, Georgia .. in March, 19.7.0. 
In each case, the record was held open for 30 days for additional 
statements after which a complete record was ass.embled and 
analyzed. The record, including oral statements arid written 
statements received by mail, contains over 1,000 statements from 
over 1,500 people, organizations and government agencies. Only 
three individuals and-one private hunt club opposed including 
the river. 

Suppor.t for the proposal came from 12 governmental agencies, 50 
private organizations, 15 petititions (over 500 signatures) r and 
over 900 individuals. Several responses indicated disagreement 
with parts of the Proposal. As a result of the additional in
formation submitted for the record, and heavy public opinion, 
some of the recommendations of the Proposal were changed for 
the final report. 



VIII ANALYSIS OF ALTERNATIVES 

The study identified three alternatives for future use 
of the Chattooga River. 

1. Maintain the status quo - let uncoordinated 
development and use continue as it has in the 
past. 

2. · Develop·the river for hydroelectric power. 

3. Include the rive·r in the National Wild and 
Scenic River System. 

A. The Status Quo 

Future development of the river and adjacent lands without 
coordinated planning would probably result in: 

1. Maximum development of private lands for summer 
homes. 

2. More public camping facilities constructed by the 
Forest Service. 

3. Further encroachment on the river shoreline by jeep 
roads. 

4. Increased use of river shorelines by fishermen and 
boat campers resulting in litter accumulation and 
site deterioration. 

5. An increase in sources of potential river pollution. 

6. A continuation of logging practices on National 
Forest and Georgia Power Company lands, 

B. Hydroelectric Development of the River 

There have been four proposals for hydroelectric 
development of the river. 

Agency Report Date Darns Proposed 

1. Corps of Engineers 
(COE) 

2. Corps of Engineers 
(COE) 

House Document 64 1/1935 
74th Congress 

House Document 657 6/1944 
78th Congress 
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3. u.s. Study commission Senate Document 51 9/1963 4 
Southeast River Basins 88th Congress 
(SERB) 

4. Federal Power Hydroelectric 12/1969 3 
Commission Power 

Analysis of these four proposals for Chattooga River hydro
electric development indicates that threa of the four are in
compatible with Wild and Scenic River status. Onl-y the FPC 
proposal considered partial development. The other proposals 
were for dam site systems, since each reservoir and power· 
plant depends on water release from other re~~fV6ir~ f~r 
its efficiency. 

Basically the fou:t; proposals involve six dam. sites.: ,. 

Report 

FPC 

COE I 35 
COE - '44 
SERB 

COE - '35 
COE - '44 
SERB 
FPC 

COE ... '35 
COE - I 44 
SERB 
FPC 

COE - '35 

COE - '35 
COE - '44 
SERB 
FJ;>C 

Dam Site 

1. Cashiers. 

2. Warwoman 
Warwoman 
Warwoman 

3. Sandbottom 
S.andbottom 
Sandbottom 
Sandbottom 

4, Rogues Ford 
Rogues E:'ord 
Rogues Ford 
Rogues Ford 

·Location 
{River Mile) 

46.~ 

21.2 
_20. 3 
20 •. 4 

18.2 
17.5 
17.7 
17.7 

11.1 
11.1 
11.0 
11.3 

5. Long Creek 7.3 

6 • Camp Creek 4 • 9 
Camp Creek 4.9 
Camp Creek 4 • 9 
Oppossum Creek 4.9 

A series of dams on the Chattooga River would sa seriously 
segment, reduce the length, and regulate flows of remaining 
reaches as to eliminate. river character. The upper non
floatable reaches (Sec. I and II) cannot stand alone: 



( 
.{ 

Free-FlowjAg Reaches (Miles) 
1 

Report 
Between 

Reservoir Reaches 
West 
Fork 

Sec, 
I & II 

COE..,. '35 0.6 3,3 19.7 

-21.4 

20.4 

14.4 .!/ 

COE- '44 0.6 to 3.5 

SERB 0.6 to 2.9 0,0 

FPC 3.3 

!1 Section II below the Cashiers project. 

The one variation to the system's proposals was presented by 
the Federal Power Commission. Its Cashiers proposal could 
operate as an independent pure pumped storage facility. The 
330 acre forebay would be on Little Whitewater Creek, a 
tributary of Whitewater River, Keowee River Basin. The after
bay would be a 450 acre impoundment on Chattooga River at 
river mile 46.9. 

This installation would eliminate from Wild and Scenic River 
consideration the upper seven miles of the study river. 
Ecological change caused by transfer of water between drainages 
hasn't been explored. Installed capacity would be 550,000 
kilowatts. With this reservoir, part of the Southeast (Region 
III) would have 4% of additional peaking capacity needed by 
1990, and the Nation could have part of a river undarnmed but 
with regulated flow. Without the reservoir, an entire river 
can be retained for the Nation in free-flowing condition. 

As a part of the Chattooga River Study, the Resources Advisory 
Board, Southeast River Basins Staff, Atlanta, Georgia, summarized 
the U.S. Study Commission's Southeast River Basins Report and 
commented on its proposed hydroelectric developments (Memorandum 
dated November 14, 1969, in Appendix C). Both the Southeast 
River Basins Staff memorandum and the Federal Power Commission 
proposals give information on the electric power needs for the 
Southeast. According to the Resources Advisory Board Report: 

"The per capita use of electricity in the SERB area 
in 1959, amounted to about 3,000 kilowatt hours, which 
was below the average for the southeastern region, f'-~ 
which in turn, was below the national average. 

"Energy requirements in the SERB area in 1959 totaled 
about 15 billion kilowatt hours with a demand of about 
2.9 million kilowatts. Hydroelectric plants generated 
about 3 billion kilowatt hours that year and had a peak 
capacity of nearly 900 thousand kilowatts. 
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"By 1975, electrical energy requirements in the 
SERB area are projected to 49 billion kilowatt hours 
with a demand of about 9.1 million kilowatts. By 
2000, total electrical requirements in the SERB area are 
expected to reach at least 119 billion kilowatt hours 
with a demand for about 22 million kilowatts of capa
city. Per capita use is expected to be at least 11,700 
kilowatt hours annually ... 

In their reports both the Resources Advisory Board and the 
Federal Power Commission indicate that the Chattooga River 
could help meet the power generation demands for the South
east by the year 2000. In its conclusions on the Savannah 
Basin, the U. S. Study Commission on page 5-2 of its report 
indicates "(7) Hydroelectric Power Development included in 
the 12 reservoir projects of the plan. would meet only a portion 
of the estimated needs to the year 2000 for electric capacity 
and energy. The remaining needs can be supplied by thermal 
plants in the basin or in nearby areas. Some of the future 
capacity requirements probably can be met by pump storage 
which is made possible by the fact that the larger reservoirs 
in the plan would join one another." 

.The fPC report concludes, th.at: "Nearly two million kilowatts 
of installed capacity including both conventional hydroelectric 
q.nci .pumped~.storage installations in the, Chattooga River basin, 
appear feasible for single purpose development. This latter 
capacity would help meet the. need for future peaking capacity 
but it represents only a minor part of the total Region III 
needs by 1990. 11 (Underl~ning added.) 

No attempt is made to minimize. the need to. develop more elect
rical power generating capacity in the Southeast. Not in 
question .is the projected ¢iemand for 9.1 million kilowatts 
qapacity by 1975 or for 22 million kilowatts capacity by 2000. 
Most of the energy requirements .of the Southeast River Basins 
area in the 1960's were met from steam-electric generating 
sources. Now pumped storage generation is emerging to an 
increasing extent as a means for meeting peak loads of 
relatively short duration. Power for peak loads cannot be 
provided by steam electric plants. 

Engineering know-how for electric power generation has increased 
rapidly over the past few years, as indicated by an analysis 
of the proposals made for development of the Chattooga River. 



Though the river itself has not changed since 1935, the poten
tial for power generation by the river has increased through 
the different development proposals. 

Proposal 

COE - _, 35 

SERB - I 63 

FPC- '69 

No. of Dams 

5 

4 

3 

Installed 
Capacity (Kilowatts) 

75,300-

366,000 

3,000,000 

If increasedengineering know-how can increase the potential 
of this river, it can probably increase the potential of 
other rivers. One example of this is the Duke Power Company's 
Keowee-Toxaway power complex. The u. S. Study Commission, which 
considered only hydroelectric potential, estimated that the 
Jocassee and Newry-Old Pickens projects would have an installed 
capacity of 300,000 kilowatts and an average annual generation 
of 170.9 million kilowatt hours. Within the area covered by 
those two projects, Duke Power Company has, and will expand, 
facilities including pump storage and steam stations to provide 
10,480,000 kilowatts. 

Resources Advisory Board, SERB advises that: 

"Part of the additional capacity required to meet the 
increasing electric load may be in nuclear-fueled 
plants. Advances in the use of fuel cells, thermal
electric, solar and other types of devices to convert 
heat to electric energy have been made. With further 
experimentation, development, and improvement some 
type of direct conversion unit may become competitive 
with the present steam-electric central station plant 
for base load operations. Nuclear-fueled plants 
have recently become more competitive with conventional 
steam-electric plants. 

"Developments in t~e application of aircraft-type jet 
engines as prime movers of electric generators indicate 
that they have a potential for peaking purposes. The 
initial cost per kilowatt is considerably less than 
conventional thermal plants, thus reducing fixed charges. 
The plants can be fully-automated reducing operator costs 
offsetting to some degree the high costs of fuel. These 
installations have further advantages of site, location, 
cooling water requirements, and load availability. One 
major disadvantage is the problem of noise suppression." 



Georgia Power Company has four hydroelectric power plants 
on Tallulah River and two on Tugaloo River with a combined 
installed capacity of 166,420 kilowatts. This same installed 
capacity was reported for these six plants in the Corps of 
Engineers Report of 19 35. These plants were built s.ome years 
before that. As electric power generating capacity, especially 
from hydroelectric plants, becomes more critical in the future, 
modernizing of these six plants could possibly provide not 
only the additional generating capacity now estimated for th.e 
Chattooga but much more. 

This type of expansion. of design for other projects could pro ... 
bably offset the unavailable generating capacity of the 
Ch<3:tt()oga River~ 

In theory, the generating capacity of the Chattooga River 
cannot be replaced in any way by the year 2000. If the 
Cha:ttoog~ must be developed for hydroelectric power by. :that 
'd;ate~ the q\iestion then arises--where will the additional 
pqwe:r fOr the year 2001 come from? consern~(t 'publ~c and .• 
private power e•nti ties are 'concerned about that now, ih view 
of the dol.lbling.of use of electricity in the Southeast every.eight 
to ten years. That is why they are reluctant to forego the 
option of reserving sites for peaking purposes. 

. ·, ' ' . . ,_ 

This Study finds that the Chattooga River can supply a minor 
part of the electric generating capacity needed for the future. 
It can also play an important role in supplying intrinsic 
Wild and Scenic River benefits to the people of the United 
States. 

C. Wild and Scenic River System 

Designating the Chattooga River a part of the National Wild 
and Scenid River Syste~ would preserve--

--a free-flowing river in a natural condition. It is one of the 
few remaining rivers like this in the southeastern United 
States~ · 

--a river with sufficient volume and flow to allow full enjoyment 
of river~related recreation activities. These ~ctivities like 
fishing, whitewater canoeing and hiking and camping along the 
river will enchance the recreation opportunities for many 
people in an area where river-oriented recreation is scarce. 
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--a river with unpolluted waters safe for human contact and 
capable of supporting many forms of aquatic life. A rare 
river ecosystem, free of pollution like the Chattooga will 
provide a source for scientific study. 

--a river environment that is relatively undeveloped by man and 
possesses outstanding scenic, geologic and historic values. 

--a river capable of supplying many intangible values. These 
values are difficult to assess but certainly exist for the 
canoeist as he meets the challenge of the river, the scientist 
as he studies the natural phenomena of the river, and the 
nature photographer filming the beauty of the river. 

Designating the Chattooga River a Wild and Scenic River also 
means some material values will be lost--

--the potential for hydroelectric development will have to be 
found elsewhere - other rivers or through improved technology. 

--any losses to the forest products industry because of re
strictions on timber harvest can be replaced by increases 
in volumes harvested on more productive lands. These losses 
are minor as little harvesting has been done in recent years 
in the proposed 1/2 mile-wide corridor. 

--no impoundments on the river means no additional reservoir
oriented recreation opportunities in a general area that 
includes 21 major reservoirs including Lake Sidney Lanier 
with over 11,000,000 recreation visits last year. 

~-land acquisition and easement efforts may have an adverse 
affect on some landowners. The "willing seller" approach 
should minimize this. 

I The proposal to include the Chattooga River as a unit of the 
National Wild and Scenic River System has almost unanimous 
support. Many private citizens, organizations, state and federal. 

1 
agencies have indicated their support. The Georgia and North 

1 
Carolina state legislatures have passed resolutions supporting 
the proposal. 
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D •. · Conclusions 

Leav;(ng,thE:l <:;l}attqog~.~iver to develop on an unplanned ,b~~is 
willresult in overdevelopment, deteriorationof.tl:).e water and 
environment and perhaps' evemtual loss of the river cha:r:acter. 
~;:] ;·,·-<.<·;~; I_.:·~;· ,,'·~ ··i;'f.l, ,"·_,,_. ,::· t·;, ,._, ' 

Hyd.ro~lec1:rlC. d¢ve16pinerit under three ·Of. the.; four proposals 
discussed would render the river ineligible. for inclusion in 
the National Wild and Scenic River System. The other proposal 
would·regu:J..ate river flow •. Improved engineering,technology 
canprobablyreplace the potential'of the Chattooga River for 
hydrpel~ftri6 developmsnt. 

Measuring the Chattooga River' against criteria for wild. and 
scenic rivers has revealed its unique qualities. The conclusion 
of this study is that the Chattboga River possesses values that 
qualify it for inclusion irt' the National Wild and Scenic Riyers 
System. 

' .. : 

'\ ... : 
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IX, RECOMMENDATIONS 

A. Boundary of Area 

It is recommended that the Chattooga River from Tugaloo Lake 49.6 
miles upstream to a point near Cashiersi North Carolina and 
7.3 miles of the West Fork of the Chattooga River be designated 
as a unit of the National Wild and Scenic River System. 

The river corridor varies with topography to include all land 
between the ridges on either side of the river. The high 
ridges on either side make a logical and easily recognized 
boundary and act as a barrier to outside influences. Where 
ridges are less pronounced on the extreme upper headwaters 
and around Highway 28, the boundary includes sufficient "seen 
area" to protect the view as seen from the river. 

On the narrow portions of the main river and the West Fork, 
dense tree-height vegetation along the riverbanks obscures 
the ridgetops on either side, except in the curves immediately 
ahead and behind. Even though much of th~ land between these 
ridges is not visible from the river's surface, these lands 
are considered a part of the river environment. They average 
less than one-fourth mile wide on either side of the river 
and include needed acreage for trails along the river. They 
are also needed to protect the river from noise, runoff, 
and other adverse influences that would directly affect the 
river if the lands between these ridges were developed or 
put to other uses. 

The ridges on either side of the Chattooga make an effective 
barrier to noise, development and other non-compatible uses. 
The lands beyond these ridges are not considered a part of the 
river environment. Mountaintops can be seen beyond the 
proposed boundary in only a few cases. These few areas will 
not be included within the boundary, but are far enough away 
to be managed as management units within the multiple use 
plan with modified timber harvest practices to protect scenic 
views as seen from the river. 

The recommended river corridor is shown on a map in the following 
section. 



Recommended Corridor 

Chattooga River - to include 49.6 miles of the Chattooga 
River from 0.8 mile below Cashiers Lake (river mile 53.9) to 
Tugaloo Reservoir (river mile 4.3); a distance of 9.8 miles 
in North Carolina and 39.8 miles between Georgia and South 
Carolina. The boundary includes sufficient acreqge to protect 
the river from all detrimental influences; averaging not 
more than 320 acres per mile. 

" West Fork Chattooga Rive.r - to include 7. 3 miles of the 
West Fork in Georgia .fr.om its junction with th.e Chattooga 
River (Chattooga River mile 29.4;' Wes't Fork river mileO.O) 

·upstream to river mile 7~ 3 on Ove:;-flow. Creek. 

B. Recommended Classifica.tiqn By. Sections 

The ~hattooga River c~n b~ g~\rided' info ~ii( (ii.stinbtive 
sections under the. "Gui(lelin~s for $valua:th"ig Wild, Scenic 
and Recreational River Areas.:Proposed"for InClusion in the 
National Wild and Sc~!,lic ~iye;rs System under Sec-tion 2, 
Public Law 90-542," agreed up'0 n by the'J?~partmey}ts '6f 
Agricul.ture and Interior~. · 'rl;l~ :W(;i!9t, 'F'o+.k. i9 divided into 
two sections .under these guidelines. · 

I 

This section includes. 5 •. 5 miles of t}te heaqwaters .of the Chattooga 
from 0. 8 mile be low Ca·shiers Lake to Q •. 2 mile above Norton 
Mill Creek. 

Above this section, the Chattooga is only 'C:\ ~mall stream 
a few feet wide trickling off the Blue Ridge crest. It is 
·too small to be cons.idered a river an.d .sbould not be included 
in the proposed corridor. 

te 

At the foot of the falls, the river .plunges ~nto dense forest 
for one-third mile, then turns eastward on a gentle slope 
through a young forest growing in abandoned fields. Past this, 
the river drops sharply for 75 feet through the narrow v-shaped 
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rock walls of Ribbon Falls. A number of interesting swirl 
holes, several feet in diameter and four to ten feet deep have 
been cut vertically down the solid rock sides of this cascade, 
The river continues along a rapidly descending course through 
dense forest and over a continuous succession of rapids, 
cascades, and small waterfalls. 

About one-half mile above Grimshawes Bridge, the river enters a 
valley with forested old fields and large open pastures. A 
barn and several summer homes are visible from the river, Grim
shawes Bridge crossing is accessible by a country road. The 
section below the bridge can be floated by rubber raft and 
provides exciting trips over small rapids and cascades with 
frequent portages around difficult cascades and narrow sluices. 

A woods road runs down to the river at Fowler Creek where 
evidence of past logging can be seen and a foot trail parallels 
the stream down to Greens Creek. Just above Greens Creek, 
the river crashes over a massive precipice and down 25 foot 
high Corkscrew Falls, the only major free-falling waterfall 
on the River. The west bank rises almost 50 feet above the 
falls, and the gradient of the riverbed becomes more moderate 
below the falls. 

Further down river an old meadow and a log house can be observed 
on the north side. This is Monroe House, and its construction 
is of unusual pioneer architecture. The remains of an old 
chimney near this house marks the site of the earliest known 
settlement by white men in the Chattooga Gorge. 

S~ction I of<the Chatt,oog9:provide~ S()I'£leof tpemostdramatic 
scenery found qn the river: ... The stream is small and its banks 
are broken by occasional old fields and evidence of past land 
uses. Although a large part is undisturbed, the area of 
rural development, with farmhouses, summer homes and several 
old bridges scattered through the section make it suitable 
for Scenic River classification. 

Section II - Wild River Class 

This section covers a distance of 15.9 miles beginning 0.2 
mile above Norton Mill Creek and ending at the Nicholson 
Fields. Of this section, 4.3 miles are in North Carolina 
and 11.6 miles lie between Georgia and South Carolina. 

This entire section is in a near natural condition. It 
includes some beautiful but hazardous whitewater. Enormous 
boulders, some over 50 feet high with trees on top, rise from 
the riverbed. This part of the river can be floated only in 
rubber rafts, and many dangerous portions must be portaged. 
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In the entire 15,9 miles, only twa narrow bridges cross the 
river. These are Bull Pen Bridge and Burrells Ford Biidge, 
The stream averages 25 - 30 feet in width at the beginning 
of this section and drops on a generally steep gradient 
through whitewater cascades hemmed in by dense vegetation 
and high ridges. In many places, sheer rock outcrops and 
cliffs tower 400-600 feet above the river. The Chattooga 
Cliffs, a series of these outcrops 2800-3300 feet in elevation, 
continue for 2 1/2 miles down the river. Along the faster 
dropping portions, exposed boulders and steep slick rock 
walled sides make it difficult to climb out of the river 
bed to portage around dangerous cascades or other obstacles. 
In arwther place the r:lver· enters a narrowly enclosed rock 
cany;Qn. Here the noise of the river is hushed and deep water 
flows slowly between sheer walls of solfd rock rising 75 
feet out of the water. 

~;nn~£1?rttl:(:t,~'~<~:.f ... ·,,:;f':1r:6,~~t:~IJ~ii~<:t; :if!!·.··· .. -&l'loe'{h€tsi~f;'~w~t~?-&o :: .. see 
Many of the pools and 

0 feet deep and impossible 
to wade by hikers or f:lsh~rmen. rhe'sheer ro~k cliffs and 
dense .vegetati,on on the S!teep ridge sides make hiking extremely 
difficult. Two-thirds of a day is required to raft the 
first 2 1/2 miles of this section and probably a hard, full 
day to hike it. 

Bull Pen Bridge crosses the :~;iver in a narrow bend' and is 
visible for only a couple of hundred feet up and down the 
river. This is a high steel.bridge about 75 feet long which 
breaks out of dense woods to span the'river above a small 
cascade. Bullpen Road is a Pores~ Service dirt road through 
National Forest lands. There are no houses or private lands 
within several miles of the river here. 

The river turns sharply east at Bull Pen Bridge through:a 
smooth flowing portion and then over a series of rapids, 
cascades and sluicesbroken up by long stretches of easy 
water. Here Scotsman Creek drops over a· small waterfall 
and down a rock ledge into the river. High ridges continue 
to enclose the river, and at Ellicott's Rock the river leaves 
North Carolina to become the boundary between Georgia and 
South Carolina. 

The East Fork joins the river below Ellicott'' s Rock. This 
is a small tributary, only 12 feet wide at its junction with 
the river. The lower five ml.les of the East Fork are relatively 
primitive, with a number of cascades and low waterfalls. This 
lower portion of the East Fork is in Ellicott's Rock Scenic 
Area. Directly above are the Walhalla FishHatchery and 
a recreation area straddling the stream. For the next two miles 



the East Fork parallels Highway 107 within one-third mile, 
and at the North Carolina line it flows directly along the 
highway through cultivated land, abandoned fields and 
unattractive private developed land. The East Fork is not 
recommended for inclusion within the Wild and Scenic River 
boundary. 

For the next 1 1/2 miles the river drops over 16 cascades 
and rapids separated by almost evenly spaced stretches of 
smooth water. At Burrells Ford a concrete Forest Service 
bridge crosses the river. A partially developed camping 
area is located near here on the South Carolina side of the 
river. 

The eight mile section from Burrells Ford to Nicholson Fields 
is one of the most difficult portions of the river. This 
stretch includes exciting but treacherous whitewater. It 
flows around huge rocks and through narrow slucies and drops 
over 21 small waterfalls and rapids in less than two miles. 
Here the Chattooga enters Rock Gorge, the steepest part of 
the Chattooga River Gorge. Huge, house-size boulders constrict 
the river into a narrow channel with numerous falls and sluices. 
Below Licklog Creek the gradient is much easier and the steep 
ridges on either side begin to widen down to Nicholson Fields. 
This section is recommended for Wild River classification. 

Section III - Recreation River Class 

Section III includes 6.1 miles of the river beginning at 
Nicholson Fields and ending at Turnhole. This section of 
river is entirely different from the gorge-enclosed section 
above it. The river above has crashed over 20 miles from 
its extreme headwaters down through the mountains averaging 
an 84 foot drop per mile. Here, the river abruptly changes 
into a smooth stream, flowing easily through progressively 
gentle slopes and an area of fields, farms and homes. This 
is the slowest flowing section on the entire river, dropping 
an average of only 12 feet per mile. It is shallow and 
easy for the inexperienced canoeist. 

It begins at Nicholson Fields--a narrow and then widening 
series of fields--once farmed and now growing in planted 
pines. The river flows fairly fast but easily, with smooth 
water and occasional ripples. It continues through a narrow 
valley with many areas of flat land and fields adjacent to 
the river. Although the riverbank is lined with trees, evidence 
of farming is sensed from the river. This portion of the 
river is pleasantly pastoral with long views reaching to 
steep mountains in the background. 
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About one-half mile above Highway 28, the river enters a 
wide valley and for the next three miles flows slowly through 
an area of heavy development. Except for the short pastoral 
stretch near Grimshawes Bridge in North Carolina, this is 
the only section on the main river with farms, homes and 
a paralleling main highway in view from the river. There 
are two cabins immediately adjacent to, or within sight of, 
the river above State Highway 28 Bridge. 

The open fields on each side of Highway 28 were once the 
site of Chattooga Old Town, a large Indian settlement destroyed 
by the Cherokees before' 1600. Much of the land on both sides 
of the river here is cultivated. State Highway 28 crosses 
the Chattooga and then parallels it within 100-1000 feet 
for 1.8 miles on the South Carolina side. There are 22 houses 
and two mobile homes visible from the river. Below the bridge, 
most of these houses are crowded between the river and parallel
ing highway. A number of them. are in a rundown condition, 
detracting from the aesthetic quality of this section of 
the' river. 

The West Fork of the Chattooga River joins the Chattooga just 
below Highway 2 8 Bridge, adding greatly to .the volume of 
'wc:tter.' This is the largest tributary of the Chattooga. The 
river runs slowly here,. with no' sound· b.f rapids,.. Vehicular 
traffic from the paralleling highway above creates a sound 
intrus'ion. 'I'wo miles below. the bridge•, Highway 28 leaves 
the river. Another hundred yards downriver a wooden, low
water bridge crosses th~ stream, with the last of the houses 
along the half-mile stretch below. 

This 6.1 mile section of river is recommended for Recreation 
River classification~ 

Section IV - Wild River Class 

This section covers 15.0 miles of the river from •rurnhole to 
Bull Sluice. 

The river is 75 feet wide at the beginriing of this section, 
flowing slowly between heavily wooded slopes. Just below 
Turnhole, it divides around a large island and drops over 
two easy rapids for a short smooth run to Big Shoals. Here 
it divides around. a large boulder and drops down a five foot 
ledge through boiling whitewater. The next three miles are 
over easy rapids, around several islands and through a series 
of shallow rapids to Earls Ford where an old road comes to the 
river. An old Indian trail between the Cherokee villages of 
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Section II, Wild Class, above Bull Pen Bridge 
in North Carolina. 

The calm waters of Section III, Recreation 
Class, attract many canoeists. 

Wildflowers are abundant along all sections 
of the river. 



A winter hiker along Section IV, Wild Class. 

Section VIII, with paralleling road, offers good 
access to the West Fork. 

An area of concentrated recreation use is near 
U.S. 76 bridge in Section V, Scenic Class. 



Stekoa and Keowee once crossed the river near here. Warwoman 
Creek joins the river at this point, increasing the volume 
of water significantly. Below this point the degree of canoeing 
difficulty increases. The next 12 miles to Bull Sluice 
has been called the most beautiful stretch of whitewater 
in the Southeast--unexcelled for both scenery and canoeing 
water. 

Leaving Earls Ford, steep ridges close in on the river as 
it drops over rapids, around boulders and down ledges. Six 
easy rapids in the next mile lead to the Rock Garden, where 
several rock slabs jut from the river and shoreline at a 
45° angle, creating unusual rock formations. 

The river continues over several difficult rapids and a stretch 
of turbulent water to Dicks Creek. Here Dicks Creek Falls 
cascades 50 feet down into the river. This is probably the . 
most beautiful waterfall along the entire river. Travelers 
in canoes and rafts must portage around a 10 f6ot high falls 
in the main stream directly at the base of Dicks Creek Falls. 

Below Dicks Creek, the river flows past a series of round
topped rocks and by two large islands to Sandy Ford. It 
then falls over some easy rapids and enters the Narrows. 
This is a long and difficult rapids where the stream narrows 
to a six foot width, pouring over several ledges in quick 
succession. Two hundred yards farther along, a steep ledge 
must be portaged. After a turbulent flume and several moderate 
rapids, the river enters a fairly calm one mile stretch. 

For the next three miles to Bull Sluice, the river moves 
steadily over moderate shoals and rapids with several abrupt 
chutes. Bull Sluice, 300 yards above the u. s. High 76 Bridge, 
is an impassable 10 foot high falls that must be portaged. 

This rugged and remote section of the river is recommended 
for Wild River classification. 

Section V - Scenic River Class 

This section is 1.0 mile of the river from just below Bull 
Sluice to 3/4 mile below U. S. Highway 76 Bridge. The remains 
of an old bridge, some evidence of sandmining, and a dirt 
access road to the water are located immediately adjacent 
to the highway bridge. Because of easy access this area 
attracts many visitors, especially fishermen, and is recommended 
for Scenic classification. 
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Section VI - Wild River Class 

This section covers the remaining 7.1 miles to Tugaloo Reservoir~ 
Downstream from u. S. 76 Bridge, the river flows through 
undisturbed country with deeply forested ridges rising easily 
on either side. The river is over 200 feet wide here and flows 
smoothly with considerable volume around a succession of rocks 
and boulders protruding from the water and banks. Within the 
first mile, the river drops over nine steep rapids. 

For the next mile to Woodall Shoals, the river has orily two 
difficult rapids. At Woodall Shoals, the Chattooga twists 
sharply to the right around gigantic shoals and drops over 
an eight foot cascading falls and down twisting, turbulent 
rapids. The river narrows abruptly below Woodall Shoals 
and begins its final challenging run to Tugaloo Reservoir. 
This is the most difficult stretch of boiling whitewater 
on the Chattooga River, crashing between narrow canyon walls 
over a succession of steeply dropping ledges, rapids and 
shoals. In the first mile to Stekoa Creek,. the river rushes 
over two dangerous cascades;· a constant series 'Of smaller, 
turbulent rapids, and through a narrow 1/2 lnU .. e long canyon 
enclosed by rock walls several hundred feet high. 

No other stretch of the Chattooga can compare with the last 
3.7 miles of the river with its 48 major rapids and cascades. 
It is rated by canoe experts as one of the most difficult 
stretches of whitewater in America, attempted onlyby the 
most expert or foolhardy canoeists and floaters. The river 
runs among huge boulders and through sheer rock-walled 
canyons. The wildness of the land and sheerness of the ridges 
and canyon walls make it nearly impossible to get out of 
the river once a floating party is launched. It flows through 
an impressive gorge with cliffs on the east side rising 
over 400 feet above the water level. Several tributaries 
enter by waterfalls, such as 60 foot high Long Creek Falls. 
Not far from the gorge the river is stilled in the quiet 
waters of Tugaloo Reservoir. This section is recommended 
for Wild River classification. 

Section VII - Wild River Class 

This section includes a portion of the West Fork of the Chattooga 
and reaches from 1.3 miles above Three Forks on Overflow 
Creek to 0.1 mile above overflow Bridge a: distance of 3.3 
miles. 
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The West Fork above Overflow Bridge is wild and inaccessible~ 
Because of the extremely rough terrain and lack of access, 
at least one-half day is necessary to view this segment. 
The use of floating equipment is impractical. Three creeks 
join at Three Forks, about two miles above Overflow Bridge, 
to form the West Fork. 

Holcomb Creek, the westernmost of the three, is a small, 
narrow, fast-flowing mountain stream. About one-half mile 
above Three Forks, it drops over a small waterfall and crashes 
down a narrow gorge, creating continuous whitewater. Cliffs 
rise vertically over 100 feet above the water on one side. 
Evidence of the great force of the water is seen in the numerous 
rock formations and round swirl holes cut into solid rock 
with auger-like precision. This stream has the appearance ·· • 
of a darkly shaded cataract hidden by cool, dense yegetation. 

Overflow Creek is the middle stream of the Three Forks. It 
is a larger, wider and more smoothly flowing stream than 
either of the other two. Overflow averages 20 feet in width 
and is a rather open, sunlit stream that could be easily 
walked by fishermen. The stream includes a beautiful 25 
foot waterfall that is one of the most spectacular single 
features of the West Fork. 

Big Creek is similar in size to Holcomb Creek and drops swiftly 
in a series of waterfalls and fast flowing pools. For 100 
yards above Three Forks, it flows in washboard fashion over 
a series of ledges tilted at about 30 degrees. The steep 
rocky sides of the stream and the dense vegetation along 
its shoreline make it difficult to climb out of the stream 
bed. 

Holcomb and Big Creeks join Overflow Creek almost directly 
opposite each other at Three Forks. ~t the junction a number 
of prominent large rocks jut into the river and cliffs rise 
almost vertically from the river. The two mile section from 
Three Forks to Overflow Bridge can barely be floated by rubber 
raft. Lack of accessibility makes floating this section 
impractical. The river runs from 30-60 feet in width and 
contains water of every description, from easy stretches 
to rapids and narrow turbulent shoals. This part of the 
West Fork and the three creeks forming it are excellent 
trout streams. The West Fork above Overflow Bridge, including 
the last one-half mile of Holcomb and Big Creeks and the 
lower 1.3 miles of Overflow Creek, is recommended for Wild 
River classification. 
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X. ACTION PLANS 

A. Land Acquisition and Easements 

The area of the proposed National Wild and Scenic River includes 
a total of 15,432 acres of land. Of this total, National Forest 
ownership comprises 87.3%, or 13,471 acres. The remaining area 
involves 38 ownerships, totaling 1961 acres. 

The private lands within the proposed corridor can be divided 
into four priority classes for acquisition, or scenic easements. 
These classes are based on public use and access needs, protec
tive needs, river classes, and analysis of compatible and in
compatible uses \.Vi thin the river corridor. 

These land acquisition classes are: 

FEE ACQUISITION NEEDED 

1. Lands Needed to Correct Incompatible Uses 

These are lands within the proposed river boundary which 
directly conflict with wild, scenic, or recreation river 
classification and definitely should be acquired by fee 
acquisition. The incompatible uses on these lands could 
not reasonably be expected to clear up without fee acquisi
tion. This category includes 163 private acres in Georgia 
and South Carolina. These are lands with unsightly 
developments along Highway 28, and with incompatible hunter 
camps, access roads, jeep trails, etc. at Earls Ford. 
Any lands under this category should receive priority for 
acquisition. These lands make up only 8% of the total 
private lands within the river poundarye 

2. Lands Needed for Development 

These are not as critical as are those under the first 
category, but are lands needed for development, or to prevent 
and minimize future foreseeable problems. These are divided 
into two primary classes: 

a. Lands needed for recreation development and access, or 
lands adjacent to main highway access points which 
might conceivably receive incompatible developments because 
of adjacent roads or other close developments. Included 
in this category are 360 acres in Georgia along Highway 
28 and the West Fork and 10 acres around Grimshawes 
Bridge, in North Carolina. 
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b. IJands in Wild River class. All lands in the Wild River 
class should be acquired by the Forest Ser~ice because 
these are t_he most valuable within the river system 
and must be maintained in a primitive condition. The 
cost of scenic easements would be almost as much as 
fee acquisition for these lands. Included in this 
category are 214 acres in the two proposed Wild River 
sections. 

SCENIC EASEMENTS ACCEPTABLE 

3. Fee Acquisition Desirable, but Scenic and Use Easements 
Acceptable 

These are lands where fee acquisition would be desirable, 
but if not available for purchase, scenic and use easements 
could be used to meet management objectives. This would 
include most of the lands in Scenic and Recreation River 
classes except problem ar:eas f main highway access points, 
needed development lands and significant outstanding 
features. Included in this category are 1,179 acres. 
This .category includes 6 0% of the private lands within 
the river boundary. The majority of private landowners 
may retain title to their lands and continue present 
compatible uses if they so desire, Protection and public 
use of the river can be accomplished through scenic and 
use easements. 

4. Scenic and Use Easements Desirable 

These are lands definitely needed under scenic and use 
easement. They are lands on which private landowners can 
help achieve desired management objectives for the river 
by maintaining needed pastoral scenes, meadows, vistas or 
farms which compliment the scene along the river. This 
category includes 35 acres of private lands above Grimshawes 
Bridge in North Carolina and a two acre church site in Georgia. 

The proposed river corridor width is based on establishing a 
protective boundary at the top of the main ridges on either side 
of the river. It does not coincide with property ownership 
lines. Thus,. in most cases the boundary splits most private 
ownerships along the river. Many individual private landowners 
will be reluctant to sell only a part of their property along 
the river and may well prefer to sell all of their tracts or 
none. When landowners so desire, and it is in the interest of 



the Forest Service, the rexnaining portions of these tracts should 
be purchased under other National Forest acquisition authorities. 

Zoning would not be desirable in providing complete protection 
for the lands within the proposed corridor. At present, there 
is no zoning anywhere along the Chattooga River. South Carolina 
has given its counties zoning authority subject to legislative 
approval, but. in Georgia and North Carolina the counties have 
no zoning authority. Zoning as a protective vehicle has been 
weak historically, and zoning action is continually subject to 
rehearing and possible changes. Fee acquisition or scenic 
easements are much preferred as the means to protect the 
river. 

B. Administration - Management 

Most lands within the proposed corridor are administered by 
the u.s. Forest Service. This.agency, because of its existing 
organizational facilities, including manpower and equipment 
located near t:he rivex, and its knowledge acquired through 
conducting the study, is well suited to continue management 
of the Chattooga as a wild and scenic rivers It is recommended 
that the u. s. Department of Agriculture, Forest Service 
administer the Chattooga River if designated a unit of the 
National Wild and Scenic River System. 

A detailed river management plan will be developed. This plan 
will recognize all of the resource and aesthetic values of 
the Chattooga River environment. Emphasis will be on protecting 
and preserving these values while allowing controlled use by 
present and future generations.of Americans. 

The Forest Service should continue to wor~ closely with other 
federal and state agencies in wild river management& Of 
special need will be state assistance from the Game and Fish 
Commissions and water quality organizations. 

Recreat.ion 

Restrictions in the Act limit types of recreation use, f;jSpecially 
i.n the Wild and Scenic sections. Compatible uses on the 
Chattooga River are floating (including rafting, canoeing, and 
kayaking) hiking (including sightseeing, nature study, and 
photography), hunting, fishing, and primitive camping. These 
uses are provided for in the development plan. 



Major management objectives on the Chat.tooga River will be 
to maintain the river in the condition that made it worthy 
of inclusion in the National Wild and Scenic Rivers System 
and to provide a safe and satisfying recreation experience 
consistent with this status, without damage to the resource. 
Major problems identified in reaching these objectives are 
the safety of recreation users, waste disposal, concentration 
of use and general overuse. 

Safety problems associated with river travel and the related 
activities of hunting, fishing, photography and nature study, 
and camping in a remote area are primarily related to personal 
injuries. If an injury is sustained, getting help or getting 
to help is extremely difficult. This places the burden of 
safety on the individual. Physical conditioning and an awareness 
of the intrinsic dangers that exist are the best possible 
safety precautions. To minimize these dangers the Forest 
Service will caution users about them. It will inform these 
users about whom to contact in case of emergency, and how they 
may be reached. A voluntary check-in and check-out arrangement 
will be necessary as the us~ increases. Details will be 
presented in Safety and Search and Rescue Plans. 

Waste disposal will be a major consideration, especially in the 
wild sections where the language of the Act refers to waters un
polluted. This includes both solid waste and human waste dis
posal. In an area as large as that within the proposed corridor, 
when people are introduced solid waste disposal becomes a problem. 

Access points, primitive campsites and areas where spectacular 
water features are located will tend to concentrate people. The 
impact on these areas, if not controlled, will result in de
pleticn of available firewood, water pollution, insensitive dis
posal of garbage and waste, and a general deterioration of the 
environment. Recreation use will be regulated on the basis of 
carrying capacity of the land and water rather than on demand. 

At the present time, the Chattooga River is not overused. 
Saturation levels based on "the experience" have been determined. 
Close observation and records of recreation use within the 
river will be maintained. This information will be correlated 
with the benchmarks discussed in Section X-C of this report. 
When recreation use on any section of the river approaches 
the saturation point, as determined through evaluating the 
experience, or deterioration of the environment begins to 
show as checked .against the benchmarks, saturation levels 
will be revised and regulation of use will be enforced within 
the saturation level. Rationale for determining saturation 
level can be found in Appendix F. 
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State agencies will cooperate in certain phases 'of administra
tion of the river~ In each State, the Game and Fish regulations 
of that State will be enforced by employees of the State Game 
and Fish Commission. Water quality and pollution abatement 
provisions will be enforced by State officials. 

Yearly cost estimates for administration, operation and main~ 
tenance for the first five years of -operation are shown in 
Appendix G. 

Timber 

Though the production of timber products will be l;'estricted 
. within the proposed corridor, timber management in its broad 

sense will be practiced. Beautiful timber stands are becoming 
more and more important in the overall outdoor recreation 
picture. 

The perpetuation of these timber stands cannot be left to chance 
but must be produced through proper management, which includes 
protection from wildfire and insect and disease attacks. 

The role and objective of timber management will be the pro
tection and production of healthy vigorous stands of trees of 
all ages and species common to the area, managed and utilized 
only to enhance recreation and other resources. The objective 
will be the same on all segments regardless of whether class
ified as Wild, Scenic or Recreation. 

Timber will be managed for recreation, watershed protection, 
aesthetic and wildlife values, rather than for commercial produc
tion. Some cutting may be designed for scenic improvement or 
specific wildlife habitat improvement. 

Wildlife - Fisheries 

In general, wildlife habitat management activities on a large 
scale will not be attempted. The narrow corridor limits habitat 
management opportunity. 

State Game and Fish organizations have made recommendations 
for the Chattooga as a "Wild River" fishery. 

North Carolina Game and Fish Commission 

1. Only single hook lures or baits allowed. 

~. No minimum size limit on any species 0f trout, 
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3. Seven fish creel limit. 

4. Regular fishing season from the first Saturday in 
April through Labor Day. 

5. Special season for trophy fish, from Labor Day 
through October 31, in which creel-limit for brown 
and rainbow trout is reduced to one fish per day 
with a minimum size of 16 inches, or one brook 
trout per day with a minimum size of 12 inches. 
During this extended season no bait or lures shall 
be used other than an artificial lure having one 
single hook. 

6. Stocking will be carried ;out wi'th yearling or 
fingerling trout as needed and in'p-roportion to 
the availability .of such fish in relation to our 
other public waters. 

Georgia Game and Fish Commission 

1. No restriction op. lures, 

2. No size limit. 
' . ' 

3. Eight fish-creel-limit. 

4. Year rourid season on the mainstream and th·e portion 
of the West Fork ;t:rom Three Forks downstream. 

5. Seasons on tributaries in the zone open from April 1 
through October 15. -.-·· " 

6: Fish. stocking limited ,;to use of subadul ts • . . No 
stocking' in section, _proposed for 11Wild" status 
above Highway 28 Bridge. · 

South Carolina Wildlife Resources Department 

'L 

2. 

4. 

5. 

'f 

No restriction on lures. 

No size limit. 

Ten fish creel limit. 

Year round season on mainstream and tributaries. 

Provide stocking access at one point below Highway 28. 
Continue to utilize the existing access points now 
available along Highway 28 and at Burrells Ford. 

Stock all sizes of fish. 



Regulations between States should be as near qlike as is possible. 
The following proposal applying to all three States would be 
desirable for management of the Chattooga as ac "Wild River" 
fishery. 

1. Only artifical lures (single or treble hook) allowed 
in the sections above the Burrells Ford Bridge on the 
mainstream and above Overflow Bridge on the West Fork. 
Live bait and artificial lures allowed below these 
bridges. 

2. No size limit on trout, 

3. Seven fish creel limit on trout. 

4. Year round season on mainstreams and tributaries, 

5. Stocking of subadults or fingerlings ,only·· (no catch ... 
able-sized fish) allowed in wild arid scenic zones. 

6, Stocking of any size fish allowable in recreation 
zones. 

7. Vehicular stocking access provided only into recreation 
zones. (If Burrells Ford Bridge and Bull Pen Bridge 
are left open to vehicular traffic, these could also 
be used as stocking points for subadult fish.) 

8. No restriction on night fishing • 

. All States are in agreement that_the Redeye bass fishery in the 
lower reaches should be protected and enhanced and that further 
stocking of smallmouth bass should be discontinued there. 

Water 

At the present time, management of the Chattooga River area 
produces high quality water above Stekoa Creek. The production 
of high quality water will continue under Wild and Scenic · 
River management. 

The only major problem needing attention is sewage discharge from 
the City of Clayton, Georgia, into Stekoa Creek which flows 
directly into the Chattooga River. The city is aware of this 
problem and is correcting it. 

~ecause of habitation on the tributaries of the Chattooga River 
Tn North Carolina and Georgia, additional pollution is possible. 
A sanitation survey is being made to locate possible sources of 
pollution and to determine the action needed to minimize their 
effect. State water quality agencies are interested in main
taining the quality of water in the river. No insurmountable 
problems are anticipated. 
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Minerals 

The extraction of minerals through surface disturbance is 
not compatible with Wild and Scenic River status for the 
Chattooga River. The only mining activity existing within 
the proposed boundary is sand mining. Since other sources 
for sand already exist, this activity will be_ terminated 
and no future prospecting or mining involving surface 
disturbance will be permitted. Since natural action of the 
river will obliterate any evidence of the previous sand mining, 
no corrective action will be necessary. Prohibiting mining 
activity will have no adverse affect on local economy. 

Land Uses 

All existing land uses in the Chattooga corridor are discussed 
by river sections with en:tphasis on how they affect ·'the recreation 
environment, modifications needed, methods to achieve such 
modifications, and resource and activity use foregone because 
of such modification. · · ' 

S~ction I - Chattooga River mile S3.9 to 48 •. 4 

Section I on the upper headwaters of the· river flows entirely 
through private ·lands. These lands are mostly owned for 
summer home and resort or estate purposes·. Most landowners 
here would object to Forest Service a.:cquisition of their. 
lands within the proposed ri\rer boundary, but many 'lt.rill agree 
t9 scenic e.asements. Although acquisi tio11 is desirable for 
complete control, it is ,not extremely important from a watershed
protection standpoint~ ~Thes~ ~pper ~atersheds ~re probablt 
in a condition as goi::>Ct as any in the savannah River Drainage. 
Waters here flow through estates and lands maintained primarily 
for "scenery". Little farming or logging is done; and soil 
disturbance, erosion and stream siltation is kept to a minimum. 
Tl).ese lands will generally coqtinue to be. maintained in good 
watershed condition. Scenic and use easements can assure 
protection of the river and allow public use of· it, while 
private landowners keep title to their lands and continue 
present uses within the boundary. 

Some construct:i,on of summer home$, roads and driveways, and 
occasional small impoundments will occur on private lands · 
within the watershed outside the proposed boundary. These 
are not expected to create erosion, pollution or diversion 
problems affecting the main river. The North Carolina Department 
of Water and Air Resources will enforce state stream quality 
standards to protect these tributaries and the main river. 
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Section I meets the criteria for Scenic River classification 
and except for the following uses and dvelopments, is in a 
forested state--

--a summer home within one-fourth mile of Silver Slipper Falls 
within the boundary. This summer. home is completely· out of sight 
from the river and is compatible with Scenic River classifica
tion. Scenic easements can be used here to control any future 
development which might be incompatible. 

--two powerlines crossing the river above Grimshawes. These are 
single strand lines crossing at right angles and are hard to 
see. The.rights-;-of-way are about 30 feet.wide and can be seen 
only when directly adjacent to them. These detract little from 
the qualities of the river and are compatible with Scenic River 
classification. They do impose a brief reminder of modern 
civilization, and efforts should be made to have them located 
underground to further improve this s.ection. 

--approximately one-half mile of eroding riverbank along a 
section of old fields which are now growing up in young trees 
above Grimshawes. Natural reestablishment of forest cover 
along the banks should stabilize and control sloughing 
of the banks. Some special planting .of native trees· and 
grasses may be needed to.hasten control of erosion. 

--some past logging and evidence of old fields growing Up into 
woods in scattered places along the extreme upper headwaters 
down to Chattooga Cliffs. These scattered spots ·detract 
only slightly from the overall primitive' qualities of this 
first section of the river. All are growing naturally to 
forest. Scenic easements on these lands should all'ow this 
process to continue. 

--remains of an old, fallen-down house and an old barn within 
one-third mile of the river between Silver Slipper and Ribbon 
Falls. These are out of sight from the river and have an 
interesting early American architecture completely compatible 
with Scenic River clas'sification. · 

--a log summer home located below Timber Ridge just within the 
boundary. This structure is not visible from the river and 
is compatible with Scenic River classification. Scenic 
easement should limit further development here. 

--paralleling pastures for one-fourth mile on the west side of 
the river one-half mile above Grimshawes Bridge. A two-story 
white frame farm house, two barns, a shed, a brick caretaker's 
residence, and a summer cabin are visible from the river. 
Four additional cabins and a garage-apartment are located 
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in this complex out of sight from the river. This pastoral. 
scene, its uses, and an outstanding view of Whitesides · 
Mountain are definitely compatible with Scenic River class
ification and a scenic .easement is needed. t9 preserve the 
scene. Some stipulations should be,included to limit further 

·development and possibly screen several homes.with vegeta~ion. 
·. ' 

--Grirnshawes Bridge is a wooden structure crossing the river 
through a wooded, closed landscape. It is the only access road 

· crossing the first 5 1/2 miie .section 6f ri~e~ ~n~ is com
patible with proposed Scenic River class~flcation. 

--a rustic, darkly painted log ,summer home 011 the we,st l;>ank of 
the river just below Grimshawes Bridge. It is well sited, 
blends in well with screening vegetation a,nd de;tracts, l,ittle 
or none from this part of the ri ver~-parti c1.1larly .with 
Grirnshawes Bridge crossing just above it. It is compatible 
with Scenic classification. .. ., 

--scattered. trails exis:t .up :and down this section:. ,·Many are 
fisherman trails '\]sed .J:>y local landowner,s. and private hunting 
and fishing clubs. These trails are cOinpa:hible with all river 
classes and additional ones are needed t.o provide hiking access. 
Most existing trails need substantial reinforcement and some 
relocation to withstand any appreciable vi.si tor impact. 

--Monroe House - an old rustic house on the easf bank .of the 
river two miles below Grimshawes,Bridge. 'This interesting 
pioneer structure blends in we 11 with .the ri ve,r and is com-. 
patible with Scenic River classification. Effor~s should be 
made to acquire this historical structure so that it can be. 
restored and maintained. 

--old timber bridges - one just past Greens Creek, and one above 
Chattooga Cliffs providing access to Monroe House. Both are 
built of two log stringers covered with, plank decking. The 

·log bridge past Greens Creek is rotting and appears abandoned 
and unused. The bridge below Monroe House is located on a 
.steep jeep road which is ,used infrequently by the, owners of 
this land. These old bridges are compatible with Scenic River 
classification,. but, if possible, should be removed to im
prove the quality of these sections. 
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Removal of abandoned log bridges, restoration of eroding banks, 
etc., will have no effect on resource and activity use of th~ 
private lands along this section of the river. Scenic easements 
are the only part of the protection-improvement needs for this 
section that will have an immediate and long range effect on 
present and future uses of these private lands. Scenic ease
ments are needed to assure that the headwaters of the river 
continue in a relatively undeveloped condition and provide 
for public use of this portion of the riyer. The landowners 
along this section have no important existing uses which would 
be foreclosed by scenic easements; the few pastures, houses, 
and summer homes in this section are compatible with Scenic 
River classification. The majority of these landowners will 
agree with the provisions of scenic and use easementsi 
some will agree and some will object to limitations on further 
development within the river boundary; and many can be expected 
to object to public uses of their lands within ·the boundary. 

The protection provisions of scenic easements will agree 
with most private land management objectives along the river. 
Many of the landowners would be concerned about.possible 
non-compatible development on adjacent private lands; the 
protection provisions of.scenic easements for the boundary 
of the river will act as a form of "zoning.", assuring these 
landowners that adjoining private lands will be maintained 
in a primitive condition compatible with their own lands. 
This should also help protect land values in this area. 

Landowners may object to· limitations on their own future 
development of their lands within the boundary. Although most 
would be in agreement with maintaining the river in a primitive 
condition, some will want to build additional cabins and 
summer homes or expand existing developments. 

The provisions of use easements will probably receive the 
most opposition from the private landowners. Most of these 
landowners are summer home folk, some quite wealthy, who own 
these lands for their exclusive use as summer mountain retreats. 
Many have stocked this part of the river with trout at their 
personal expense and are quite proud of the excellent fishing 
they have produced. Most will naturally oppose the public 
"trespassing" on their lands, or fishing or floating the 
Chattooga across their lands. The few with homes, pastures 
or summer homes within the boundary of the river will certainly 
not tolerate recreation users encroaching on their private 
properties, trampling through their yards and invading their 
personal privacy. Several of these landowners have no intention 
of ever selling or giving up their lands, even for a much 
higher-than-average market value. They certainly 
would not look with favor on a forced condemnation program on 
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the Chattooga, even of scenic easements. Many of the land
owners will cooperate with.the Forest Service·in working out 
a responsible program of protective scenic easements. The 
Forest Service must do everything possible to work out a 
system'of public access for this portion of the river that· 
will cause the least amount of disruption to thes·e private. 
landowners' uses and privacy. 

The following factors should be considered in. obtaining the 
right of ptiblic access through use easements for this section 
of the river--

-,;;~~$t~~~.S~li~fr!Yg!i~~l\~~k0,~~~~~~g~~6~·:q~Vers 
~ ' :. ~ .. , . . 

-~\~~R~m~~~?£~~:~~;~~~~~~~~~[9f~~·:~·li':~~~~t~1I~~~~ :ish -~il~·~~9.t, or hike 
' 

--In order to protect t:he privacy of ·:pr.tvate landowners·· along the 
developed portions of this se,?tio~, the. p~blic .fjl1puld.pe 
restricted to the river or tch·developec;i .trails .across these 
lands. This should. be strictly enforced by the 'For,est Service, 
and if necessary, some means of' physical restraint'shou~d be 
used to correct any problem areas. 

--Use easement rates must adequately recognize situations in 
which public access causes a loss of privacy to the private 
landowner, and·provide for adequate compensation-for the values 
of exclusive solitude and privacy which are' lost. · 

--Immediate' public use of thes'e lands is·. not of ·first importance,. 
and should not be insisted upon .if it hinders ·tha more important 
program of obtaining protective scenic easements to assure that 
the river is protected and maintained in a primitive condition. · 
Use easements might allow for deferment of'actual public use 
of these lands; for a period up to 10 years~ if· ne·cessary, to help 
gain easements, cooperation and goodwill from·the private land
owners along the river. 

--The public should be allowed access to the private lands within 
the river boundary only' after ah adeq\late reinforced system: of 
trails is completed through these sections and only' when the 
Forest Service can provide reasonable cleanhp, policing, and 
adffiinistration of these lands. · · 

--Trails and other provisions for public use ot th~ river·should 
be located to minimize conflicts with the existing priva~e uses. 



Burrells Ford Bridge. 

Bull Pen Bridge. 



Russell Farm can be seen from the river near 
Highway 28 bridge. 

Abandoned mining equipment on the 
West Fork. 

A summer home on Georgia Power Company 
land along the West Fork. 

House trailer along river in Section III. 



Section II - Chattooga River mile 48.4 to 32.5 

Section II of the river is in a near-natural state, with 
only two roads crossing in 15.9 miles. These are Bull Pen 
and Burrells Ford Roads, two dirt Forest Service roads which 
cross the river in a section proposed for Wild classification. 
The portions of the river above, between and below these 
~'t'lo roads ,.:tre so rough ar1d inaccessible that they: take ()ne 
pr two days to hike or,J~,~.ft"• These roads cross through dense 
woods and detract li ttl'e;r·:'from the characteristics of this 
section. Because they could cause excessive concentrations of 
use resulting in site deterioration 1 both of these bridges will 
be removed and the approaches restored. Access will be by trail 
from the corridor boundary. In both cases, there will be 
little effect on the local transportation system by removing 
the bridges. 

Except for 26 acres of private ownership at the very beginning 
of this section, all lands within the boundary of this section 
are National Forest. Private tracts within this section 
are undeveloped and probably can be purchased at fair market 
value. All lands within this section are proposed for fee 
acquisition by the Forest Service. There are no important 
private uses or developments to be foregone if these lands 
are acquired by the Forest Service. 

Ellicott's Rock Scenic Area was established around Ellicott's 
Rock in 1966 by the Regional Forester under Regulation iJ-3 of 
the Secretary of Agriculture. This 3,584 acre area· was "set 
apart and reserved for public recreation and closed to all 
other occupancy and use." Seven hundred and thirteen acres 
of the proposed river boundary fall within Ellicott's Rock 
Scenic Jl.rea. Hanagement objectives for both areas are similar 
and no changes are needed in existing or proposed administration 
and management to make these two areas compatible. 

Utilization of the timber on both private and National Forest 
lands is t.he only present use in this section which would 
be appreciably affected by Wild River status. 

Burrells Ford Campground, a partially completed Forest Service 
camping area, is located below Burrells Ford Bridge. This 
campground will be reduced to a development scale 1 (foot 
access) camping area compatible with Wild River classification. 



The present access road into this area will be restored to 
natural condition. Parking areas at Burrells Ford will be 
located outside the proposed corridor. This camping area 
is a new, partially completed are& and restriction of use 
to walk~in campers will not change long-established use patterns. 

There are approximately five miles of old jeep roads which
should be closed in this section. Most are grown over and 
disappearing;· some can be travelled and show evidence of 
continued use. They are used only by hunters, fishermen 
and infrequently by the Wildlife Officers to stock the river 
with catchable size trout. Closing these roads will have minor 
effects on existing uses within this section. 

Section III - Chattooga River mile 32.5 to 26.4 

Section III of the river is entirely different from all other 
sections. This 6.1 mile stretch is developed with fields, 
houses and a paralleling highway along a major portion of 
its lengt-h. It meets Recreation River criteria. 

Most of the land along this section was acquired from Georgia 
Power Company. About half of these Georgia Power lands are old 
fields or meadows growing up in planted pines. These fields 
and pastures provide a pleasant pastoral variety to this 
section of the river and are compatible with Recreation River 
status. 

A number of unattractive buildings are along this portion 
of the river. Most of these detract from the overall pastoral 
quality and should be removed0 There are a total of 42 buildings 
and two house trailers in this section. Two of the buildings 
are in Georgia and the trailers and other buildings are in 
South Carolina. Nineteen cabins and one trailer are located 
on l3 acres divided into 19 individual lots in South Carolina. 
The remaining are abandoned structures on lands recently 
acquired by the Forest Service. 

On the Georgia side of the river along the three mile stretch 
at Highway 28 there are no visible buildings. 
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Highway 28 is one of the two major, p~ved highways crossing 
the river. This highway crosses at Russell Bridge in a stretch 
of large old fields and pastures, and then parallels within 
100 - 150 feet of the river for 1. 8 miles on the South Carolina 
side. The river flows very slowly and smoothly through this 
section with no sound of cascading whitewater, and the sound 
of traffic from the highway creates a sound intrusion. This 
paralleling highway is compatible with Recreation River class
ification. Once the buildings are removed be.tween the high
way and river, these lands should be allowed to revert to 
a natural state. Natural vegetative screening between the 
highway and river will help improve the quality of this section 
and act as a sound barrier. 

Two miles belo'V'7 Highway 28 Bridge, a dirt access road drops 
down to a wooden low-water bridge. This access point, heavily 
used by experienced canoeists and floaters to bypass the 
slow flowing easy stretch of water above the bridge, is needed. 
It will help disperse the large numbers of canoeists who 
might otherwise start at Highway 28 Bridge. It also serves 
as a termination point for novice canoeists who want only 
a short ride over easy water. The dirt access road and 
low-water bridge are compatible with Recreation River classifica
tion and should be reinforced as necessary to withstaDd use by 
floaters. If parking facilities are provided here, they 
should be located out of sight of the river. 

About 3 1/2 miles of jeep roads are located in this section. 
These should be stabilized and brought up to a useable standard 
for access. They can provide access for fishermen, canoeists, 
Wildlife Officers and administrative personnel and help take 
pressure off the more fragile Wild River sections above and 
below this section. 

Section IV - Chattooga River mile 26.4 to 10.5 

Section IV of the river meets Ni:Ld .River criteria~ Three 
tracts of private land ar~ ~ithin this section~ the rest 
is National Forest land. Private lands within this section 
are undeveloped and probably can be purchased from willing 
private lan:J.owners at fair market value. All lands within 
this sect.:Lcn are proposed for fee acquisition by the Forest 
Service. No measurable private uses or developments will be 
foregone if these lands are acquired by the Forest Service. 

The traces of two old roads should be obliterated from this 
section· to further improve its gua.iity. The iands aro~nd ·· 
thes~ roads should be acquired, }Jy the Fprest S~arvic~a so they 
can be restored.· The first of these is Earls Ford, the 
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s1te of an early road and natural ford across the r1ver at 
river mile 22. 3. Evidence of this road shouJd. ___ be .. obli terp:f;.e.~ 
to the boundar on "I)"01J1'~8".i~'der:t'~~or·"t11'e-~ri'ver""'"''"~;d'""'·~·~t'rat'!'''bu~i 1 t '''""''•'H~·- '·'''"""~·~~'-~·t><>.'l;.j/4\:1.\·l;:->t'<"'~oi-,"'~"';'':t'"'-t:l>"'-:~---~~ '; -,;_Z,,~·;:_,;,;:''"'.K:-<·'" A.-~l,i'l~':ti<·o.f•"-'';'"8M'~<>r~">i>'·t·~~.-,;c:V:-fll,fdc"s,;c't.J\;:¥h\"0W.:q::-:-J>-"t:f-I,\ .. ~.wru.rrxt."""'\i"-'>''**•'~';,,.--rstt&!M$ f ""'-'Y'f"''><l:'~"' '0:''>__.§!.-'"'"-~~-'"',uc4w';:'f.1/-"(11....e;.w;.,1;f"'"''""""'"''-"'·~-~- "'"''"'" 

t:Q."'\;;!:t~" .. ~t:.,l,.;.[~.t: .• ~ Access by tra1l .1s def1n1tely needed here · 
for canoeists. This is a termination point for less experienced 
canoeists and a popular beginning point for expert canoeists. 

~~~~-~-~i~·~;-~~.i~£h!·1·~~-v~~~····-~~~·!··~2~18a--~!~·*;t~~,r~--~~¥-~o!}B_~}~.~s{i terate.d 
J.i~£~:::t£::tEi:]£Sii:?:2.§.~~~~.J?~g~.ri~"~£~Q::~Ei~iJii~£r::££u:§,fE~~.£I~:~~-:Io ·········~·-········ ...... . 
th.§.,.x:j,_y,~"t:,,%Q!:L,:bPtf1 sides. '.J:he stretch of the river above 
this point to~.E:'ari's"''''Ford is moderately difficult. for canoeists, 
and an exit trail is needed here for those canoeists who 
may be 11 canoelE!SS n by the time they reach this point. 

Many of the sandbars and lands directly along the river through 
this section show evidence of primitive camping, including 
past campfires~ littering and some general deterioration~ 
A system of reinforced campspots located on the more inaccessible 
portions of the river is needed to provide for over..,.night 
camping, prevent sanitation problems and "wearing out" of 
the lands directly on the river. 

§ecti~n v Chattooga River Mile 10.5 to 9.5 

Several detracting influences need to be removed from around u. s. 
76 Bridge to improve the quality of this section. These 
include the remains of an old steel bridge, evidence of sandmining, 
and a short dirt road which drops from the highway down to 
the river's edge and parallels the river for one-fourth mile. 
Heavy equipment will be required to remove·this bridge. All 
traces of sandmining, the only mineral activity occurring within 
the proposed river boundary, will disappear with the first high 
water. Limited sand removal was done when Georgia Power CompaYly 
owned this land. Since there is sand of comparable quality in 
the general area there will be no measurable effect on the local· 
economy by discontinuing this activity on the Chattooga. 

u. s. 76 is a paved two-lane highway crossing the river. This 
highway does not parallel the river but crosses in a wooded 
section. Its effects are limited to the immediate area. 
Traffic on u. s. 76 is mainly local between Clayton, Georgia, 
and Westminster, South Carolina, averaging 700 vehicles a day • 
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Eroding river banks along the West Fork. 

A summer home in Section I. Rustic design is 
compatible with scenic classification. 



Section Ill, near Highway 28, showing access roads, old fields and buildings along the river. 



Section VI - Chattooga River Mile 9,5 to 4.3 

An old jeep road comes down to the riverrs edge at Woodall 
Shoals. This access point is needed for canoeists. The 
river below Woodall Shoals is exceedingly difficult and dangerous 
for floaters, and most will take their craft out at this 
point. The old jeep road here should be removed back to 
the proposed boundary of the river, and a trail brought down 
to the river. 

Section VII -West Fork river mile 7.3 to 4.0 

Section VII is on the upper headwaters of the West Fork. 
This section includes 3.3 miles of the West Fork flowing 
entirely through National Forest lands. This section qualifies 
for Wild River classification and there are no private uses 
which will be affected by inclusion of this section in Wild 
River class. 

Section VIII - West Fork river mile 4.0 to 0.0 

Section VIII is located on the lower end of the West Fork 
and is largely developed in fields, farms, and paralleling 
road and highway along a major portion of its length. This 
section meets Recreation River criteria. 

Overflow Bridge marks the upper limit of the section. It 
is a Forest Service concrete·· bridge on a dirt road crossing 
the West Fork at river mile 3.9 •. This access point· is needed 
for canoeists who want to float this easy section and for 
hikers who will use it as a jump-off point into the inaccessible 
section above it. The road also provides important access 
into adjacent National Forest lands. 

Below Overflow Bridge the dirt road parallels the river for 
1.3 miles to paved Warwoman Highway. In most places the 
dirt road is within 1000 feet of the river and often visible 
above the river. Grov..rth of natural vegetation along the road 
will eventually screen it from view. In one instance a culvert 
under the road-protrudes almost into the river. This culvert 
should be screened so that it is not visible from the river. 
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At Warwoman Road the West Fork enters an area of paralleling 
fields, pastures and occasional stretches of forest. These 
add variety to the river and provide greater visual in·terest. 
A.t the start of the fields at Warwoman Road, the river banks 
are badly eroded and continue to show heavy erosion down 
to the West Forks junction wi·th the main river. This erosion 
is probably due to overgrazing and lack of sufficient cover 
along these roads. These lands should be acquired and measures 
taken to stop the erosion. The owners will probably be willing 
to sell for fair market value. The fields and pastures along 
this section of the river should be maintained as open land 
by fertilizing and planting to hay. Permits could be issued 
to keep the fields cut and fertilized. '.rhis will stabilize 
these lands with a good cover and stop erosion. 

One old farmhouse is within t.he boundary along this section 
and detracts from the overall well-maintained pastoral qualities 
of this part of the river. 

Warwoman Highway crosses the West Fork and joins Highway 
28 which parallels within one-fourth mile of the main river. 
This is a two...,lane paved highway providing good access between 
Clayton, Geoigia, and Walhalla, South Carolina. It now receives 
an average daily traffic of 300 vehicles per day. 

This section is potentially one of the worst problem areas 
on the whoie river.. Paralleling Overflow Road, Warwoman 
Road and Highway 28 along its entire length could attract 
undesirable and incompatible de'velopment. All lands along 
this section of the river should be acquired by the Forest 
Service to protect its quality and to protect the view along 
the river and along this major access corridor to the river. 
This section is in forest, fields, or pasture which can be 
acquired for a reasonable market value with no appreciable 
adverse effects on present uses or·landowners. Now is the 
time to acquire these lands while they are still largely 
undeve·loped ~ 

Some old junk mining equipment and old steel tanks have been 
abandoned on the lower portion of this section. These should 
be removed to improve t.he quality of this section. 

'I'he remains of an old splash dam are located on this section. 
This structure has some historical significance, is compatible 
\'lith Recreation River classification, and should be left. 

~eorg_ia Power Lands 

Approximately 5, 700 acres of land were. acquired from the Georgia 
Power Company during the past three years. Except for a small 
stretch of old fields planted in pines near Highway 28 on the 
main river, and items already discussed, these lands are in a 
completely forested condition~ 
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The main interest of Georgia Power Company in owning lands 
along the Chattooga River was for potential reservoir sites. 
Although reservoirs were not planned for the Chattooga in 
the foreseeable future, there are several potential reservoir 
sites which would inundate practically the entire river in 
Georgia and South Carolina if constructed. Construction 
of a reservoir on any section of the Chattooga would immediately 
destroy that section's free-·flowing, undisturbed characteristics. 

The Georgia Power Company cooperated fully in this study and 
in exchanging land along the proposed river corridor. If this 
river is included within the National Wild and Scenic Rivers 
System, much of the credit for its outstanding primitive 
qualities can go to the Georgia Power Company for its sound 
management and protection of these extensive lands along the 
river in the past. 

Georgia Power made some secondary uses of the lands within 
the river boundary. Timber stands along the river were 
harvested regularly on a selective basis. Inclusion of 
these lands and management of these timber stands for 
aesthetic and recreation purposes will cause no appreciable 
loss of timber to the local economy. Georgia Power lands 
acquired by the Forest Service outside the river boundary 
will continue to be managed for commercial timner production 
as well as other multiple uses. 

Much of the land acquired from Georgia Power Company had 
detracting uses, such as worn out primitive camps, jeep trails, 
etc. which should be removed to improve the quality of the river. 
Several of these areas will be used for recreation purposes: 
for trails, location of information facilities, and for parking 
and access control along the river. 

Fire Control 

Most recreation use on the river occurs during the period of 
May through September when the forest fire hazard is low. The 
frequent summer rainfall and lush green vegetation combine 
to minimize fire danger during this period. The highest risk 
of forest fires occurs in early spring and fall when vegetation 
has dried. Fire occurrence in the corridor is small. 
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Some changes in fire control organization and tactics may be 
needed. For example, more use of airplane patrols along the 
narrow corridor would aid early detection of forest fires. 
Use of heavy equipment may need modifying to protect aesthetic 
values. 

C. The Benchmark Syste~ 

A benchmark system must be established within the proposed 
corridor to measure and note change in the river's outstanding 
qualities. 

Some change is inevitable. The Chattooga River and its 
surrounding lands are a dynamic moving, living, changing 
environment. The Chattooga is not a static resource that 
can be fenced, "encased in glass i• and preserved exactly as 
it is now for all future generations. Inclusion of this river 
in the National Wild and Scenic Rivers System can prevent over 
development of .the river, but it cannot halt the ageless 
geologic and ecological processes that have resulted in the 
formation of. this beautiful river and surrounding forest 
environment. 

Least noticeable are the geologic processes occurring over 
thousands of years that have resulted in the formation and 
weathering down of this part of the Appalachian Mountains. 
These geologic processes will continue in future years, 
slowly changing even the eternal rock of the mountains surrounding 
the river. More noticeable are the erosive changes wrought 
by the waters of the Chattooga as it continues to cut its 

·.steep way down through the Blue Ridge escarpment. 

The forest vegetation that covers the steep hillsides is 
a living, growing, dying, ever-changing resource. The abun
dance of tree and shrub species and variety of composition are 
the result of ageless vegetative changes as well as man's 
recent treatment of the environment. The towering white 
pine, hemlock, and many other tree species within the river 
boundary are successional species introduced naturally after 
the "cut-out-and-get-out" logging era of the late 1800 1 s and 
early 1900's. These species will die out and disappear through 
n~tural succession as these forests evolve toward a climax 
oak-,..hickory and beech-birch-maple forest. Some of these 
successional changes may be undesirable, and future management 
programs may be needed to retain desirable vegetative species 
that now exist within the river boundary. 

Vegetation within the river boundary is susceptible to forest 
fire, disease, insect attack., soi 1 compaction, overuse, and 
abuse by man. The fish and wildlife within the river boundary 
move about and change constantly in numbers with changes in their 
environment. The waters of the Chattooga change with rainfall 
or drought, irrunediately responsive to changes in the watershed, 
both inside and outside the river boundary. The waters flowing 
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within the ri.ver boundary reflect the condition of the entire 
watershed. 

To protect and perpetuate the unique qualities of the Chattooga 
River a benchmark system is needed to inventory the river's 
resources and evaluate their condition and trend. A benchmark 
system notes and measures change, and undesirable change 
is separated from inevitable change so that management programs 
can be structured to perpetuate the qualities that make this 
river outstanding. 

The complete mechanics of a benchmark system must be worked 
out after the Chattooga is included in the National Wild 
and Scenic Rivers System. Such a system must be_ designed 
to focus on the outstanding values and more sensitive elements 
of the river and environment, measure the existing situation, 
and provide for periodic remeasurernent to keep track of resource .. 
condition and trend. 

Some of the outstanding river qualities that such a system 
will measure and monitor are--

--the river is free-flowing, and its environment is essentially 
primitive andundeveloped. National status and a protective 
boundary can essentially assure that these desirable conditions 
will continue within the boundary. A benchmark system should 
note improvement in the primitive qualities of the river ~s the 
few unde~;>irable influences are eliminated and also note changes 
resulting from construction of trails, primitive campspots and 
other facilities. · 

--the river is unpolluted. This condition is definitely not 
assured; alreaqy a pollution problem is being cleared up on 
a tributary of the river. Water quality monitoring must be 
continued on the river and its tributaries to f~equently 
measure all changes in this very criti-cal factor. 

--the lands along the river are in an essentially forested, 
natural state. This condition is readily apparent and 
measure able. 

--forests along the river include a variety of tree, shrub, 
and lesser plant species of all sizes, shapes, and age 
classes, creating an aesthetically pleasing, natural forested 
scene. They include both rare and common plants. Present 
vegetation composition and condition must be inventoried 
and evaluated. Some methods that might be used are infrared 
aerial photography to measure species composition in the 
overstory canopy, line transects on a plot or strip basis 
to measure all species in the understory and size and rates 
of growth, and camera points to record the nature of the 
general scenery. The location and abundance of rare plant 
species should be totally measured and recorded. The factors 
responsible for the existence of the present size, shape and 
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composition of"yegetation must b,e studied and clearly under
stood. Trends 'toward a climax-forest type of vegetation 
through ecological succession must be identified and the 
most desirable ecological condition determined, so manage
ment programs can be tailored to continue desirable succ
essional plant species or allow natural evolution of climax
type forest vegetation. 

Vegetation composition and condition must also be inventoried 
periodically to measure the effects of human use on the river 
environment. Is the vegetation healthy, normal, or showing 
signs of stress and loss of vigor? Check plots are needed in 
remote spots throughout .the river boundary as well as in spots 
susceptible to heavy visitor impact, so natural changes can be 
separated from man-caused changes and management programs 
implemented to protect, improve and restore man-damaged 
ecological conditions. A system for measuring effects of 
human use on the river environment must be closely tied to an 
accurate system of use measurement, so damaging levels of use 
can be identified and optimum levels of use determined. 

--the river offers exceptional values of solitude, adventure and 
awareness, serenity and challenge. Administratively controlled 
saturation ievels, based on limiting numbers of people to 
maintain a primitive level of experience, will probably be 
the most severe limiting factors affecting use of this river. 
A benchmark system should measure these experience level values 
throughout the river boundary. Analysis of these findings can 
show the need for design changes in trails or other facilities 
to disperse visitors and eliminate concentrations, and can 
suggest needed changes in optimum use levels to maintain a 
primitive experience within the river boundary. Initial 
optimum levels have been determined for the river; the effects 
of these arbitrary controls must be tested and measured on the 
ground throughout the river boundary. 

--a benchmark system must also measure and record changes in fish, 
wildlife, and other living creatures within the river boundary. 
It should measure changes in the profile of the Chattooga as 
it continues to cut its steep course to Tugaloo Reservoir. In 
effect, it should give an accurate record of all ecological 
and geologic changes occurring within the river boundary, both 
natural and man-caused. 

All technical assistance available will be used in establishing 
the system. State and Federal Water Agencies can help with 
water bench-marks. Forest Service Experiment Stations and 
many others can help with ecological benchmarks. 
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D. Development - Facilitie-s '.and Access 

The main attraction of the_Chattooga River is its recreation 
opportunity .... -the chance to visit a whitewater river and experience 
solitude, adventure, and challenge. Protecting and maintaining 
the aesthetic values of the river must remain of paramount 
importance. Development within the boundary of the Chattooga 
River must not detract from, or destroy., the natural beauty 
that makes this river different from other rivers. 

Requirements for protection and maintenance of the unique 
qualities of the Chattooga are the most critically important 
influences affecting development within the river boundary 
and surrounding lands. Recreation facilities should provide 
for optimum public use consistent with maintaining the rare 
qualities of the river. Outside the corridor, areas must 
be carefully planned and located to minimize or prevent crowding 
and overuse of the Chattooga. Trails will be an important 
means·of enabling people to see and enjoy this river. They 
must be carefully located and designed to disperse visitors 
to the river and minimize crowding and overuse effects on 
the environment. Trail systems should also include portages 
for canoeists and floaters around dangerous obstacles on 
the river. 

Existing roads across the Chattooga should provide sufficient ve
hicular access to the river. Five roads now cross the Chattooga 
and two roads cross the West Fork. Parking areas should 
be located outside the river boundary to help protect the Wild 
and Scenic sections, while providing a place to leave vehicles. 

Small information stations at each major-access point can 
give detailed canoeability and hiking information for the 
sections of river above and below each-road point. Current 
information on weather and fire prevention can be given visitors 
along with information needed to enjoy the river. 

Reinforced campspots acces.sible only by trail or river can 
be located at strategic points. These would include drinking 
water and vault toilets for visitor comfort and help prevent 
sanitation and littering problems that come with uncontrolled 
camping use. 

---~···------r 

As a nationally significant attraction, the Chattooga will 
create a .demand for large, developed camping areas to accommodate 
the large hurrlbers of people·who come .to-see this river. These 
must be located qutside the riv.er bo.undqry, and :f~ar enough · 
from the rivet. to prevent concentrations qf people _and .overuse. 
Unit or 'recreation compos{ te plans for ·the ,,National Forest 
lands around the river boundary will be primarily concerned 
with distributing, regulating or limiting recreation uses 
to prevent loss or depreciation of resources. 

\_ 
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The proposed Recreation River sections are needed to help 
protect and provide a continuity to the overall Chattooga 
River system. Recreation developments should be located 
in these sections only if they can complement or reduce pressure 
on the more primitive sections of the river. 

The need for a main information center on the Chattooga should 
be fully explored. Such a center could provide needed detailed 
information about the entire river and interpretive information 
for those who cannot be accommodated on the river. It could 
also serve as a main control point if portions of the river 
become saturated and visitor limitations have to be imposed. 

Present recreation development along the river itself is 
quite limited. The only public recreation development within 
the proposed boundary is the u. s. Forest Service campground 
at Burrells Ford. Private recreation residences occur in 
a few places. Within 18 miles of the river, there are recreation 
facilities such as picnicking, camping, and cabins to accommodate 
in excess of 1500 persons at one time. Appendix H gives 
the breakdown of the location and facilities available at 
these areas. 

No additional general area access is 9eede4 for the Chattooga 
River. The only additional motor access planned is an extension 
of the Blue Ridge National Parkway which will pass within 
a few miles of the head of the river in North Carolina, outside 
the corridor. 

In general, specific acce·ss already exceeds need. Only two 
additional roads totaling 1.4 miles are needed to make presently 
inaccessible areas available to the public. Neither of these 
roads will be constructed within the proposed boundary of 
the river. Generally, the plan provides for closure and 
revegetation of existing little-used jeep roads. A total 
of thirty miles of jeep roads will need to be closed an~ 
revegetated. The general plan of accessibility for the river 
will be by trail. Six new trails totalling 2 1/2 miles, 
generally on the location of old jeep trails, will be constructed 
from planned parking lots outside the river boundary to the 
river itself. 

Recreation development along the Chattooga River will be 
kept simple. Access will be primar.ily by trail, except at 
existing highway and Forest Service road crossings. Fourteen 
parking lots are proposed--13 of these will be outside the 
proposed boundary and only the one at Overflow Bridge will 
be inside. To protect the river banks and the recreation 
users, 14 portages have been proposed around areas where 
canoeing is difficult or impossible. 
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Eleven launching sites P.l.an:ped for floating equipment will 
be kept simple and in general will have little development. 
Their location is along sandbars which will maintain themselves 
with the periodic high waters. 

Ten primitive campsites are proposed along the river. These 
campsites will be at development scale 1, consisting primarily 
of reinforced areas to protect the river environment from 
undue wear. The sites will have minimum sanitary facilities 
and potable water where possible. A summary of the Recreation 
Development Plan will be found in Appendix I. 

A system of hiking trails is necessary for full enjoyment 
of the river, especially in Wild and Scenic sections. A 
total of 54 miles of trails is proposed for the Chattooga 
River. These trails will, for the most part, replace existing 
jeep roads and poorly located foot trails. The summary of 
the trails and the first five years planned construction 
is in Appendix J. -·---\ 
Outside the proposed corridor, but within 12 miles of the \ 
river, a_?ditional campgrounds are proposed to handle 2400 
P,eople at one t1me. The only camping to be encouraged within {

1 

the corridor will be overnight camping necessar2_while hiking 
or cano~ing. Indiscriminate camping along the river will _________ \ 
be discouraged. A summary of the supporting campgrounds 

1 near the river· is in Appendix K. 
• . ==:;-~·==.,::~ 

Appendix G gives the summary of the recreation development 
schedule for the first five years, including expected cost. 

E. Information and Education 

The Chattooga River area is rich in settler and Indian history 
and outstanding scenic features. A real opportunity exists 
to interpret these outstanding features--to orient the visitor 
to the river's attractions, inform him of the recreation 
opportunities available within the river boundary, and enhance 
his overall experience in visiting the river. 

Interpretation can do more than answer basic questions of 
what visitors come to see and do. It can open new vistas 
of knowledge and instill in the visitor a sense of appreciation 
for values or concepts of which he is unaware, or in which 
he had little or no previous interest. However, this can 
be done only after the basic questions are answered, and 
only then by relating these new concepts to what the visitor 
originally came to see. 
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Many yi~;i tors will have to canoe, llik'e and camp to get this 
as?ociation. <'others will be satisfied by just driving across 
the river at the access points or by viewing exhibits and 
interpretive displays at various information points. Motion 
pictures and television programs can be an effective means of 
reaching this segment of the public. 

A well planned interpretive program is needed for those who 
cannot be accommodated on the river. It should incite an 
inspiring feeling of stepping back in history two or three 
hundred years--a part of the same feeling that one would 
get if he canoed or hiked down the river. The program would 
provide an experience for those who for any reason are unable 
to participate first hand. 

~urposes of an interpretive program for the Chattooga River 
could be-'-

--to stress to all visitors the need for personal safety and 
the proper care of the river's unique environment. 

--to inspire visitors with the unique primitive qualities of the 
river. 

--to give the public a general idea of the purpose of a Wild and 
Scenic River and how it is managed and protected.· 

.. 
--to inform the public of the recreational opportunities avail

able on the river. 

--to point out the unusually scenic features along the river. 

--to explain the geology and ecology of the area. 

--to tell the story of the human history along with the legends. 

Basic information needs include--
£££ : 1 

--a detailed description of the various sections of the 
river and the recreation attractions and opportunities 
to be found in each. 

--maps of access·roads and trail system within the river 
boundary, showing primitive campspots, relative difficulty 
of trails, estimated travel time and features along the 
way. 

~m(!:QS s_howing__r_apids, cascades, falls and p~tages with c~Q~ 
~lass ratjngs for each reach of the r1ver. These should also 
show primitive campspots, estimated traV:el time and features 
along the way. 
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--current river height information re.lated to canoeahility 
of the river.· 

--regulations and respons.ibilities of both the administering 
Agency and the public concerning the Wild and Scenic Rivera 

--safety considerations for all visitors to the river. 

--all access roads and major trails beginning points to the 
river identified on the ground. 
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APPENDIX A 

STATEMENT OF GEORGIA POWER COMPANY TO THE PUBLIC HEARING REGARDING THE 
STUDY OF THE CHATTOOGA RIVER IN THE NATIONAL WILD AND SCENIC RIVER SYST]l)f 

HIGHLANDS, NORTH CAROLINA 

DECEMBER 5, 1969 

My name is Charles R. Minors. I am Assistant to the President of Georgia 

Power Company and a member of a policy group of our Company specificallY 

charged with planning the orderly development of land and water resources 

under our control so as to provide the ·optimum use by the public consistent 

with the power supplY responsibilities of the Company. 

Georgia Power Company is aware, of course, of local interest as well as 

that of groups such as the Georgia Conservancy in the future of the Chattoega 

River. During the pendancy and since the enactment of the Scenic and Wild 

Rivers Act, in which the Chattooga is included for study, we have several 

times advised interested parties that the Company would be cooperative with 

regard to plans which might be developed in the stuqyw We here restate 

that intention. AdditionallY, we have discontinued timber harvest in the 

area. 

Georgia Power Company's Chattooga ownership of land in the area amounts to 

a total of about 10,000 acres, in South Carolina and Georgia, and includes 

a large part of the land which would be necessary to establish a wild or 

scenic river under the present terms of the Act. 

These lands were originallY acquired for possible use for water impoundments 

in_the development of the hydro-electric potential of the Chattooga River. 

From time to time, the Company has reviewed the feasibility of such develop-

ment. Generally our reviews have followed the development pattern described 

in the report of the U~ s. Stuey Commission, Southeast River Basins (Senate 

Document No. 51, S8th Congress.) Portions of that report pertaining to the 



Chattooga have been swrunarized by the Resources Advisory Board Southeastern 

River E:-. ..;ins staff in a memorandum dated November 14, 1969. 

The method of development outlined in the report would provide four dams 

(Camp Creek, Rogues Ford, Sand Bottom and Warwoman), utilizing approxi

mately 750 feet of river head, and flooding a total of about 3,700 acres. 

The total capability proposed is 366,000 kilowatts. In the opinion of 

Georgia Power Company, the development of these projects is presently 

marginal from the economic viewpoint. That this is the present case is 

emphasized because of several factors. BYdro-electric projects now under 

construction and those for which Federal Power Commission licenses are pend

ing will bring on line substantial peaking capability during the 1970's. 

Other proposed Federal projects, authorized by Congress but as yet not 

sched11led or funded, might be accorded higher priority than Chattooga develop

ment. A feasibility analysis of the Chattooga projects in the context of 

costs which might prevail and the energy requirements of the area at some 

future indeterminate date would be highly conjectural. 

The staff memorandum of November 14, 1969 suggests that an alternative to 

the previously studied projects on the Chattooga might be a plan for more 

comprehensive development embracing pumped storage as well as conventional 

hydro-electric installations and the siting of fuel-steam plants. Georgia 

Power Company has not made such a stuqy and can offer no comment on this 

point at this time. 

Georgia Power Company concurs in the suggestions of the staff memorandum that 

consideration of the several possible uses of the Chattooga resources be 

placed on a coincident time basis and that the matter be considered from the 

viewpoint of the overall most beneficial development of the Savannah River Basin. 
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Statement of Co 1 one 1 John S. Egbert 
District Engineer, US Army Engineer District 

Savannah, Geo~gia 

This statement relates to the proposal to include the entire Chattooga River 
·In the National ~/ild~S-cenic River·s System. 

The Chattooga River is a tributary in the Savannah River Basin System. The 
comprehensive water resources plan of development prepared by the Corps 
of Engineers and approved by Congress in the Flood Control Act of December, 
1944 identified four ~ites on the Chattooga River for eventual construction 
as a part of the development of the Savannah Basin. These four sites are 
located at Camp Creek, mile 4.9, Rogues Ford, mile 11,0, S~nd Bpttom, 
mile 17.7 and \.Jarwoman, mile 20.4. All would provide hydr~.{Pb""w~r and 
recreational benefits. 

The Savannah District is presently engaged in a comprehensive review of the 
water resources of the Savannah River Bas i.n to update othe 1944 approved 
plan as required, to reflect present water resources needs and priorities . 
In ~onnectlon with this study, and of specific relevance to the present 
proposal, we are placing greater emphasis on a more comprehensive planning 
approach including technological, sociological and environmental st~dies. 

Our studies to date indicate that the environmental implic~tions of this 
proposal are positive, since the Chattooga in its present state contributes 
a great peal to the scenic and aesthetic value of the region, generally 
posesses high water quality and would preserve under the £onditions of 
the proposal one of the longest and free flowing rivers in the.Southeast in 
its reiative primitive and undeveloped state, and thus preserve a unique 
national environmental resource. Therefore, I support the proposal to 
preserve the Chattooga River as a 11wi ld and scenic river. 11 Management 
and development as set forth in the proposal would contribute to the 
overal 1 water resources development and preserve the positive environmental 
impact of the Chattooga River on the entire Savannah Basin. 
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APPENDIX ·c 

November 149 1969 

PROPOSED CHATTOOGA RESERVOIR PROJECTS 
AND ELECTRIC POWER POTENTIAL 

Prepared by Resources Advisory Board, 
Southeast River Basins Staff 

Background-Pursuant to Public Law $5-850, the U. s. Study Commission, 
Southeast River Basins prepared and submitted to the President and the 
Congress in September 1963 a Report On A Plan For Development Of The Land 
and Water Resources Of The Southeast River Basins, Senate Document No. 51, 
BSth Congress. The Study Commission was deactivated in December 1963. 

Possibilities of Qydroelectric power within the eight river basins 
in the Southeast River Basins area (map attached) was one of the functions 
considered in preparing the Study Commission comprehensive plan of develop
ment. The Chattooga River, a tributary of the Savannah Basin was included 
in the.geographical area for which the plan was developed. 

Role of the Resources Adviso Board--Pursuant to a proposal contained 
in the Study Commission Main Report PP• 4-6$, 69) the Resources Advisory 
Board, Southeast River Basins was established in 1964-"to encourage 
continued coordination among the Federal and State Governments in the field 
of land and water resources; to review programs and projects needed in the 
near and distant future; and to encourage the proper development of programs 
and facilities to obtain the desired results,"-within the Southeast River 
Basins area. 

At a meeting of representatives of the Georgia Power Company, U. S. 
Forest Service, Bureau of Outdoor Recreation, Corps of Engineers, Federal 
Power Commission, and the Resources Advisory Board on October 24, 1969, in 
Atlanta, it was agreed that the Resources Advisory Board staff would pre
pare a resume of the U.S. Study Commission, Southeast River Basins proposal 
for the Chattooga Project. Copies of t:he resume would be distributed by 
the Board no later than November 18, 1969, to the private power company and 
Federal agencies identified above for their comment. · 

The resume has been prepared by the Resources Advisory Board staff 
substantially in consonance with the Study Commission plan for the Chattooga 
Project; also pursuant with a letter dated October 7, 1969, from Mr. Roy 
K. Wood, Regional· Director, Bureau of Outdoor Recreation, and an outline 
entitled, "Chattooga Hydro-Electric Potential," distributed by the Bureau 
of Outdoor Recreation to the representatives at the indicated meeting on 
October 24; and in accordance with a letter dated October 28, 1969, from 
H. Van Oyke, Assistant Regional Director, Bureau of Outdoor Recreation, to 
Horace Morgan. 

The resume follows: 

Proposed Chattooga River Reserv-oir Projects 

The Study Commission proposes construction of .four dam and reservoir 
projects--Warwoman, Sand Bottom~ Ro~ues Ford, and Camp Creek--on the 



Chattooga River to help meet electric power needs and as a part of develop
nent of the basino The power generated would be for meeting peak loads. 
Jperation of the four potential projects would involve integration and 
coordination of the water supply, power, and related purposes since all 
units involve releasing of water from one reservoir down to another. 
Accordingly, they have been analyzed as one project, (maps attached). 

FEASIBLE HYDROELECTRIC POWERPLANTS-CHATTOOGA 'PROJECT 
. -~· 

Reservoir 
Normal Area Draw- Capacity Drainage Gross 
pool (acre) down (acre-ft.) area power 

elevation* (ft.) (sq. mi.) head 
{:rt.} {:rt.) 

Warwoman 1,640 3,110 35 147,500 163 182 

Sand Bottom 1,458 115 1 5,040 178 141 

Rogue's Ford 1,317 253 25 11,300 193 246 

Camp Creek 1,071 260 20 15 1000 258 180 

3,738** 178,840 749 

*Operating elevation, feet, mean sea level 
'**Area flooded 

Location--The proposed four units in the Chattooga Projects would be 
located on the lower Chattooga River in Oconee County, South Carolina, and 
Rabun .· County, Georgia:. 

Figure 4.26 diagrammatically indicates the location of the Chattooga 
Development. 

The uppermost unit--Warwoman would be constructed first to provide 
streamflow regulation for the downstream power sites at Sand Bottom, Rogues 
Ford, and Camp Creek. 

Sand Bottom unit would be located below Warwoman site. The power
plant would be located about a mile below the dam at the headwaters of the 
Rogues Ford reservoir site. Water from Sand Bottom reservoir would be 
diverted through a 1,600 foot long pressure tunnel which would cut through 
a bend in the Chattooga River. 

Rogues Ford unit would be located 6.4 miles below t.he Sand Bottom 
unit, just north of U. s. Highway No. 76. B,r increasing the height of . 
Camp Creek reservoir from an operating level of 1,021 feet to 1,071- feet, 
a loss of 50' in power head in Rogues Ford would occur, but it would be 
gained downstream in Camp Creek site. This woUld induce a total saving in 
construction costs, thereby imp:roving the entire system. 
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Camp Creek unit would be 6.2 miles below the Rogues Ford site and 
about 5 miles northeast of Tallulah Fall::>, Georgia. 

The Camp Creek powerplant would discharge into existing Tugaloo 
Reservoir at elevation 392 feet, while providing a gross power head of 
180 feet. Part of this gross head would be obtained by utilizing a 
tunnel and penstock to gain the head in the river between Camp Creek 
and Tugaloo Reservoir. Thus, this plant would complete the continuous 
chain of four integrated units from Warwoman downward to Sand Bottom, 
Rogues Ford, Camp Creek; then into the exist.ing Tugaloo and Yortah develop
ments of the Georgia Power Company; and thence into Hartwell.Reservoir. 

PRINCIPLE BENEFITS OF EACH PROPOSED UNIT IN THE CHATTOOGA PROJECT 

Unit 

Warwoman 

Sand Bottom 

Rogues Ford 

Camp Creek 

f!Ydroelectric Power ·Potentials 

Installed 
capacity 

(kw.) 

so,ooo 

66,000 

120,000 

.1Q02000 

366,000 

aver~~~Pltkual 
generation 

(million kwo-hre) 

50.3 

42 .. 8 

77-5 

72.0 
245~6 

'Annual equivalent primary t'angible benefits for the four Chattooga 
power units would be $9,228,000 

Recreation benefits-· Recreation facilities such as access roads, 
boat docks, trails, camping and parking areas, water supplY, sanitary 
facilities, and related works would be provided. 

Recreation 
increase 

{user-day)* 
Unit 

Warwoman 100,000 

Sand Bottom 45,000 

Rogues Ford 60,000 

Camp Creek 55,000 

260,000 

*User days annually by the year 2000$ 

Fish and 
wildlife 
increase 

(user-day)* 

100 

-660 

-970 

3,300 

1,770 



Annual equivalent primary tangible benefits for recreation would be 
$369,000; for fish and wildlife minus $21,000. 

Warwornan and Camp Creek Projects would provide power, recreation, and 
fish and wildlife usage. Sand Bottom and Rogues Ford Projects might 
adverse~ affect some types of fish and wildlife developments in the area 
because of the change from open stream to reservoir conditions. The 
reservoirs themselves, together with associated improved access, general~ 
create fishing values greater than those of the stream reaches they replace. 
Facilities for access to fishermen and others would be provided. Eighteen 
water access areas would be located as follows: Warwornan--6, Sand Bottorn--
5, Rogues Ford--2, and Camp Creek--5. The water access areas would provide 
a wide distribution of facilities, at low cost, to make the reservoirs 
available to visitors from all over the region. They would be located at 
suitable sites for sportsmen and other and where construction work and land 
acquisition could be held to a minimum. 

A main objective of the access sites would be to provide convenient 
points to reach the reservoirs for fish and wildlife management, reservoir 
gaging, sampling, and measurements, and other purposes outside the fields 
of recreation and fishing. 

Ten recreation areas totaling 260 acres would be located as follows: 
Warwornan-27 Sand Bottorn-2, Rogues Ford-2, and Camp Creek--4. 

The total annual equivalent primary tangible benefits for power, 
recreation, fish and wildlife would be $9,576,000~ 

Other Benefits--The four units in the Chattooga Project would provide · 
benefits of primary and secondary nature attributable primari~ to recreation 
and hydropower. Basinwide coordinated multiple-use operation of the four 
potential Chattooga River units with other units in the Savannah Basin with 
the relative~ large storage regulation would decrease drawdowns and increase 
stability of operations and would great~ enhance power, recreation, fish 
and wildlife, navigation, and other uses beyond monetary values credited in 
the Study Commission plan. 

Construction activities would provide a temporary impetus .. to the local 
economy. A substantial part of the construction costs would be spent locally 
for wages, services, and materials. Following completion of the project, 
horne construction in the immediate vicinity of the reservoir should further 
benefit the construction trades and local economy. 

Business, present and potential, would benefit from the increased 
recreational activity in the area. There would be increased sales of gaso
line, food, lodging, beverages, and recreational supplies and equipment. 

The P~dropower development and regulated water would enhance the 
industrial development potential of the area and also facilitate the econo
mic growth in general. 

There would be an increase in land values in the vicinity of the 
~eservoirs as a result of increased utility of the area and the improve~ 
ients. This would broaden the tax base of the counties involved and result 

in increased tax revenuess 



Flood control benefits--Benefits accruing to flood control from 
development of the Chattooga Project would not be significant. 

Other influences-The four proposed reservoirs would inundate more 
than 3, 700 acres of the lower Chattooga Valley that are now valuable for 
timber production and other uses and would also :1mmdate a few fishing 
streams of good quali.ty. But, they would, in addition to their specific 
uses, improve land values around their borders. The reservoirs themselves, 
together with associated access, generally create fishing values greater 
than those of the stream reaches they replace. 

The initial impact from construction of the reservoirs would accrue 
to North Carolina, South Carolina, and Georgia. The ~enefits from the 
regulation that the reservoir system would provide would accrue to the 
Nation generally, but Georgia and South Carolina would receive the greater 
share of the benefits and costs. 

The valley now has limited development, except for small areas of 
agricultural land; principally in the Warwoman site and some highways 
and roads. This series of units would be comparable to the developments 
~on the Tugaloo and Tallulah Rivers which have created substantial recrea
tion and fishing uses, even though development was expressly for hydro
electric power. However, available data indicate some damages could occur 
to fish and wildlife and to recreation by development of the 4 Chattooga 
River units. 

The limited data on the Chattooga Project needs review in light of 
what has occurred as a result of quite similar developments on the 
Tallulah River. 

The system of four reservoirs proposed would have both physical and 
economic effects on each unit in the system. This does not mean that the 
proposed system could not be improved by more thorough study or could not 
be developed in stages over a number of years. Further investigation m~ 
result in desirable adjustments in the proposed plan. Such studies should 
be made before any major segment of the plan is constructed. For example, 
pump storage multiplies the amonnt of peaking power that can be obtained 
from a limited stream flow-thus, pump storage as an alternative or 
supplemental means of power generation should be analyzed. 

Chattooga Project Costs Related to Benefits 
($1,000) 

Investment* 

Joint Costs 
Power facilities 
Recreation facilities 

Total 

45,410** 
91,720 
ltl7.0 

138,300** 

*Investment costs are based on January 1, 1960 prices. 
**Includes $60,000 for fish and wildlife facilities to mitigate fish and 

wildlife losses. 



Annual equivalent 

Investment 
Operation, maintenance, 

and replacement 

Allocation of Costs ($1,000) 

Investment 

Subtotal 

Total 

Annual 

4,979 

944 
5,923 
3,038 
8,961 

OM & R 
eguivalent at year 2000 

Power 
Recreation 

136,900 
1,400 

138,300 

Total 
*8,829 

122 
*S,961 

OM & R 
873 8(4 

71 73 
944 947 

*Includes $3,038,000 for taxes foregone 

Hydroelectric Power Costs--Chattooga Project 

Costs ($) 
Annual equivalent 

Operation Taxes 
maintenance, fore-

Project Total & replacements gone 
Chattooga Units 873,000 3,038,000 

*Includes $3,038,000 for taxes foregone 

Recreation Costs--Chattooga Project 

Costs ($)* 

Annual Equivalent 

Project Total 

Operation 
maintenance, 

& replacements 
Chattooga Units 122,000 71,000 

*Allocated costs only 

Cost sharing--Chattooga Project 

Investment 

136,900,000-

Investment 

1,400,000 

Project 
Investment costs 

non-Federal 

Annual operation, maintenance, 
and replacement costs at year 
2000, non-Federal 

Chattooga Project $138,300,000 $947~000 

Cost sharing data shown above are only suggestive$ Further stuQy may 
result in different costs and cost-sharing arrangements® 



Investment costs--include all of the costs of project construction 
including lands and rights-of-way, estimated for the period of develoP
ment through the year 2000. 

Operation, maintenance, and replacement costs--shown as an annual 
cost, and estimated on the basis of development at year 2000. 

Operation, maintenance, and r~placements costs for use in cost-sharing 
arrangements are based on full use of the facilities that are specifical~ 
proposed. Since the ultimate need during the period studied will not 
normally develop until the year 2000, the full operation, maintenance, and 
replacement costs for the Chattooga: facilities are shown as "OM: & R at 
year 2000." The plan is designed to meet needs to the year 2000, so 
additional needs, costs, and benefits that may develop after that year 
have not been evaluated. This does not ignore or preclude the possd.bility 
of adding facilities after the year 2000, if the Chattooga project then 
exists and additional needs should be met. 

Costs of Chattooga Development Related to Benefits by States 
(thousand~ of dollars) 

Project Georgia. South Carolina 
Benefits Costs Benefits Costs 
Annual Total Invest- Annual Total Invest-
equiv- . annual ment equi v... annual ment 
alent* · equiv-, alent* equiv-

alent alent 

Chattooga** 9,576 B,961 138,300 9,576 138,300 

*Primary tangible only; intangible and secondary benefits and impacts 
considered are presented in narrative. 

**The project would be located in two States; total costs and benefits 
are shown in each State. 

REGIONAL NEED FOR DAMS 

Present and future needs for electric power-The per capita use of 
electricity in the SERB area in 1959 amounted to about 3,000 kilowatt
hours, which was below the average.for the Southe~stern region, which in 
turn, was below the national average. 

Energy requirements in the SERB area in 1959 totaled about 15 billion 
kilowatt-hours with a demand of about 2.9 million kilowatts. HYdroelectric 
plants generated about 3 billion kilowatt-hours that year and had a peak 
capacity of nearly 900,000 kilowatts. 

(In FY 1968, Clark Hill with 280,000 kilowatts capacity generated 
about 660,365,000 kilowatt-hours. Hartwell with 264,000 kilowatts 
capacity generated 486,000,000 kilowatt-hours in FY 1968. Since power 
was put on the line i:h.l954,- Clark Hill has sold ·$46,810,000 of power; 
since operation began in 1962 Hartwell has had revenue from power sales 
amounting t.o $16-, 293, 000. ) 



Within the Savannah basin, the Georgia Power Company at four electric 
-owerplants on the Tallulah River and two plants on the Tugaloo River has 

L installed capacity of 166,420 kilowattse The Georgia Power Company and 
vhe City of Augusta in 1966 applied to FPC for a joint license to build a 
hydroelectric plant with 12,000 kw. capacity on the Augusta Canal. 

Five other electric power plants in the Savannah Basin have an installed 
capacity of 26,100 kilowatts. In March 1967, Duke Power Company began 
construction of the Keowee-Toxaway power complex which will ultimate~ 
provide 10,408,000 kilowatts. 

B.Y 1975, the projected per capita use of about 7,600 kilowatt-hours 
per year will close~ approach both the projected market area and national 
averages .. 

By 1975, electrical energy requirements in the SERB area are projected 
to 49 billion kilowatt-hours with a demand of about 9.1 million kilowatts. 
By 2000, total electrical requirements in the SERB area are expected to 
reach at least 119 billion kilowatt-hours with a demand for about 22 million 
kilowatts of capacity. Per capita use is expected to be at least 11,?00 
kilowatt-hours annual~a 

- . . 
Facilities are included in 27 proposed projects in the Stuqy Commission 

plan for the SERB area to provide additional installed hydroelectric power 
capacity of 2.5 million kilowatts and provide an additional production of 
3.6 billion kilov,ratt-hours. 

~rea served from proposed Chattooga projects-The Savannah Basin exports 
power to market areas wtdch. include South Carolina, most of No~th Carolina, 
and most of Georgia. 

The large interconnected power regions of the United States are sub
divided into power supply areas embracing interconnected and coordinated 
electric facilities. The Southeast River Basins (SERB) are part of four 
power supply areas--21 through 24, as designated by the Federal Power Com
mission. The SERB area is connected to generating sources in adjacent areas 
through transmission lines ranging from 34,000 to 230,000 volts. Most of 
the Savannah Basin is in power supply areas 21 and 23. 

Development of the units in the Chattooga Project would require con
struction of high-voltage transmission lines from the generating sources 
to load centers and ties to existing transmission grids. As the electric 
load grows, additional transmission and distribution lines would be 
constructed; substations would be enlarged; and new stations built to 
meet the shifting load patterns. Transmission and distribution of energy 
from source to user will pose no unusual problems. 

The area served by the proposed Chattooga Project substantially depends 
upon whether public or private interests develop the project and would be 
contingent upon the marketing arrangement for the electric power generated. 



other.J?.~~~!ltial damsites in the Savannah basin. Other potential 
projects including hydroelectrie power as a purpose which are included 
in the Commission plan for development in.the basin are: 

Project Power Gross Installed Average annual 
storage head capacity generation 
(acre- (ft.) (kw.) (million 
feet kilowatt-hour 

Horsepasture 11,400 58,000 89 

Tallow Hill 610 560,000 190 172,000 113 

Anthoey Shoals· 410 113,000 70 100,000 61.5 

Trotter Shoals* 475 63,000 145 310,000 471.4 

Lower Savannah: 
Burton' s Landing 103 90,000 48 100,000 345 

Stokes Bluff 55 110~000 35 60~000 197 
947,400 2,348 8oo,ooo 1,276.9 

*Authorized, planning underway, construction not funded. 

((The Secretar,y of the Interior in June 1966 filed a petition for 
intervention in Duke Power Company application to the Federal.Power 
Company for license to build the Keowee-Toxaway Project (FPC Project 
No. 2503) and said in part-:-"The next step in the comprehensive plan for 
development of the Savannah Basin is the Trotters Shoals Project"-

-"Subsequently, power may be made available to applicant from the 
four Chattooga River plants (meaning--Warwoman, Sand Botto~Rogues Ford, 
and Camp Creek), which· .comprise the next step in the comprehensive plan 
after Trotters Shoals.")) 

The more significant alternative unit considered but not included in 
the Stuqy Commission plan was the upper Chattooga River project, a high 
head plant upstream from Warwoman reservoir. Data on that potential 
pydroelectric facility follows: 

Upper Chattooga .. Project 

Normal Power Gross Installed Average annual 
pool storage head capacity generation 

elevation (acre-ft.) (ft.) (kw.) (million 
Pro,ject (ft.) kilowatt-hour) 

Upper 
Chattooga 2,600 12,000 960 38,000 45.3 



Other potential-projects including hydroelectric power as a purpose 
hich were considered and not included in the Commission plan for the 
avannah basin are: 

Other Potential J{ydroelectric Powerplants __ 

Project . -.Normal Power ·. Gross Installed Average annual 
pool· rstorage head ·capacity generation 

elevation (acre- (ft.) (kw.) . (million 
(ft.) feet) kilowatt-hour) 

Upper 
1ihi tewater 2,800 5,000 800 12,000 19.6 

Lower 
Whitewater 2,000 5%800 900 E.t...OOO 28o2 

101800 1,700 34,000 47:8 

.,. 

(It is not contended that the above cited power possibilities consti
tutes the total potential in the basin~ Concerned power interests who 
operate in the Savarmah basin may have under consideration other locations 
and other sources of electric power&) . 

SERB area, Savannah ~b§-_sin, and C~attooga River power :g,roduction
present and future--The electric load of the SERB area and in the general 
southeastern electric power market area, at the time the stuqy Commission 
~rformed its studies~ had expanded beyond the ability of hydroelectric 
apabilities0 Most of the energy requirements of the SERB area in the 

early 1960's were met from fuel-electric generating sources-70 percent, 
or 2,043,500 kilowatts; whereas 30 percent or 867,200 kilowatts were 
installed in hydroelectric plantso Thus, ~n the SERB area the installed 
capacity on December 31, 1960, exclusive of capacity not contributing to 
the public supply, totaled 2,910,700 kilowatts. 

The Study Commission envisioned in its plan that by the year 2000, 
the SERB area woUld have a demand of approximately 22 million kilowatts. 
The 2.9 million kilowatts of installed capacity from 29 projects listed 
in the Study Commission Report would provide only about 13 percent of the 
total demand. 

><' '< 



The following table indicates the location of the 29 projects within 
the SERB area. 

Hydroelectric Power Supply Projects Under Construction 
and Selected Potential Projects 

Basin and project Installed Average annual 
capacity energy (thousand 

~----~--~----------~-----<~t~h~o-us~·-kw~·~) ______ ~k~i~lo_watt-h~urp} 
Savannah basin: 

Horsepasture 58 88,500 

Jocassee 150 77,100 

Newry-Old Pickens (Keowee) 150 9.3,800 

Warwoman 80 50,.300 

Sand Bottom 66 42 9800 

Rogues Ford 120 77,500 

Camp Creek 100 75,000 

Hartwell 33.0 450,000 

Trotters Shoals .310 47.:t.,400 

Tallow Hill 172 113,000 

Anthony Shoals 100 6i,500 

Burtons Landing 100 345,000 

Stokes Bluff 60 1911000 

Sub-total 1,796 2,142,000 

Altamaha basin: 

5 projects .388 670,000 

Apalachicola-
Chattahoochee-
Flint Basins: 

10 projects 728 1,625,900 

Choctawhatchee-
Perdido basins: 

1 project !!1 5,2~000 

Total 2~959 4,492~600 
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(Of the 29 projects listed ~n the preceding table, the Corps of 
gineers has since completed two of the projects and a third project 
under construction; as follows}: · 

Basin and project 

Savannah basin 
Hartwell · 

Apalachidola
Chattahoochee
Flint basin 

Walter F. ·aeo:ge* 

West Point** . . 

Installed capacity 
{kilowatt) 

264,000 

130,000 

73,375 
(initial) 
109,000 
(ultimate 
installation) 

Average annual 
energy (kilowatt-hour) 

453,000,000 

494,093,000 (1968 FY) 

. 19l,OOO,bOO 

191,000,000 

*Hartwell became operational in 1962, Waiter F. George in 1963. 
**West Point under construction, scheduled for completion in 1973. 

Also, Trotters Shoals has been authorized, with an anticipated installed 
capacity of 310,000 kilowattso 

In addition, Duke Power Compaey has urider construction the Keowee
foxaway electric power complex, consisting of: 

Facility 
Lake Keowee-Toxaway 
hydroelectric . 
(Newry-Old Pickens) 

Jocassee 
pump storage 
(reversible pump turbines) 

Oconee 
nuclear (3 units) 

Total 

Kilowatts 

140,000 

305,000 

2,658,900 

3,103,900 

EventuallY, Duke Power Company plans to install 7 million kilowatts 
of generating capacity in steam. stations on the shores of Lake Keowee. 
Up to 3,000 rnw. of steam electric power is in the immediate offing at 
that location. Two additional reversible pump turbines which will generate 
305,000 kw. will be added to Jocassee at a later datee 



Also, in 1966, the Congress authorized Duke Power Company to build a 
small coffer dam in the 1970's across the Savannah River at Middleton 
Shoals between Anderson County 7 South Carolina, and Elbert County, Georgia 
to provide cooling waters for a 2 million kilowatt steam plant.) . . 

The electric energy requirements within the Savannah basin, excluding 
the Savannah River plant of the Atomic Energy- Commission, are estimated to 
increase from 2~6 billion kilowatt-hours in 1959 to at least 6.5 billion 
kilowatt-hours by 1975 and to 16.4 billion kilowatt-hours by 2000. The 
demands, based on load factors of 59.6 percent for 1960, 62.4 percent for 
1975, and 62.7 percent for 2000, are 504,500 kilowatts, 1,180,000 kilowatts, 
and 2,983,000 kilowatts, respectively. 

Of the preceding indicated electric energy requirements of the basin, 
the 4 units in the Chattooga Project would generate an average annual 
output of 245.6 million kilowatt-hours, with an installed capacity of 
366,000 kilowatts, if constructed according to the Stuqy Commission plan. 
Thus, the hydropower potentials in the Chattooga Projects could meet only 
a portion of the power supply requirements. 

The projected demands for electricity in the Southeast River Basins 
far exceed any potential which.t.he area has for hydroelectric power 
development. 

(The Chairman of the Federal Power Commission on November 7, 1969, in 
testimow before the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy said, nThe projected 
growth of the electric utility industry during the next two decades may 
possibly require the construction of about 40 new hydroelectric installa
tions of 100 megawatts or more, approximately 50 new pumped storage hydro
electric installations of 300 megawatts or more and about 90 fossil and 
165 nuclear steam-electric plants on new sites. To meet the'se needs, the 
electric utility industry will need to install 1,000,000 megawatts of new 
capacity between 1970 and 1990." 

The power official did not indicate where within the Nation the 
installations might be installed.) · 

Possibilities of potential impoundments on other rivers to satis£1. 
power needs-

("The Nation's Water Resources," Water Resources Council, 1968, for 
the South-Atlantic Gulf Region, 24 distinct river systems extending from 
the Roanoke River Basin in Virginia to the Pearl River Basin in Mississippi, 
stated that-

"Federal hydroelectric projects currently under construction will 
provide 715,000 kw. of installed capacity, non-Federal projects about one 
million kw. Four other federally authorized projects on which construc
tion has not been initiated but likely to be completed before 1980 will 
provide 580,000 kw. of hydropower. Non-Federal hydroelectric facilities 
may be developed that will provide 800,000 kw." The foregoing additional 
sources would total 3,095,000 kw.--if constructed. Thus, within the next 



10 years in an area three times larger than the SERB area, only about 3 
illion kilowatts of additional capacity would be provided from impoundments. 

The South Atlantic-Gulf Region totals 276,000 square miles, the South
east River Basins area includes 88,000 square miles. 

Unless a significantly larger amount of TVA electric power sources are 
wheeled into the SERB area, the only additional probabilities of potential 
impmmdments on other rivers to satisfy immediate power needs would be 
provided by the sources mentioned in the Nation's Water Resources quoted 
above.) 

~lternative means of meeting electric power need~--

(one alternative would be to expand and improve the design for projects 
in the Stuqy Commission Report as has been done by Duke Power Company at 
its Keowee-Toxaway power complex. 

For example, the Stuqy Commission plan which included consideration 
on1y of hydroelectric potentials estimated that Jocassee and Newry-Old 
Pickens Projects would have an installed capacity of 300,000 kilowatts and 
an average annual generation of 170~9 million kilowatt-hours. Within the 
area covered by those two projects, Duke Power Company has expanded facilities 
under ir~tial construction or to be added later to include pump storage and 
steam stations that would provide 10,408,000 kilowatts as follows: 

Facility 

Jocassee 
(pump storage) 

Newry-Old Pickens 
(Keowee~Toxaway) 

Oconee Nuclear 
Station (3 .units) 

Steam stations 

Initial 
construction 
- "(kw .. ) 

305,000 

140,000 

2,658,000 

3,000,000 

To be added 
later 
(kw.) 

305,000 

4,000,000 

Total 

(kw:) 

610,000 

140,000 

2,658,000 

7,000,000 

10,408,000 

Much of the power produced by Duke at Keowee-Toxaway power complex will 
be transmitted to customers in North Carolina and would be well beyond the 
SERB area. Only a small portion of the 10,408,000 kilowatts expected from 
that power complex would be used in the SERB area under present arrangements.) 

Preliminary studies by the Stuqy Commission indicated that pump storage 
would be economicalJy feasible at the Trotters Shoals site at such times as 
load require!Tients justify such additions to the project. It is estimated 
that about 290,000 kilowatts of pump storage capacity could be developed in 
cop~ection with the Trotters Shoals Project~ The Clark Hill Reservoir could 
~t as an afterbay for pump storage units in the Trotters Shoals project. 
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Pump storage capacity could be installed in the four units of the 
Chattooga River Project and possibly at other sites. 

The feasibility of pump storage depends on the availability of off
peak energy and on the physical advantages of each site. The annual load 
factor of electric usage is expected to increase in the future. This will 
tend to decrease the availability of off-peak energy that comes from 
steam-electric generation, which is in excess of base-load requirements. 

In the Piedmont province, there are other potentials for classical 
pump storage units along the major streams transversing the area. 

Part of the additional capacity required to meet the increasing 
electric load may be in nuclear-fueled plants. Advances in the use of 
fuel cells, thermal-electric, solar and other types of devices to convert 
heat to electric energy have been made. With further experimentation, 
development, and improvement some type of direct conversion unit may become 
competitive with the present steam-electric central station plant for base 
load operations. Nuclear.:..fueled plants have recentlybecomemore competi• 
tive with ccmventional steam-electric plants. 

Developments in the application of aircraft-type jet engines as prime 
movers of electric generators indica.tethat they have a potential for 
peaking purposese The initial cost per kilowatt is considerably less than 
oorventidnal thermal plants, thus reducing fixed charges. The piants can be 
fully automated reducing operator costso~fsetting to some degree the high 
costs of fuel. These installations have further advantages of site loca
tion, cooling water requirements, ~nd load availability. One major disad
vantage is the problem of noise suppressions 

While not an alternative means of meeting electric power needs,. 
emerging super-transmission grids of the 230/500 kilovolt range would 
connect major load centers with the major generating center--and thus 
would facilitate the interchange of power between areas. But, in addition, 
radial transmission lines to convert new generating sources, nuclear, 
conventional fuel, or hydroelectric, will be needed. However, transmission 
is not now and is not expected to be a major problem in meeting future 
electric requirements. 

Direct current transmission may be in the picture by the year 2000. 

USE OF THESE DATA 

Substantially all of the information contained in the Chattooga River 
Project is based on data contained in the Report of the U. S. Study 
Commission, Southeast River Basins, 1963. Much of the information in 
that Report is based on 1960 conditions--thus is based on conditions of 
about 10 years ago. The Study Commission Report plus the information con
tained herein is intended to serve as a guide to resources development. 



The Georgia Power Company, the indicated Federal agencies and other 
'nterests involved in the Chattooga River should consider provid{ng addi
.ional inputs, if the information furnished herein is to reflect ctirrent 

conditions and plans of all entities. 

Much of the costs, benefits and other data shown for the Chattooga 
Development should be construed as extraneous, unless corresponding 
information is concurrently submitted and considered for the Chattooga 
River as a Wild or Scenic River. otherwise, it would.be inconsistent to 
furnish elements of the power and recreation plan indicated above, but 
not have a comparable wild or scenic river plan-so that the two plans 
m~ be equated. Further, if other plans are prepared, identical period of 
analysis and evaluation procedure should be agreed to at an early date 
for the two plans--wild (or scenic river) and the Chattooga Development. 

Some inconsistencies and inadequacies are likely to occur when 
selected material is taken out of the context as in this instance when 
the Chattooga Development has been extracted from a comprehensive plan 
for the Savannah Basin. It would be more appropriate to consider the 
Savannah Basin and the Southeast River Basins area in the aggregate 
rather than disaggregating the Chattooga Development. 

The power, recreation and other interests should give consideration 
to the advisability of or need for rearranging the sequence~ content, and 
format of this resume which has been compiled substantially pursuant to 
an outline proposed by the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation, Regional Office, 
•tlanta. 





APPENDIX D 

Hydroelectric Power Potential 

of the. 

phattooga River Basin 

Electric power loads in the Southeast are doubling every S to 10 

years. The loads are supplied substantial~ by power from steam-electric 

generating plants, but the peak portions are supplied most~ from hydro

electric plants. Both complement each other to furnish the most economical 

supply availableo The potential for future hydroelectric supp~, however, 

in relation to the total load, is diminishing, and it is becoming harder 

and harder to find good sites for development of the type of power which 

can be utilized in the peak portions of the load. Based on preliminary 

studies, potential sites for hYdroelectric power in the Chattooga River 

basin appear feasible for development and warran~ additional study. Power 

from the potential Chattooga River basin projects could supply parts of 

the peak portions of the future additional power requirements. 

Potential Hydroelectric Sites 

Several combinations of conventional and pumped-storage hydroelectric 

projects in the Chattooga River basin could supp~ l,Boo,ooo kilowatts. 

Depending upon additional studies, installed capacity may possibly be 

increased to as much as 3,000,000 kilowatts. Table 1 shows information 

for several hydroelectric projects and different development schemes. 

The Cashiers project would be a pure pumped-storage installation. 

The afterbay dam and reservoir of 450 acres would be located on the 
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TABLE 1 
CHATTOOGA RIVER BASIN 

Potential Hydroelectric Power Proiects 
':. ·:; .. 

' . 

iSl 

DAM RESERVOIR POWER INS.TAUATION 
. PROJECT NAME 

River River Drainage Maximum Area Maximum Power Gross . 
Mile Area Power 

. 
Critical Storage Power 

Poo I Elev l Drawdown ·Capacity Head . 
Sq Mi Ft msl Acres Ft Ac Ft Ft 

CASHIERS Chattooo·a 46.9 a 12.4 2$80 4.50 45 ~ 16.5M 640 . 
~OGUES FORD Chattooga 11.3 193.0 1600 5800 25 140M 360 

SAND OOTTO!Y\ 

alte.noHve fe, Roguet Fonrhattooga 17. 7 178.0 1640 5800 20 150M 280 

OPOSSUM CREEK 

with Rogues ford IChattooga 4.9 258.0 1240 1000 40 40M 348 
with Sand Bottom iChattoogc 4.9 258.0 1360 3200 10 40M 468 

Footnotes! 

Jj Based on tO% annual load fador. 

Y Forebay will be located on Little Whitewater Creek tributary to Whitewater River. 

Y Afterbay drawdown =45ft, Forebay drawdown,. 60ft» Maximum power pool at elevatit T 3520 ft. 1 

~J. 550M kwinsta!lation based on 1Shrs contimJCIJS generation if r>IHluced to Shu could be increased to a'bout IMM kw. 

~ lMM kw installation based on 8. hn continuous s;,eneration. 

§./ 1M M kw installation based on 8 hn continuous generation ultimata could be as. much as 2MM kw. 

ZJ 115M kw pumped storage based on Shrs continuous generation and H5M kw conventional installation. 

W 150M kw pumped storage based on 8 hn continuous generation and 150M kw conventional installation. 

Installed Avll:rage 

Capacity ArlnutJi 

GtH'Iell'at!a 

Kw ·.Mwh 

550M .M 482M 

lMM §./ 876M 

lMM §} 816M 

230M lJ 202M 

300M 81 263M 
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Chattooga River and the forebay dam and reservoir of 330 acres. ori Little 

Whitewater Creek, a tributary to the Whitewater River in the Keowee River 

basin. The small forebay reservoir would have an insignificant effect 

upon the water flows in the Whitewater River. An installed capacity of 

550,000 kilowatts is based on 15 hours of continuous generation, and may 

be increased to about 1,000,000 kilowatts if the time of continuous 

generation is reduced to eight hours. Selection of the initial amount of 

installed capacity will depend upon additional economic studies and what , 

can be utilized in the load. 

The Rogues Ford or Sand Bottom project would be a pumped-storage 

installation. The dam sites for these potential projects are fairly near 

each other and substantially the same stretch of the river would be 

developed by either project. Construction of Rogues Ford or Sand Bottom, 

as shown in Table 1, will eliminate the other project as well as the 

Warwoman project shown in the U. s. Study Commission planm The installed 

capacity at Sand Bottom may be increased to as much as 2,000,000 kilowatts, 

depending upon stream channel limitations, with a drawdown of about 25 

feet at the Opossum Creek reservoir. 

The maximum critical period drawdown is 25 feet for Rogues Ford and 

20 feet for Sand Bottom. Drawdowns during the recreational season for 

either project during normal periods of operation are, however, expected 

to range between 5 and 10 feet, The reservoir surface for either project 

will be about 5,800 acres. 

The Opossum Creek project would be a combined pumped-storage and 

conventional hydroelectric installation, Opossum Creek will provide 

afterbay storage for either Rogues Ford or Sand Bottom@ The small amount 
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of afterbay s~orage needed for Opossum Creek will be provided by the 

existing Tugalo hydroelectric project~ The Opossum Creek dam site is 

located about one mile downstream from the Camp Creek dam site which was 

included in the u. s. Study Commission plan. The height of the dam pro

posed for the Opossum Creek project would inundate the Camp Creek dam 

site and the reservoir area will be 1,000 or 3,200 acres depending upon 

whether Rogues Ford or Sand Bottom is built .. 

Economic Evaluations of Projects 

Costs and benefits df hydroelectr-ic' power only have been consider'ed 

in this preliminary anaJ.Ysis everi though benefits from. other water uses 

would also be realized. Considerable opportunities for recreation, water 

cooling,· and other purposes would be provided but have not been considered 

in this preliminary analysis e 

The investment cost for· hydroelectric development in the . Chattooga 

River basin that would provide nearly two million kilowatts of installed 

capacity is estimated to rarige from about $316 to $353 million, excluding 

transmission costs. The investment would vary somewhat depending upon 

the scheme of development selected. 

Even though other benefits would be realized from water storage 

projects, development of the Chattooga River basin for hydroelectric 

power only appears feasible. The assumptions· used in evaluating the 

potential projects are as follows: 

(1) An interest rate of 4-7/8 percent which is the current 

rate designated to be used in plan formulation by 

Federal agencies. 



( 2) A 100-year period ·of analysis. 

(3) A pumping energy cost of 3.5 mills per kilowatt-hour~ 

(4) Power values of $19.45 annually per kilowatt of 

capacity and 2.55 mills per kilowatt-hour of energy. 

Based on the above assumptions, the annual equivalent cost would 

range from about $28.9 to $31.5 million, depending upon the development 

plan selected, and the annual equivalent benefit from hydroelectric 

power only would range from about $38.7 to $40.2 million. 

Future Need for Electric Power 

The large interconnected power regions of the United States are sub-
. . 

divided into power supply areas embracing interconnected and co-9rdinated 

electric facilities~ The Southeast Region,. Fede:-al Power Commission 

statistical Region III, encompasses Power Supply Areas 18, and 20 through 
' . _. ' ' ~ ' . 

24. The power supply areas are usually associated w~th the following 

states: 18 with Virginia, 20 with Tennessee, 21 w:i~h North Carolina and 

South Carolina, 22 with Alabama, 23 with Georgia, and 24 with .Florida. 
. ' . . 

The Southeast Region has an area of about 355,000 square miles. 

The Chattooga River basin lies largely in northeastern Georgia and 

northwestern South Carolina with the headwaters hear Cashiers, North 

Carolina. The 268-square mile drainage area encompasses portions of 

Power Supply Areas 20, 21, and 23. Electricity generated at potential . 

projects in the Chattooga River basin would probably be used primarily 

in Power Supply Areas 21 and 23, however, existing and future inter;.. 

connecting transmission grids would permit using the energy by displace-

ment throughout the Southeast Region. 

i4i 
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The Southeast Region, with a population more than 30 million, had 

a coincidental peak demand of 38,987 megawatts in 1967. By 1990 the 

peak demand is expected to be about 210,400 megawatts which is near~ 

540 percent of the 1967 demand or an average annual increase of about 
. ,,, 

7.6 percent. Generating capacity additions of about 193,500 megawatts, 

including reserve capacity, are.· c'onte~plated to meet the annual peak 

load for 1990. Large fossil-fired and nuclear steam-generating plants 

' are included in the projected capacity additions for base load operations, 

and conventional hydroelectric and pumped-storage installations are 
usually best suited for peaking purposes. Steam-generating; plants and 

hydro€dect'~ic plants comp1ement each other in meeting' system demands. 

Currently ih the Southeast about 82 percent of the total capacity is 

provided at base load plants and 18 percent at peaking plants. By 

1990, however, thepercentages that will best fit the load requireMents 

may vary from 88 to 90 percent base load capacity and from 10 to 12 

percent peaking capacity. 

Potential HYdroelectric Projects on other Rivers 

Federal hydroelectric projects current~ under construction in 

Region III will provide 715,000 kilowatts of installed capacity. Five 

other Federal~-authorized projects on which construction has not been 

initiated but may be completed by 1990 will provide 669,000 kilowatts. 

Non-Federal hydroelectric facilities current~ under construction and 

those being considered that may be constructed by 1990 would provide 

another 3,559,000 kilowatts of installed capacity0 
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,·· 

Additional Installations Needed by 1990 for Peaking Purposes 

Assuming the portion of the load t~at is adaptable to nydroelectric 

supply is about 11 percent in 1990, a total of more than 14 million kilowatts 

of additional capacity will be needed in Region III at peaking capacity 

installations. Nearly five million kilowatts of installed capacity are 

currently under construction or are being considered at; both Federal and 

non-F&d~al nydroelectric projeets o_u;tside the Chattooga River basin, and 

in areas where topographic conditions are not favorable- for nydroelectric 

developments a total of about three million kilowatts of additional peaking 

capacity may be provided by gas turbines. Those capacities added to the 

nearly two million kilowatts proposed for the Chattooga River basin would 

still leave a need for over four million kilowatts of installed capacity 

that is adaptable to supply from nydroe.lectric developments. This indicates 

that all of the nydroelectric projects currently being considered and the 

potential nydroelectric development of the Chattooga River basin could be 

utilized by 1990. 

Di.scussion and Conclusions 

Conventional nydroelectric and pumped-storage developments are becoming 

increasingly important as sources of peaking capacity. A prerequisite, how-

ever, for pumped-storage developments is the availability of energy at low 

incremental cost for the pumping cycle. Peaking capacity is generally 

understood to mean that part of a system's generating equipment which is 

operated intermittently for short periods of time during the hours of 

highest daily, weekly, or seasonal kilowatt demand. Whether the maximum 

peak demand of a system lasts for a few minutes or a few hours, generating 

capacity must be available for supplying the damand at the moment it 

develqps. 
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Conventional hydroelectric and pumped-storage projects have many 
. . 

favorable characteristics which provide strong incentives for develop-

ing potential water power sites. They utilize a renewable resource, 

they do not have significant thermal effects upon the water resource or 

contribute to air pollution, and they are very reliable in operation. 
•' 

Because of their ability to start quickly and make rapid changes in power 

output, they are particularly well adapted for serving peak loads, and 

for assisting in the supply ,of spinning reserve. In many cases, develop

ment' of hydroelectric projects provides associated benefits such as 

recreation, water for coo,l~ng purposes, fish enhancement, flood control,· 

water supply, and .low flow .augmentation. lr.>ad forecasts for electric 

utility systems in ~egton III indicate that the coincidental peak 

demand will increase from 52,960 megawatts in 1970 to 210,~00 megawatti 

in 1990 which represents an increase of about 400 percent. Additional 

capacity needed by 1990 for peaking purposes is expected to amount to about 

14 million kilowatts. Both Federal and ·non-Federal hydroelectric 'projects 

in Region III located outside the Chattooga River basin that are currently 

being considered would provide only about five million kilowatts of installed 

capacity. Nearly two miliion kilowatts of inst.alled capacity, including 

both conventional hydroelectric and pumped-storage installations.in the 

Chattooga River basin, appear feasible for single purpose development. 

This latter capacity would help meet the need for future peaking capacity 

but it represents only a minor part of the total Region III needs by 1990. 

The rapidly expanding use of electricity.in the Southeast is expected 

to double every 8 to 10 years. This large groJtrth is. a challenge to the 
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electric utility industry to keep abreast of the demand,. The increasing 

.1eed for additional capacity, particularly peaking capacity installations,. · 

and increasing demands for other water use purposes provide i~petus for the 

preparation of long-range river basin plans that will harmonize the water 

requirements for all uses. Construction of any combination of the eydro-c 

electric projects shown in Table 1 would still leave anil8- to ~ile 

stretch of the river that could be considered for other purposes. 

J_ .-
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Mr. T. A._ Schlap:fer 
Regional Forester 
Forest Service 

APPENDIX E 

FEDERAL POWER COMMISSION 
REGIONAL OFFICE 

730 Peachtree Building 
Atlanta, Georgia 303o8 

March 13, 1970 

U. S. Department' of Agriculture 
Suite 800, 1720 .Peachtree ~oad, N. E. 
Atlanta, Georgia 30309 

Dear Mr. Schla:pfer : 

This refers to the public meeting to be held in Clayton, Georgia, 
on March 17, 1970, to discuss the Chattodga Vlild and Scenic River pro
posal. The Atlanta Regidnal Office of the Federal Power Commission 

'has :previqusly submitted a draft report of the hydroelectric potential 
of the Chattooga, ~ver basin which we assume will be made a part of 
the official recorded documents and fully considered by the study team 
in preparing the final report for the President and Congress. We be
lieve, however, that it is appropriate to submit an explanatory $tate
ment for the·rorthCQmiag meeting. 

In our draft report su,bmitted December 8, 1969; to the Regional 
Director~ Southeast Regional:'Office,.Bureau.of.OUtdoor ~eereation, we 
brieflY described two a.lte!1lative plans for developing power potential 
in the Chattooga River basin. Each alternative plan involved three 
impoundments on the river. lt should be noted, however, that the 
Cashier,.s project located in the upper reaches of the river co\Ud be 
constructed and operated ind~pendently from the other two im:pound,ments 
in each plan. 

The afterbay dam for the Cashiers project would be located about 
two miles upstream from Norton Mill Creek. The project as proposed 
would be .a pure pumped-storage installation. After initial filling 
of the afterb~ reservoir, releases from the impoundment could be 
regulated so that they would be nearly equal to the inflows. There
fore, the free flow characteristic of the river would not be neces
sarily interrupted as reported on page 30 of your Chattooga Wild and 
Scenic River report except for the inundated area of the reservoir. If 
the outflows are adjusted· to equal tJ;le inflows, only about the middle 
one-third part of Section 1 ~as sh01m on page 6 would be affected by 
the Cashiers project and the scenic value of the Corkscrew Falls located 
just upstream from Gr...een Cree~ would not be adversely affected. In fact, 

"Meetina Today's Chatlonges 
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Mr. T. A. Schlapfer .... 2 -

with adequate storage in the Cashiers reservoir the flows downstream 
may be enhanced. Also, the Silver Slipper Falls, the Cbattooga Cliffs, 
and·the most magnificant long-range view and cascades on the river 
are located upstream from the headwaters of the proposed Cashiers im
poundment. It appears that the stretch of the river that makes Sec
tion 1 suitable only for a scenic river classification rather than a. 
wild river classification is the part that would be inundated by the 
afterbay reservoir of the Cashiers pure pumped-storage installation. 

We would like to point .out again that the rapidly expanding use 
of electricity in the Southeast is expected to double every eight to 
10-years and that pumped-storage projects are expected to play,an im
portant role in providing the necessary peaking capacity to keep abreast 
of the demand for electricity. To classifY the entire Chattooga River 
a wild or scenic river would virtually eliminate future development of 
the Cashiers project or any other power potential on the Chattooga River, 
either conventional or pumped storage. 

We do not plan to make an oral statement at the March 17 meeting. 
However, we appreciate the opportunity of expressing our views con
ce~ning the power potential on the Chattooga River, the rapidly ex
panding demand for electricity in the Southeast, _and the proposal to 
classify the Chattooga a wild and scenic river. 

. ~u.cyA"~ 
I I --~---f~_/' 
V_(~c·:vca/v ~-Q____. 

Robert C. Price 
Regional Engineer 
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Floating 

APPENDIX F 

SATURATION LEVEL - RECREATION USE 
CHATTOOGA RIVER 

(Maximum use based on 12 hr. Days) 

Wild - 38 miles @ 10 cr<;tft/Mi & 2 people/craft = 760 

Redrea;tion.:.. io miles @ 20 craft/M.:i & 2 people/craft·= 400 

Hiking 

Hunting 

Fishing;~· 
. . '~ 

-50 miles of' trail@ 8 people/mile 

- 15, ooo acres @ 50 A/hunter 

- 8 fishermen/mile x 60 ·miles 
' . 

C:o.MPuTATioN ·dp A:LLowA.l3:tE trs:E 
CHATTOOGA:HIVER 

(Maximum use based. on 12· h.r>Days) 

= 400 

-. ' 300 

- 480 

Wild 38 miHis .::. (1/2 capacity per day for each use 100 day season) 

Wild 

Scenic 

~ i " • • ~ 

· ·;3ao 'flea ters; 

38,000 

152 hikers·, 

15,200 

152 fishermen 

'15,200', 

3. 3 miles - Maximum allowable fishing (100 days) 

26 fishermen 

2,600 

5.5 miles - Maximum allowable fishing & hiking (100 days) 

44 hikers 44 fishermen 

4,400 4,400 

Recreation 10.1 miles - (1/2 capacity per day for each use 100 days) 

200 floaters 40 hikers 40 fishermen 

20,000 4,000 4,000 

78,000 23,600 26,200 

Hunting entire area 300 per day @ 60 day Season 18,000 Visitor Day 

Primitive Camping PAOT * 134 x 100 day Season 13,400 

*People at one time. 



SATURATION LEVEL DETERMINATION 

Demand Levels 
\ 

Before demand levels can be studietl, the recreation activitiescoapatibl-. 
witq ;9e . ~Ud .and sc.enie environment of" tile Chat tooga River 'should be . .. . .. 

-· -- " . ,.·." '"" ,-.. · /.., 

established. 

OE the t!ely~ p~s~.i})le ~ct:f;vities listed below, only s~ven IJI!~!Il c6mp~t;lble. 
Camping could be the eighth, but it mu8t oe cleariy defined as to type ... 
and location before it can be considered. 

The following diagram is used to illustrate how these activities will 
be discussed. 

Boating 
Floating 
Kayaking 
Canoeing 
~!"lP:lng 
S~;l118 
Hiking 

Horseback riding 
Driving 
sight seeing 
Nature study 
Photography 
Hunting 
Fishing 

Compatible 
Uses 

Hiking & Related Actiwities 

Floating: 
rafting 
canoeing 
kayaking 

hiking & related 
activities: 

sight seeing 
nature study 
photography 
hunting 
fishing 

In hiking, a variety of experiences is offered along the scenic and prtai
tive areas on the Chattooga. There are some very rough, high and treach
erous places within the gorge and some less demanding trails along the 
river banks. Existing hiking trails should be incorporated into a master 
trail system so that they can be planned and controlled. 

Related activities to biking include nature studies, photography, sight 
seeing, hunting and fishing. In most cases, the hike is necessary in 
order to fulfill either one of these activities. Nature study would 
certainly attract one to the depths of the gorge. Sight seeing and 
photography can be as extensive as one's ambition will permit. Bunting, 
on the other hand, will be limited within the boundary of the river be
cause of the nature of the topography. Few hunters will venture into 
the gorge because the terrain does not afford them very many advantages. 
fishing will not have such disadvantages. The wild and rugged environment 
helps to create a habitat conducive to good trout production. It also 
limits the number of fishermen. 
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Floating 

Floutin3 activities which include rafting, canoeingp and kayaking are 
very c.:;:1patible uses for the river because these activities can .cap.italize 
on uhite~ater and scenic qualities that it possesses. By the nature 
of .t,q},. <t~.~~~~t)!:,, l~ttle damage,, in comp~r~son tl) .pther compatible activities, 
will ba antic~ pat~ on the very fragile river banks. The quantity and 
floating quality of the water will usually determine where these activities 
ara faasible. (See ACA report on Chattooga River.) 

Aith~hgh. cattplllg WQuld normally appear to be a compatible use on the 
Chattoog'a River, the environment within ... the river boundary may not be 
capable of absorbing~ the impact and alteration that is so often related 
to this. ~c~ iyJty •.. ~v,en ,tJle wilderness expetienc;e type of camping should 
not be permitted within the bounCiary. 

There are no discrete ways of preventing hikers and canoers from camping 
on the river banks. However, there are ways to encourage them to camp 
beycnd the boundary. QQ..~. o~. ,these. ways would be to provide drinking~ 
water and rough toilets just: outside the boundary. The purpose here. is 
to enccurage the wearr1'~P9.ttsman t.o camp near these comfort facilities:, · 
If these facilities are p.~t,provided, the sportsman is more apt to I'M::":: 
domly select a ca;:rrpsite. for the night that would be a convenient distance 
to his craft or tJ:all. Since the river EJtd!! .. ~~DV:iromnent is fragile,· this 
would not be the wisest thing for the proponen,,~s ,of a wild and scenic 
river to let happ~n. Maintt.dnins the primitive qualities of .. the r:i:ver 
should be the first prior~ty in planning the public use of the river. 

The demand level for ~heflle activities is not easy to determine. Historical 
data as well as evi<l:AAc;e.o~·t;he present public interest would be needecl in 
order to develop anythiD,g.that even resembled a demand level. 

Evidence of current interest in recreation activity on the Chattooga has 
been shown by several outing clubs and the American Canoeing Asoociation. 
Data pertaining to the private citizen interested in the activities that 
are compatible with the wild and scenic river is currently not avaiiable. 

Gat~er~n~ J~d data tJ:J.at would be usable for ·planning a comprehensive 
recrea~j~n "J?J08.ram for th~. rtve.r is, .a t~.Slt th{lt .i,.~ a' separ.ate. study:.in it
self .• ,.. iPresentl,y, data is not availal>le to speculate on ,the amount ·of water 
and land activities that are or will.be .. iQ. demand .on ,the Chattooga.River. 
In view of the unavailability of demand data, it would be wisest to plan 
the ae;~~~i.t~e.s,.pp, ~he ... river acco.rd.ing ,to .the capability of the environment 
to absor~ the; Proposed compatible uses. 

Identifying .the recreation t:,eso:urce and the saturation levels of the pro
posed recreation activities will be the main determinants for recrea.tion ,, . 
planning. Models have been devised to help in identifying saturation<:: 
levels. t'lJ,ese models show the recreation activities on a wild and scenic 
river in,,various landscape situations. The landscape situation is described 
as .t;Jl~ phy;sical qualities a landsc:Ape possesses :1. e .• • .trees,, rock .and 
water tAAt:.permit it. to absorb use. by man .with minimal. impact on its total· 
physical quality. 



The very dense. heavily foliated landscape-away from the river edge, which 
nsually becomes less fragile as the distance from the river increasea, 
had the highest man use absorbing capacity. 

Combining the landscape situation with the type of experience defJire4 by 
the recreationer i.e., the communing with nature or the challenge of 
nature, sets the stage for saturation levels to be reached not only .in 
recreation uses on the landscape but also the saturation of the experience. 
At what point in a landscape do the number of users at one ttme become 
daminant elements within the landscape and detract from the experience 
being pursued? 

Hiking, for example, is a recreation activity which may be divided into 
two types of experiences: the wilderness type where the hiker desires an 
intimate communal. relationship with nature and the challenge type usually 
associated with groups like the outing clubs and Boy Scouts. Both of these 
experiences have saturation levels, &ld both are dependent upon the numbers 
.of people involved and t;he capability of the landscape to supply the atmos
phere that evokes the experience. 

If, for example, a trail through the dense foliated landscape mentioned 
earlier, beca:m.e crowded with people seeking a wilderness experience~ and 
hikers could see hikers from other groups, then that intbnate communal 
feeling l..rould be altered somewhat and possibly lost. What needs to be 
established then is a reasonable distance between hikers or groups of 
hikers so that this intimate quality can be maintained. 

The challenger, on the other hand- often represented in groups is more con
cerned with the test of his skill against nature's obstacles than le is 
with the people around him. Naturally 5 his saturation level will be 
higher than his counterpart. A reasonable distance between groups of 
hikers would also apply to his saturation level. The challenger would 
not enjoy having to wait to climb a rock precipice or run his canoe 
through a whitewater rapid. 

Distance is the significant factor then in determining the number of recre
ationers that can be tolerated in a particular experience in a particular 
activity. 

For hiking and related activities the distance between bikers and groups 
of hikers is dependent upon the type of experience desired. The communal 
experience with nature can be maintained at 4 people per 1/2 mile. This 
is assuming that a hiking trail is layed out in predominately dense 
forest cover. More than 4 people would have a tendency to dominate the 
trailscape and possibly raise the noise above a desired level. A densely 
covered hiking trail can screen one group from another as well as absorb 
their sounds. 

In the group experience where the challenge ie the objective, the spacing 
between groups is not as critical. The distance here would be based on 
reasonable hike completion time. 
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Considering the terrain and the hike experience for both the communal 
hiker and the challenger, 8 people per mile should be the maximum figure 
to facilitate both e.Xperiences. 

For floating and canoeing, 20 craft per mile in groups fr~ 3-5 allows 
for congestion free trip with adequate safety. For a wilderness expe·.rience 11 

however' the number should be 1 imited to 10 craf't. 

Directly related to this distance factor is the absorbing capability of the 
landscape. The closed landscape can absorb more people, shortening the 
distance between hikers; the open landscape absorbs fewer people, lengthen
iDS the distance. 

Since it would be extremely difficult to determine what is tolerable in 
term's, of physical· use. of'' a landscape • standards must be assumed that rate 
a cross secti<n1 of typical landscapes located within· the boundary of the 
Chat tooga River. These standards are as follows: 

From least· tolerable to' most tolet"able, (ratings l ... 5) 

River edges to 50 feet from river 

Open landscaoes ·from the river edge to · 
within' 50 fe~t of the river 

River edges from 50 feet 'to 200 feet 
from the river with moder.ate vegetation 

River sides from SO feet to 200 feet 
frool river with dense vegetation 

RiVer sides from 200 feet plus with 
moderate to dense vegetation 

2. 

3. 

These assumed standards are only to be used as guides in detenining land• 
scape capabilities. There will always be exceptions to these standards, 
and these when recognized should be noted and considered when plannins 
the uses for the river. 

If the experience saturation levels are employed in regards to number of 
people using the river at one time, the landscape wbould be. able to absorb 
this use with minimal affect. These interpretative saturation levels are 
valuable in that they are a basis upon which use levels can nltinlat:ely be 
determined. If these interpretative levels are in fact arbit·rary, they 
can bE tested in the field and a more realistic figure assun1ed. An under
esti.mated recreation use capacity permits the planner the flexibility to 
make the needed adjustments when more accurate demand and saturation data 
is available. 
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APPENDIX G 

DEVELOPMENT COSTS 

First Year 

Hiking Trail Construction 7 mi. @ 5000/mi. 
Canoe Portages 2 @ 1800 each 

··Launching Sites 2 @ 5600 each 
Parking Lots 2 (20 cars each) @ 6600 each 
Close and revegetate jeep roads 20 mi. @ 980/mi~ 
Replan Burrells Ford Recreation Area 

Second Year 

Complete Burrells Ford Recreation Area (Dev. Scale I) 
Hiking Trail Construction 7 mis. @ 5000/rni. 
Close and revegetate jeep roads 10 mis. @ 980/mi. 
Parking Lots 2 {40 cars} @ 6600 each 
Launch Sites 2 @ 5600 each 
Access Trail 0.5 mi. @ 5000/mi. 

Third Year 

Hiking Trail Construction 7 mi. @ 5000/mi. 
Campsite 2 (24 PAOT) @ 560/PAOT 
Parking Lots 2 (40 cars) @ 6600 each 
Launch Sites 2 @ 5600 each 
Access Trail 0.4 mi. (2 each) @ 5000/mi. 
Access Road 1 mi. @ 37,800/mi. 

Fourth Year 

Hiking Trail Construction 7 mi. @ 5000/mi. 
Access Trail 0.8 mi. (1 trail) @ 5000/rni. 
Canoe Portage 4 @ 1800 each 
Campsites 3 (24 PAOT) @ 560/PAOT 
Launch Site 1 @ 5600 each 
Parking Lot 1 (30 cars) @ 9800 each 
Parking Lot 1 (15 cars) @ 6000 each 

$ 35,000 
3,600 

11,200 
13,200 
19 16 00 

9,800 
$ 92,400 

35,000 
35,000 

9,800 
13,200 
11,200 

2,500 
$106,700 

35,000 
13,440 
13,200 
11,200 

2,000 
37,800 

$112,640 

35,000 
4,000 
7,200 

13,440 
5,600 
9,800 
6,000 

$ 81,040 



Fifth Year 

Hiking Trail Construction 7 mi. @ 5000/mi, 
Canoe Portage 2 @ 1800 each 
Launch Site 1 @ 5600 each 
Access Trail 0.5 mi. @ 5000/mi. 
Campsite 1 (8 PAOT) @ 560/PAOT 
Parking Lot 1 (20 cars) @ 9800 each 
Remove old buildings and clean up sites near 

Highway 28 crossing · 

TOTAL FIV!j: YEAR PROGAAM 

After Fifth Year 

Put Power Line'Underground 
Eroslon Control - Grimsnawes and West Fork 
Remove 2 wooden bridges and '2 steel, bridge frames 
Screen Culvert on Overflow Road · 
Remove old road at 76 Bridge 
R~move tanks and machinery on West Fork 
Remove· buildings around Highway 2 8 
Remove Burrells Ford and Bullpen Bridges 
Hiking Trail Construction, 19 mi. @ 5000/mi. 

35,000 
3,600 
5,600 
2,500 
4,480 
9,800 

18,900 
$ 79,880 

$464,860 

2;800 
3,780 

28,700 
1,400 
7,000 
1,400 

14,000 
187,000 

95,000 
$343,080 



OPERATION COSTS 

1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 
Year Year Year Year Year 

Supervision of 
Recreation Use 21,000 . 28,000 35,000 35,000 35,000 

Cleanup of Dev-
eloped Sites 21,000 2810 00 35,000 42,000 49,000 

Cleanup of River 
and River Area 8,400 9,800 11,200 14,000 16,800 

Maintenance of Recrea-
tion Developments 8,400 8,400 25,200 28,000 35,000 

Maintenance of Trails 7,000 11,200 14,000 18,200 21,000 

Search & Rescue 2,800 4,200 5f600 5,600 7,000 

Visitor Information 
Service 21,000 14,000 14,000 14,000 25,200 

Benchmark System 14,000 7,000 7,000 7,000 14,000 

103,600 110,600 147,000 163,800 203,000 
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APPEND'! X H 

CHATTOOGA RIVER 
Recreation Development Plan 
Existing Facilities Near giver 

Area 

Miles 
from 

State River Type 

Capacity 

PAOT 1 

Cliffside Lake N. C 

Van Hook Glade N C 

C hatt:ooga S C 

Burrell's Ford SC 

Cherry Hill S C 

.Toxaway S C 

Warv/omdri Dell ·Go 
Rabun Beach Go 

Black Rbck Stat{ Ga 
Park 

Oconee State Park S C 

Betty 1s Creek Ga 

Rainy Mountain ·· Ga 

Arrowhead Ga 

1 People at one time 

9 Picnic ;..,., Swim 

9 Camping 

2 · Picnic 

0 Camping 

4 Camping - Picnic 

8 Picnic 

·1 a~ ' 'Cam~ing·~ Picrth: 

18 Camping -Picnic -
Swim · · 

12 Carll ping -Cabins·· 

] Camping 

16 Cam_ping - Ca,bins 

5 Camping 

16 Camping 

65 

95 

75 

45 

100 

20 

70 ' 

3:55 

300 

700 

150 

200 

Operator 

USFS 

USFS 

USFS 

USFS 

USFS 

USFS 

·USFS 

USFS 

State of Ga 

State of SC 

Private 

Boy Scouts of 
America 

Private - KOA 



River Mile 
and Location 

53.6 Silver Slipper Falls 

51.5 Grimshows 

48.9 Monroe House 

46.0 Bull Pen 

42;5 Easf Fork 

40.3 Burrells ford 

29. 1 West fork 

25.6 

2 5.4 Big Shoals 

2 5. 3 Piney Knob 

24.1 

22.4 Earls Ford 

21.8 

19. 6 Dicks Creek 

19. 1 Sandy Ford 

1 8. 5 Nor rows 

18.2 

16.3 Buckeye Branch 

15.5 licklog 

14. 7 Rhile Bend 

10.8 Bull Sluice 

10.2 

10.0 Highway 76 

APPENDIX I 

CHATTOOGA RIVER 
Potential Recreation Development Plan 

Summary 

Type of Dev_:~opment - Proposed 
c . 
0 .... .... 

"0 0 
Q,l .~ 
~~~-0 'iii 
£LUI 
0 0 .. -o.u 

Sc::enic 

Sc;:enic 

Scenic 

Wild 

Wild 

Wild 

Rec 
Wild 

Wild 

Wild 

Wild 

Wild 

Wild 

-Wild 

Wild 

Wild 

Wild 

Wild 

Wild 

Wild 

Wild 

Wild 

Wild 

Wild 

Wild 

State 

N C 

N C 

N C 
N C 
s c 

I 
s c 
s c 
Ga 

I 
Go 

s c 
GQ 

Ga 

s c 
s c 
Ga 

Go 

Go 

Go 

Go 

Ga 

s c 
Go 

Go 

Go 

1 s c 

Hi3 

-0 ..... 
m 
.5 "' ..21: .. 
.. 0 
J!U 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

~ I 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

Q,l -

X 

X . 

X 

X 

X 

X 

0.5 

0.2 

0.8 

0.2 

0.3 

•. <," 

.,_ 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

-·- ------· 
! 



Rive.- Mile 
and Locatic:-n 

a; 2 Stittun Hole 

8.1 Woodall Shoals 

7.5 

7.1 Cliff Creek 

6,8 

6.4 

5.9 
.5.4 Camp Creek 

.5.0 

4.9 

4. 7 Sockym Dog Hole 

3. 9 We~t fol'k 
Chattooga 

Wild 

Wild 

Wild 

Wild 

Wild 

Wild 

Wild 

Wild 

Wild 

Wild 

Rec 

State 

5 c 
s c 
s c 
Go 

Go 

Ga 

s <;: 

Ga 

Ga 

Ga 

s c 
Ga 

Continued 

Typ e of Development - Proposed 
- ··---.-----r--"-.. Gl 

0 .~ _, 
"' 41 .... 

m G.l .&: 
... 
lit c m..c u "" 0.. 

.:i Ill .2 u c - ., E ... ... 0 ... 0 
:, ·c:: Cl ou ~ a .:::E .·~ w _.. u 

: 1 
i 

'_. 

X X 0.5 

1 
' I . 

X 
1 

·.·I·., 
1 

,1 

1 

X X 
1 

1 

1 

X X 

'·' ,· 

1 Outside PropQsed Boundary 
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River Trails 

South Carolina 

North Carolina 

Georgia 

APPENDIX J 

CHATTOOGA RIVER 
Recreation Development Plan 
Hiking Trail Construction 

15.4 Mi. 

12.0 Mi. 

26.6 Mi. 
54.0 

First 5 Years Trail Construction 

7 Mi./Year @ $5,000/Mi. = $35,000 

After First 5 Years 

19 Mi. River Trails 
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.f\PPENDIX K 
' 

CHATTOOGA 
- ~· 

RIVER 
Recreation Development Plan 

Complementary Campgrounds Near River 

Miles 
from Capacity Planned 

Campground State River PAOT Status Opening 

r ~ - ( IN~# 
Pigpen Branch sc 0.5 350-IOt K; ,-planned 1977 

Cobb Bridge sc 11 300 Planned 1979 

Brasstown Falls sc 9 250 Planned 1980 
-- Cherry Hill Expansion 5€ '30.3 125 Planned 1983 

i j.j, !' 

Narrows of Chauga sc 6 250 Planned 1984 

Riley Moore Falls~~~h sc 9 75 Planned 1986 
-- htw 

Woodall . Bridge sc 5 75 Planned 1987 

[ Fowlers lake ;t.; d~~wu! sc 2 .. 500 Planned 1992 

- Brasstown Creek SC..-: 6. 250 Planned 1994 

Hedden Creek G~ 4 250 Proposed . 1980 
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Operator 

USFS 

USFS 

USFS 

USFS 

USFS 

USFS 

USFS 

USFS 

USFS 

USFS 



APPENDIX I,. 

Proposed Multiple Use Management Direction and Coordinating Requirements. 

If Congress approves the addition of the Cnattooga Wild and Scenic River 
to the National System, multiple use planning arid coordination guidelines 
will be added to the Southern Region Multiple Use Guide. These guide
lines will establish management direction and coordinating requirements for 
all lands under Forest Service jur.isciiction within the Chattooga Wild 
and Scenic River. Also, the guide will provide a framework for the 
development of multiple use plans on the.Ranger Districts. Provision 
for inter ... Forest and inter-District preparation and review of 1)lultiple 
use guidelines will serve to insure full coordination of action plans 
and programs within and adjacent to the Chattooga Wild and Scenic River. 

Basic Planning assumptions for long range resource management and sup
porting activities follow: 

Range 

1. Woodland grazing of domestic livestock will not be compatible with 
management objectives~ 

2. Saddle and pack stock us~J could result in. soil damage and water 
pollution. 

Recreation 

1. Opportunities for compatible recreation uses f,eatu.ring floating, 
hiking, primitive camping, fishing, and hunting are outstanding. 

2. Maintaining the quality of these recreation experiences should 
command priority over meeting public demands. 

Timber 

1. The role of timber management will be to enhance the aesthetic, 
watershed, and wildlife values by maintaining healthy stands of trees of 
all ages, sizes, and species common to the area. 

2. Commercial timber uses will not be compatible with managemant ob
jectives. 

Watershed 

1. Intensive protection and management of soil and water resources 
Will be essential on all lands within the Chattooga Wild and Scenic River 
area. 
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2. Lands not under Forest Service jurisdiction in the Ch:attooga 
.River watershed will pose a constant threat to maintaining the flow and 
quality of water to meet aesthetic, recreation, and fishery objectives. 

Wildlife 

1. Desirable levels of both large and small game will be maintained 
for public hunting without large-scale habitat manipulation within the 
river boundary. 

2. In river sections where stocking is appropriate, stocking of sub
adult trout/ will be the most compatible way to maintain a satisfactory 
level of· trout fishing opportunity. 

3. Interest in all wildlife for non-hunting pursuits like bird
watching and nature photography will increase. 

Land Uses 

1. On lands under Forest Service jurisdiction, both within and ad
jacent to the river boundary, conflicting uses will be terminated. 

2. On lands not under Forest Service jurisdiction, positive actions 
may be necessary to eliminate or avoid conflicting uses. 

Minerals 

1. Prospecting and mining activities will not be compatible with 
management objectives. 

Fire Control 

_: . 1. Fire control planning will be designed to meet the degree of pro
tection required for resource value class 6, (the highestdegree of pro
tection provided on National Forests) on all lands within the river boundary. 

2. Use of some mechanized equipment like tractpr-plows in ground con
trol of forest fires is not compatible with management objec·tives. 

Forest Insect and Disease Control 

1. Coordination of insect and disease control on all lands within and 
UDmediately adjacent to the river boundary will become an increasingly 
important management consideration. 

2. Extreme care in the selection and application of control methods 
will be essential to protect the river environment. . 

/ -
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Land ~mership Adjustment 

1. Lands acquired in fee within the river boundary will be on a 
willing buyer - willing seller basis. 

2. Where title in fee is not essential, necessary protection of the 
river may be achieved through scenic easements. 

Transportation Systems 

1. Conflicting or non-standard transportation facilities wUl be 
removed or brought to standard. 

2 •. Within the river bound~ry, additional overland transportation 
facilities will be designed for foot travel c:mly. 

The. following general coordinating requirements are established to dit:ect 
the developme~t of multiple use plans and to coordinate current action 
plans and programs with river management objectives. To the extent practi.,..· · 
cable these coordinating reqQ~re.ments sh~ll apply to all sections within . 
the river boundary. · 

1. ·On lands where title in fee b unessential, apply scenic easements 
and other means of insuring harmony between activities and developmen~s, 
and Forest Service management objectives. 

2. Use amicable procedures to acquire title in fee where public owner 
ship is esseatial to meet wild and scenic river purposes. 

3. Exclude woodland grazing. Regulated grazing may be desirable on 
pastoral settings in the upper reaches of the river. 

4. Exclude use of pack and saddle stock within the boundary. 

5. Direct recreation uses toward floating, hiking, fishing, hunting. 
and primitive camping, except where transecting public roads permit dri~ing 
for pleasure and related uses. 

6. Base recreation planning on saturationlevels for high quality 
recr,~ati()~·exp~rie)lce~ rather than on meeting pub~ic demands. 

7. Restrict additional transportation facilities to foot trails. De
sign essential trail bridges to harmonize with the natural setting. 

8. Eliminate conflicting transportation facilities. 

9. Provide only essential, primitive camping facilities. 

10. Prohibit motorized e9uipment except t~at necessary for managem~nt 
of the area in Wild R:f.ver sections. 

I 
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11. Conserve or restore ad.en.tific, biologic. geologic, histc.ric and 
other values. 

12. Exclude all conflicting water-related structures not essential to 
'W&SR objectives. 

13. Maintain a natural shoreline except for essential alterations necessary 
for safety, access, or scenic management. 

14. Harmonize and minimize boundary, information, and directional 
signing consistent with public safety and need. , 

15. Construct portages around waterfalls and other danger spots in 
keeping with the· environment. 

16. Limit silvicultural treatments to those required to maintain 
'healthy,. vigorous· stands of. all ages and species common to the area that 
enhance ·an~ compliment W&SR objectives.' 

17. Special fishing regulations are recommended ..for the W&S river 
corridor. 

· 18:. Lim:.f.:t,manipulation of wildlife and fish habitats and populations 
to those required to maintain healthy balanced. populations of species 
common to the area. 

19. Seek improved enforcement of hunting and fishing regulations and 
control of free-running dogs. -

20.; Emphasize the stocking of sub-adult tro\»t in sections where stock
ing is appropriate. 

21. Emphasize prevention of soil e-rosion and prompt restoration of dis
turbed or damaged areas in all activities, including fire control. 

22. Prohibit prospecting and mining activities. 

23; Prohibit new special uses other than those essential to meeting 
river management objectiV'es. 

24. Terminate conflicting, existing land uses and restore use areas to 
ra natural condition. 

25. Establish "seen area" management units in District multiple use 
plans for appropriate National Forest lands out·side the W&SR to maintain 
and enhance scenic views from vantage points within the corridor. 

26. Locate essential developed recreation sites outside the W&S River 
boundary sufficiently distant from the river to avoid concentTations of use 
and overcrowding of sections. 

/ 



27. Prohibit unplanned motorized vehicle access to the river boundary. 

28. Provide· small· parking lots at hiking trail acc.ess point$. 

29. Strictly adhere to Feder$~ and State water quality standards in all 
activities within the Chattooga Rivet ~atershed •. 

30. Restore erosion problem areas and prevent erosion in all activities 
in the Chattooga River watershed. 
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APPENDIX M 
'·· 

~ ~:~.tndih~ Jl-~iHtrbtt.ent .· 
j\.fhthht :iH.:l'S4 

-GOVEBNOR . EXECUTIVE: SE:CAETARY 

The Honorable Earl L. Butz 
Secretary 

December 7, 1971 

U. S. Department of Agriculture 
14th Street & Independence Avenue, S. W. 
Washington, D. C. 20250 

Dear l'1r. Butz: 

.. 

At your agen~y's request, I have reviewed the Wild and Scenic 
River Study on the Chattooga River. I urge prompt Congressional 
action to include this river in the National Wild and Scenic Rivers 
System. 

I 
I 

I 
The Chattooga is Georgia's most outstanding cold water trout I 

fishery and year-round white water canoeing river. As a hunting area, \ 
I its watershed is well suited for bear, turkey and other important 1 

wildlife species which require large r~note acreage. National Forest \ 
lands along the river should be further consolidated and its predomi- ' 
nate classification should be as a wild river and wilderness area. 

Goals and management plans must be compatible with the river's 
wilderness characteristics. Therefore, I make the following 
suggestions: 

I 
I 

Section V. This Scenic Section should have no major man-made 
developments or large parking lot~ immediately adjoining the river. 
The topography where U. S. Route 76 crosses the river is very steep 
and V-shaped. Only small parking lots for the temporary loading and 
unloading of small float craft and handicapped people should be per
mitted. Other larger developed areas should be set back at least 
one-fourth mile from the river. 

Section III and VIII. These Recreation Sections should be 
generally upgraded to Scenic Class by purchasing the private inholdings 
with lifetime estates reserved if necessary. Only"relatively small 
clustered and low-density recreational developments should be allm11ed 
to occur in these Sections. 

Overnight accomdations and intensive development should occur in 
and near the trade centers in the region, such as Clayton and Dillard, 
Georgia. There~ they are close ehough to the river to provide 

\ 



" 
Honorable Earl L. Butz 
December 7_, 1971 
Page 2 

.. 

overnight accomdations for users of the river, yet they are far enough 
away to avoid degradation of the river's wild character and excellent 
water quality. 

..'A 

As the Chattooga River is an i~portant water supply for down
river urban centers, the controls of the 1899 Refuse Act should apply. 
Any mining or other activity which~ould degrade this river should ~e 
prohibited. 

The plan should conserve 30,000 to 50,000 acres in a combined 
wild river and wildetness area rather- than just 15,143 acres. 

,. 

JC/mm 
·, 

cc: Georgia Congressional Delegation 

.-' .. 
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JOHN C. WEST 

GQV~RNOR November 11, 1971 

Mr. Edward P. Cliff, Chief: 
United States Forest Serv.ice 
Department of Agr'i.culture 
South Building 
12th and Independence Avenue 
Washi.ngton, D. C. · 20250 

Dear Mrq Cliff: 

.. c.l: 

0PI"ICE: o.P THE. GOVERNOR ;. 

COLUMBIA 29211 

.. 

The study of the Chattooga River' to determine its status for a 
Wild and Scenic. River· designation in accordance with Public Law 90-542 
has been con1pleted and i.s ready for submission to the Congr·ess and the 
President. I understand that the recomrn.enc:jationswh~ch are be\ng made .. ,. ·- . ' 

as a r·esult of this study ar·e favorable and that this white river meets all 
the necessary qualifications for designation as a Wild and Scenic River. 

The South Carol ina legislatur·e has endorsed a resolution recom
mending to Congress and the President that the report receive favorable 
consideration. I wish to add .my recommendation, becaus~ I believe that 
the river should be permanently preserved in its natural state for the 
enjoyment of the people of South Carolina as well as from other areas 
throughout the. country. 

I urge you to exert every effort in order to obtain a wild and 
scenic status for the Chattooga River in accordance with the Wild and 
Scenic River Act enacted by Congress. 

JCW:KP 

CC: Mr. J. W. Orr 
Mr. Clair P. Guess) Jr. 

s~~~' 

~t~ 
John C. West 

The Honorable Jarnes M. Waddell, Jr. 
The Honorable Earle E. Morris; Jr. 
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STATE OF NORTH CAROLINA 
GOVERNOR's OFFICE 

RALEIGH 27602 

FORFST SERVId=' 

RoBERT W. ScoTT 

GOVERNOR 
January 24, 1972 

Mr. T. K. Cowden 
Assistant Secretary 
Department of Agriculture 
Washington, D. C. 20250 

Dear Secretary Cowden: 

,. 

This is in response to your letter of July 28, 1971, concerning 
the Chattooga River and enclosing your proposed report. on the proposal 
to include it in the National Wild and Scenic Rivers System. You 
asked for my comments on behalf of the State of North Carolina. 

The State of North Carolina concurs in your reconnnendations, and 
urges that the Chattooga River be included in the System by law at the 
earliest possible date. As you know, the North Carolina General Assembly 
in 1971 passed a resolution endorsing the inclusion of the Chattooga River 
in the National W"ild and Scenic Rivers System, 

Section 4 (b) of the 'vild and Scenic Rivers Act provides that a river 
may not be added to the System until after the next full session of the 
State legislatures which begin follmving the submission of a recommendation 
to the President. Since the North Carolina General Assembly has already 
endorsed the Chattooga River proposal, and since its next session will not 
end until mid 1973, I request that your recommendation include waiving this 
provision of the act, in order that Congress may act on the proposal during 
this session. 

The opportunity to comment is appreciated. -• 

cc: Congressman Roy A. Taylor 
Secretary Charles \v. Bradshaw· 
Mr. Ed Potts, N. C. National Park, Parkway, 

& Forests Development Commission 

.. 

ps 

f,:OREST SEH'·· ''· t 
RECEIV;;:_., 

FEB· 11972 
mrAttrum,ED MGl.fl'• 
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United States Depart1nent of the Interior 

Dear Mr. Secretary: 

OFFICE OI? THE SECRETARY 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20240 

DEC 2 2 1971 

This is in reply to Assistant Secretary T. K. Cowden's letter of 
July 28, 1971, requesting our review and comment on the proposed 
Chattooga Wild and Scenic River Study and a request from the 
Forest Service on August 6, 1971, that the environmen'tal impact 
statement be similarly reviewed pursuant to the National Environ .. 
mental Policy Act of 1969. Our comments have been timed to•be 
included jointly in this response. 

The study report concludes that a 57-mile segment of the Chattooga 
River, including a portion of the West Fork and· the 9-djacent lands 
meets the criteria for inclusion in the National Wild and Scenic 
Rivers System and recommends that it be so designated by Act 
of Congress. 

The ptoposaf is structured to protect and enhance the free-flowing 
river and its immediate environment for the benefit and enjoyment 
of present and future generations•as a unit of the National Wild 
and Scenic Rivers System. Administration of the unit .would be by 
the U. S. Forest Service as part of the National Forest System. 
We are pleased to support that objective. The.immediate and 
probable future environmental effects .of the action were consider
a~ in reaching this judgment. 

Our environmental review includes a number of comments and sugges
tions for the purpose of aiding the .Forest Service in development 
of a final environmental impact statement. The excellence of their 
project report assisted substantially in review of the proposed 
action; however, the environmental impact statement itself ~.ras 

considerably less Valuable. The comments which follow focus on 
this more technical aspect of review rather than upon any substan
tive concern for major environmental conflict. 

The Overall Impact Statement 

Time permitting, we believe the final environmental statement for 
Chattooga should be developed to stand on its own merits in assembly 
of all pertinent environmental factors related to the project 
decision. In any event, with future cases, it would assist this 
Department materially for such statements of e~vironmental impact 
to be provided as complete and independent documents that separate 

I 



environmental matters from other items of project justification. 
Attachment of the completed project proposal to amplify any other 
related matters is also essential. 

~rea Description 

In this section the Chattooga statement should provide a full and 
explicit understanding of theproject nature, scope and net expected 
environmental results. This should be sufficient in detail to permit 
an overview assessment of the action. Many elements of regional 

. description and impact, character of the lands, OWnership p.:t.tterus, 
affected resources, anticipated~use impacts, and si~ilar items had 
to be searched 6ut of the report individually to understand the 
environmental complex involved. _A map, with the ·summary descriptipn 
and impacts related to it, would be very.useful. The present report 
map does not agree with this repo~t, incidentally, on the matter of 
road access points to the river. 

Key major beneficial and adverse impacts should be summarized con
cisely in this section. One of the most significant environmental 
impacts of the proposal was omitted entirely from the statement; 
namely) adding to national inventory a permanently protected resource 
for white water canoeing, the only one of its kind in the southeastern 
United States under any serious consideration for Wild River status. 
The relatively insignificant impact expected on timber resources was 
not included, a key result sometimes publicly questioned in wilderness 
pr9pqsals. It should be mentioned alio that this ~rea is proposed for 
Federal administration. 

Probable Environmental Impact 

The impact of future facility development should be explicitly summar
ized. No feel is given the reader for the present and projected impact 
of visitation on the area .itself, the wildlife resources, or on the 
surrounding region. The summarized net effect of the project on 
regional hydro-:power output is relevant and omitted, as is the effect 
of Wild River designation on private land owners. The impact of taking 
over 8,000 acres out of current use is not assessed for net effects on 
resources or the economy. The favorable effects of protection for rare 
and uncommon plant and animal species should be brought out. The non
consumptive values of wildlife preserved and made accessable are 
another favorable effect omitted. 

Some conflict exists between maintaining the existing forest cover in 
its present river environment and the intention tq manage the forest 
for increased game habitat. Such effects need clarification and the 
conflict explained. The extent and nature of management plans to 
achieve an objective of maintaining the existing river environment 
need to be specified. How much cutting is to be involved? How much 
development? What else is involved? Discussion of the essential 

2 
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factors of the "benchmark system" proposed seems desirable also, 
This item is not even explained .clearly in the basic report. 

Unavoidable Adverse Effects 

The unavoidable adverse project effects are outlined in generali
ties. Needed is some dimension of their impact projected to 
anticipated levels of recreational visitation. 

Alternatives 

Alternatives considered in the statement are sketchy. In terms 
of. their cost on the environment, no relative ma:gnitudes of 
differences are provided. The report discusses the FPC alterna-. 
tive of partial designation but the impact statement is silent on 
the severe adverse effects anticipated for this alternative. 

Short-term.Uses vs. Long-TermProductivi.!:::l 

No statement is made on this important subject~ yet it. is a required 
item under the Council on En:vironmental Quality's Guideiines. 

In summary, we support the proposal, although we consider the impact 
statement itself to be weak. Evaluation l-Ias possible due only to 
the excellent character of the basic report. We appreciate the 
opportunity of commenting upon this statement and hope our suggestions 
will be helpful in preparing a complete final Environmental Impact 
Statement. 

Honorable Earl L. Butz 
Secretary of Agriculture 
Washtngton, D. C. 20250 
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IN REPLY REFER TO 

DAEN-CWP-V 

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 
OFFICE OF THE CHIEF OF ENGINEERS 

WASHINGTON, D.C. Z0314 

Honorable Clifford }1. Hardin 
Secretary of Agriculture 
Washington, D. C. 20250 

Dear Mr •. Secretary: 
. 

21 October 1971 

,, 

Assistant Secretary Cowden's 28 July 1971 1ett:er t:o ~ecretarw,:, r·-roehlke 
requested the views of the Department of the Army concerning your 
proposed report and accompanying environmental statement on the 
Chattooga River; Georgia, North Carolina and South Carolina pursuant 
to requirements of Section 4<b) of Public Law 90.-542, The Chief of 

·Engineers has been requested by the Secretary tp provide cormnents of 
the'Department of the Army iri this matter. 

Since 1967 the Corps of Engineers and the Department of the Army have 
supported the concepts of a National System of Wild and Scenic Rivers 
which would retain outstanding stream reaches in their natural or near 
natural environment. We are pleased to.support your conclusion that 
the Chattooga qualifies and your proposed recommendation that this 
stream, from its headwaters to Tugaloo Lake, including its West Fork, 
be included in the National System. We do, however, have several 
concern~ regarding your proposed report and environmental statement, 
and offer the following comments in hopes that they will assist in 
perfecting these documents: 

• 

1. Regulating public use of this fragile area to a maximum of 
139 thousand annual visitors appears highly desirable but perhaps 
infeasible in.view of recent experi~nce at all types arid administra-
tive levels of public recreation areas. For example, our Lake Sidney 
Lanier, as mentioned in the report, accommodated over 11 million visitors 
in 1970. The resources and facilities of this project are sorely over
taxed, as are those of many other recreation areas administered by the 
Corps, the National Park Service, the several states and undoubtedly 
the Forest Service. Estimates of management cost§ which ignore demands 
for actess .to public resources are probably inadequate. 
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2. The increased costs of fish stocking necessary to .realize the 
potential benefits should be reflect:ed as a part of the annual cost of· 
the proposal. ~ 

3. Analysis of Appendix C, prepared by the Resources Advisory 
Board, indicates a net benefit from river development for hydroelectric 
power of about one-half million dollars annually under 1960 conditions. 
Appendix D, an analysis of hydroelectric power needs and pOtentials 
under 1969 or 1970 conditions~ is not id€mti:Hed as to source. We pre• 
sume, however, that this is the 8 December 1969. report of· the Fed~ral 
Power Commission. At any rate, this document indicates that becattse of 
rapidly burgeoning needs for power in the;.Southeast, all hydro projects 
currently under construction, authorized ~~ being ~onsidered, including 
those in the Chattooga Basin, could be utilized by 1990. The net annual 
value of power for the Chattooga Basin projects varies from $8.7 to 
$9.8 million, depending on the particular features of the''plah. In order 
that the Congre~s may have a complete picture of. the values involved ' 
before it take~ any actior. on this. p'ropo~al'; ~~ 'tleiieve that this 
information should be. clearly set forth' in yq;tn:· report. 

' ' ' '• -,-,,- ,-' ' ' 

4. 0u1:' review ofAppepdix J) r~veal~ th.at partl..al development of the 
Chatto.oga may be compat.ible with desi'gna:tion of a signifitan.e portion of 
the river as a component of. the Wild Rive;r System. 'therefore,, it would 
appear appropriate that both the Jieport and environmental statement 
describe such an alternative, rather than spe:aking only to an all-or• 
nothing concept of d~velopment or preser\ration. 

5. Your proposed. report notes .tha. t the Secretary of the Interior, 
in his intervent~on in the Keowee-':['ox~n~ay case, supported development of 
the authorized Trotters Shoals project asr the next step· in the compre· 
hens ive development of t:he Savannah River Bas in~ · 'l;he Secretary also 
recognized the Congressionally approved power projects on theChattooga 
as the next step in the comprehensive plan after Trotters Shoals. While 
development of the Chattooga River may eventually become necessary, we 
believe that the highest and best use of the resotirces at this time is 
inclusion of th~ stream in the ·National Wild and Scenic Rivers System. 
Consequently, the Corps of Engineers would support legis lafion to 
accomplish this purpose and to modify the approved plan for development 
of the Savannah River Basin to del'ete the four yrojects on the Chattooga 
River. 

Sincerely yours, 

'"/-'~. . ~~ . 
.,~ • ./li' ...... ~C~PJ,::.c/juu---
~LLIAM L~ BARN~ 

Colonel, Corps of Engineers 
Executive Director of Civil Works 



FEDERAL POWER COMMISSION 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20426 

Honorable Clifford f\1. Hardin 
Secretary of Agriculture 
Washington, D. C. 20250 

Dear Mr. Secretary; 

. 
IN AEPi-Y REFER TCh 

ocr 15 7971 .. 
-.....:· 

,, 

This is in reply to Assistant Secretary Cowden's letter of July 28, 
1971, transmitting for. the Commission's comments, pursuant to provisions 
of the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act, PL 90-542 1 the proposed report of your 
Department on the Chattooga River. Enclosed with the letter was a draft 
environmental statement relating to the recommended action. 

;' 

The proposed report recommends that the Chattooga River from Tugaloo 
Lake 49.6 miles upstream to a point near Cashiers, North Carolina, and 7.3 
miles of the West Fork of the Chattooga River .• be designated as a unit of 
the national wild and scenic rivers system. The river corridor \~ould 
include 15,143 acres of land in Georgia, North Carolina, and South 
Carolina, of which nearly one-half a1·e within· national forests. The 
Chattooga River is one of the 27 rivers named for study by PL 90-542. 

The Commission staff has cooperated \vi th your Department in the 4 

studies of the Chattooga River and has furnished information on the hydro
electric power potential of the river reaches under consideration. This 
information is included and discussed in the report in accordance with 
the provisions of Section 4(a) of PL 90-542. 

Several previous studies have been made of the hydroelectric power 
potential of the Chattooga River, including those of the Corps of Engineers 
and the U. S. Study Commission, Southeast River Basins. The 1963 report of 
the Study Commission proposed the installation of 366,000 kilowatts of 
conventional hydroelectric capacity at four sites on the river. 

Studies by the Federal Power Cornrnission staff show that, by construct
ing larger darns at two sites on the lower reaches of the river and by 
installing conventional and reversible capacity at these dams, installations 
totaling about 1, 300,000 kilowatts would be possible. Included would be 
the Opossum Creek development at the head of the existing Tugaloo Lake, 

r 
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combined with an upstream development at either the Rog-ues Ford or Sand · 
Bottom site. Preliminary studi e.s hy the staff j nd.i.•..:(lte that development , 

·of this potential power would be economically just:'.fi ed. with Federal 
financing .but of marginal economic justification with P!ivate financing. 
In addition to power, the proposed projects could provide recreation and 
possibly other benefits. These projects would inundate approximately 
one-half of the river reach proposed for inclusion in the national wild 
and scenic rivers system, leaving the upstream portion of the river in 
its free-flowing state~ 

The staff sti..tdi.es als·o identified a potential pure pumped storage 
development at the Cashiers site iri the UtJper reac-hes of . .the .river. The 
possible installation would range from 550,000 to ,?-s much. as 1,000,000 
kilowatts. Although the upper pool: of this development would be outside 
the Chattooga River basin, the lower pool would • irtundate a·· shcfrt ·section 
of the upper reach of the Chattooga River. This aft.erbay pool could be 
operated so that the regimen 'of natural river flows would' not be changed. 

The staff points out that the proposed report of your Department and 
·the accompanying draft enVironmental statement considered only two alter
natives to the \"ild and scertic river proposal~-· maintain the status quo 
or completely develop the river for hydTOelect:dc pmlfer production. As 
indicated above, a further alternative would be the development of the 
lower half of the. river reach .for power and other purposes, and designa
tion of the upper portion of the river as a unit of the national wild 
ancl scenic rivers system. Under such an alternative, the potential 
Cashiers pumped storage development could be eliminated. 

The Conunission recognizes the desirahility of preserving certain 
river reaches in their free-flowing state. It is acutely aware, also, of 
the growing demands for electric power in the Southeast and the need to 
plan for the construction of various types of generating capad ty, includ
ing hydroelectric capacity, to meet the future power demands. As contem
plated in PL 90-542, the. decision to include a river reach in the 
national wild and scenic rivers system should be made having regard for 
the potential uses of the land and water which would be enhanced, fore
closed, or curtailed by such inclusion. 

Based on its consideration of the proposed report of your Department 
and the studies of its own staff, the Commission concludes that the 
Chattooga River has a substantial hydroelectric power potential that 
should be fully considered. in deciding whether or not to include the 
river in the national wild and scenic rivers system. The possibility 



Honorable Clifford M~ Hardin - 3 "' 

of developing power in part of th~ river and preserving the remainder in 
a free-flm\'ing state should be given further consideration. 

Other than the views expressed in the foregoing, the Commission has 
no comments on the draft environmental statement. 

Si:ncerely, 

~·#~ 
{ ~~~~-N •. Nass~kas 

... Chairman ·. 
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE 

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY 

Woi'SHINGTON, p,c. 20201 

Honorable T. K. Cowden 
Assistant Secretary of Agriculture 
Washington, D.C. 202.50 

Dear Mr. CowCten: 

Secretary Richards~m has asked me. to~ r'~ply to your lettel! of July 28 
requesti.ng comtnejlts concet;"t'ling t;he report ai1d accompanying draft 
environmental statement on the proposal to place a portion of the 
Chattooga River in the Natiorul.l Wild and Scenic Rivers System. The 
opportunity to rev:te\v and comment upon the proposal is appreciated. 
Accordingly, we wish to offer the following comments for your 
cons1.deration. 

In reviewing the report and the environmental statement, we are 
pleased to not;e that serious thought has been given to the pote.nt:!.al 
problem of overuse of the area, and that recreational use will be 
limited, if necessary, to the carrying capacity of the area. We also 
note. that primitive campgro1.mds 1vil1 be developed at strategic po:i.r.ts 
along the trail system apd will be accessible frnm the river. Those 
campgrounds, with minimum sanitary facilities, should help alleviate 
the problem of ind:iscriminate camping a long the river banks "tolhich 
can lead to a deterio!::ation of the recreational environment and an 
inc.re.ase in health hazard;:;. 

In providing sanitary facilities for these campgrounds, care must 
be exet'cised to provide a W2t<:lr supply fully pro tee ~eel from 
c\">n.tamination and waste cHs;:wsal facilities which Hill not contribute 
t') 1-'!Uvironmental deterioratinn or lead to publi·~: h0..:1lth hazards. The 
guidelines Gonta:in2d :in Pu~J.:i.(; .Health Se1:vicr PubliCi! tton. No .. 1195, 
11 Environ1nental Health fract;if'.e:i:' :i,u P.cc.reation::~.l .t\rcas, n r.::an be of 
ass:i.::.;t.<mce in this respect. We wi 11 be gL;.i to provide techni<;:al 
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Page 2 - Honorable T~ K. Cowden 

assistance and consultation to your Department on the planning and 
development of these ~acil~ties if requested. 

We appreciate the opportunity to present the views o~ our Department 
concerning this proposal. 

Sincerely yours, 

~~,_(,.~ I(. 4# ~ <. 
»erb.n K. DuVal, H.D. · 
Assistant Secretary for •·· 

Health and Scientific Affairs 

Enclosure 
PHS Publication No. 1195 

, 

·~··--------· 
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ENVIRONMENTAL. PROTECTION AGENCY 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20460 

Honorable Clifford M. Hardin 
Secretary of Agriculture 
Washington, D. C. 20250 

Dear Mr. Secretary: 

NOV 3 . 197f 
FOREST SI:!RVICP. 
· .:RECI:!lVED 

NOV 101971 

OFrtCE OF THI 
A.DMINISTRATql\ 

We have ~eviewed the Chattoo'ga River Wild and Scenic River Study 
·.Report including the environmental impact statement and support fully 
the recomm~ndation tha:t 57'm:i.les b£ the Chattooga be designated' as a 
unit of the National Wild and Scenic River System. The study presents 
a strong case of supporting preservation while balancing those positive 
aspects with an adequate statement of the alternatives. Formal desig .. 
nation of the Chattooga and its administrationiby.the'Forest Service 
will help assure its continued existence as· a prime example of an 
unspoiled and free-flowing mountain stream. 

The assessment of the actions necessary to acquire and protect 
the area is thoughtful and carefully conceived and should r~sult in 
a viable program of implementation. We can only add that protection 
of the area's high quality waters must be a paramount concern and 
should be accomplished during the early phases of the program. This 
Agency 1 s expertise is, of course, available to the Forest Service in 
this regard. In addition, we urge that as much of the area outside 
the national forests as possible be secured to the stated purposes 
by outright purchase or perpetual easements so that the chance of 
detrimental development is minimized. The official comments of our 
Atlanta Regional Office have been transmitted to the Regional Forester 
in Atlanta. These comments support both official designation and the 
statements in the environmental impact statement. 

Once again, we are most happy to support the study recommendations 
as well as the environmental impact statement and trust that you will 
not hesitate to call upon this.Agency should any questions arise. 
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Sincerely yours, 

William D. Ruckelshaus 
Adminis t"rator 
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COMMUNITY PLANNING AND MANAGEMENT 
DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPME.:NT 

PEACHTREE SEVENTH BUILDING, ATLANTA, GEORGIA 30323 

Room 645 

REGION IV October 18, · 1971 

• IN AEPL V AEFEA .TOI 

Mr. T. W~ Cowden 
Assistant Secretary 
Department of Agriculture 
Washington, D.C. 20250 -

Dear Mr.- Cowden: · · 

We have reviewed the· copy of your Department 1 s propo.sed report 
on the Chattooga·River and the draft environmental statement 
relative to the proposal to inClude a segment of theChattooga 
River in the National Wild and Scenic Rivers System. 

.. 

The Department of Housing and Urban Development hec:trtiJ.y en .. 
dorses this proposal as a_positive step to prese~ve badly needed
open-space areas to serve the recreation needs of the present 
and future population in the Southeast. 

The DHUD has recently decentralized its operations. In view of 
this, would you please send future referrals of this nature to 
the appropriate HUD Regional Office. We believe it W'ould speed 
up the processing and review· procedures. 

Sincerely 

-1' 

C!.r:zub _ 1 
Acting Assista~t ~ gional 

Administrate?-

4ME 

". · .. 

EOP.:tSI ~;aa 
JUt 'uu ~n~ a 

OC-T221971 
WA"fVt~tltl!~ 
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(.t ;?;) Suite 300~ 1•121 Pea.chtl.·ee Street, NE 
.~"·-: .. ···--·----··--······--·~·----···-··--···Atlanta,· Georgia·· 30309 .......... ;.__.:..--:-.-J?.· ..••• .._ , .... ·•~··-~...:·-· ·-·-· • 

') . . 

Mr. T. A. Schlapfer 
Regional· Forester 
· FOJ·cst Service 
Southern Region 
Room 806 
1720 P~achtrcc Road 

·Atlanta, Georgia 30309 

Dear M:r.. Schapfer; 

Oc.tobcr 4, 197f · 
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We are in agreement with the· Forest S~tvice D:ra£t Erivi.ronrnental lmpact 
· .. ,. ·. ··, r~- .· .;_, ___ ,}_ ·· .. - .. -.~i .. :_·.. . . ·> 1 : .. . -~ _ • . •• ~-<-_ ,(· • 

Statement and their Wild and Scei1ic River Study Report that the best way 
to preserve the e.co1ogy al)q, :q~tu\·a.~ be~~\ty ,o{ th€1 •. <;;p.a~_too&!'l- Riv~r is to 
classify anC: preserv·e i~ aS. a Scel)ic ,Rive,r. It, if;! a1sotpe ,most practical 

·way of maintaining and preserving its~;present excellent-water quality. and 
the natural free flowing trout strc:arns· found \vithin its reach'es. 

it 

The const~uctiono.£ the .. dams proposed in. the.develop:rriet1t o£ th~ river for 
powe~· would degrade \vate:r. quality ~al:ues thro1J.ghout th~ .river system, 

With regard to water quality under Section 102{2)(c) of PL 91~190, the 
Environmental Protection Agency recol'nmends that the following be 
included. . . · · 

1. The Environmental L."'l1.pact .. Classifying and preserving the Ghattooga 
as a Scenic River is the ~nly su·re way of preserving the ecology, the 
natural beauty and excellent wate·r quality of thi.s free flowing strea1n as 

·it now exists. · ·~. . . 

•6 ... 

'the construction of the dams fol.' the development of power would raise 
water temperatures, change predominant fish species 1 inundate and destroy' 
rare spe_cies of ·plants and generally degrade water quality values in the 
river syster.n. 

2. Adverse Environmental Effects- The adverse ~nvironmcntal effects would 
be those cxpedenced by complete development of the river for hydroe~.ectric 
power. If no action is taken to preserve the Chattooga as a. Scenic River, 

,, 

.. 
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.· 

there will be a grad'l.lal buildup of the watershed with hunting and fishing 
· can1ps a~~l sumtncr homes with the ac.corn.panying pollution problems 9-nd 

a gradual degradation in water quality values. 
<!) 

·The construction of the dams foJ.· power would be accompanied by high 
• turbidity and silting during the construction period followed py .a gradual •· 

clearing as conditions becan1e stabilized, However, overall we<.ter quality 
values woul!be poorer than for .. the free flowing streamwith higher \Vater · 
te1nperatures, a change in predominant fish species to those adapted io 
reservoir environment, anaerobic conditions and low D. 0. in the hypolim.mion 
of the reservoirs, and possibly scum and algae on the surface depending 
on the degree of development along the shores of the reservoirs and the 
co.ntrols placed on the recreational and ca~p developr'nent within the water-
shed. ~ 

3. The Alternatives to the Proposed Action - The alternatives are no-action~ 
the development of the c:;hattooga for power and classifying it as a Scenic 
River. 

With regard to these alternatives, the pre~ervation of v.iater 'l'1.1ality' in the 
Chattooga can best be accon1plishcd by preserving the ~tre·am. as a Scenic 
River. 

4. The Relationship Between Loc.al Short -Term Usc~-ot h1~n 1 s Environment 
and the Maintenance and Enhanc~ment of Long- Tcrrn Productivity_ - The 
benefits of converting the river system to use for power devclopmer.t [;hould 
be weighed against its overall va\ue t~ the public for future gene:ratio:!S as 
a Wild and Scenic River. As areas of this type become 1nore .scarce, we 
believe the preservation of the ecological and \vater quality values of rsuch 
an ar~a to be enjoyed by future generations is of extreme importa.nc ~. 

5. Any Irreversible and Irretrievable Com.mitments of Resources Which 
W0'1.1ld Be Involved in the Proposed Action Shoul9-_~_Be_lJTiplemented - Water 
quality values in the Chattooga River system as they now exist •,vould be lost 
~or future generations along v1ith the natural free flowing streanis and the. 
natural beauty and ecology of the ar_ea~ 

. 'Fhe propcsai to include the Chattooga River. in the Natbnal Wild and Scenic 
.River System docs not in.volve drin~dng· water; however, it does involve 
hun1an contact recreation, Devcloprnent of a scenic river system is e:.irned 
at preserving high quC~.lity water, and the Chattooga River proposal should 
accmnplish this goal. Several prin1a.ry contact recreation water quality 

··standards are listed on page 15 of. the Study Report. It is our opinion thal a 
standard s.in1ilar to theN. T. A. C. Water Qu.ality Critc1;ia shoul<1 be sr)ccified 

~ . 
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... 

. . 
so as to fully protect the health of the recreationist, Whepovcr natural 
background conclitons cause this standard to be exceeded, primary 
contact re~reation may have to be restricted; however, in thi~ type of 
:river that should seldom. occur. " 

lf the Chattooga River is included in the Wild and Scenic River SystEnn, some 
consideration m'l.t~t be given to the disi)osal of solid waste that will be 
generated by project il1itiation;·'"btherwise, an adverse enviromnental 
impact will probably exist for some time in the future. 

We woulcl appreciate recelVmg a copy of the final Environmental Impact 
Staterrtent when it is completed, .. 

. ·. 
If we can help you in any way, 'please call on us • 

.. 

.• . 

.. 

.. 
I 

'"~![··· 

• 
" 

. . 

. ... 

·· ,., .. Sincerely,· 

.. A/!v/£:~~- . 
. ;Jack E.- Ravan . 

. . .Regiortal Administrator 

·"' " 
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 

UNITED STATES COAST GUARD 
MAILING AODFIESS• (W S) . 
U.S. COAST GUARD 
400 SEVENTH STREET SW. 

-:::~~~~z6~~·4~'6·- 2°2~ 2 

• 40CT1971 

•Mr. T. K. Cowden 
Assistant Secretary 
Department of Agriculture 
Washington, D. c. 20250 

FORESTS~ 

Dear Mr. Cowden: 

This is in response to your letter of 28 July 1971 addressed to •Secretary 
Volpe concerning the Department of Agriculture's proposed wild and scenic 
river study rep::>rt and draft environmental impact statement on the 
Chattooga River. 

Both the report and impact statement have been reviewed by the concerned 
operating administrations and staff of the Department of Transportation. 
No comment is offered concerning the draft environmental impact statement. 

The following is noted from the Federal High\.;ray Administration review of 
the study report. 

• 

110n Page 53, Paragraph 2, Chapter VII, the report states that the 
State high>vay agencies (the Georgia State Highway Department) the 
North Carolina State Highway Corrunission, and the South Carolina 
State High\vay Department) have no plans to construct additional 
highways or expand existing highHays across the Chattooga River. 
Inasmuch as State highway agencies generally plan proposed im
provements only 5 years in advance, the statement is tnisleading 
and should not be construed to preclude the need to upgrade 
bridges and related approach roadways within the recommended 
river corridor at some future date. It is known, for instance, 
that the South Carolina State Highw·ay Depe.rtment plans to widen 
all bridges to 24 feet when funds are available. This would 
include the 22-foot bridge on State Route 28. 

On Page 169, Transp·::>rtation Systems 1, Ap?endix L, the report 
includes the follo¥7ing basic planning assumption: "Conflicting 
or nonstandard transportation facilities will be removed or 
brought to standard. 11 \.Je should like to know the specific 
i.ntent of this guideline with regard to public highways. The 
North Carolina State Highway Cornmission indicates that the two 
bridges in that State should remain open to the public • 

. 
We suggest that the above-noted inconsistencies be resolvede 11 



·It: is ~~equested that this Department pe advised t:oncerning the specific; 
intent of this guideline with regard to public highways. 

The Department· of Transportation supports the proposal to preserve sectioqs 
of the Chattooga River as a wild and scenic river and recommends that these 
sec.tions be added to the system at as early a date as possible. We would 
be pleased to receive a copy of the final environmental impact statement 
when it is prepared. 

The opportunity for the Department to review and comment upon the draft 
statement and study report on the Chattooga River is appreciated • 

j •. 

.. 

R. 
Captain, U~ S, Coast Guard 
Act;itig ·Chief, Office of Marine 

Envi'ronment and Systems 
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UNITED STATES \VATER RESOURCES COUNCIL 
SUITE 800 • 2120 L STREET, N.W. WASHINGTO!\i, D.C ?003'7 ··---··-··-.. 

Honorable T. K. Cqwden 
Assistant Secretary 
Departmept of Agriculture 
Washington, D,. C. 20ZSO 

Dear Mr. Cowden: 

FEB3 1972 

.. 

Your letter of July 28, 1971, requested. the Water Resources Council' 
comments on your Departm.ent' s proposed wile!' and scenic river study 
report on the Chattooga River and on the accompanying draft environ ... 
mental iJnpact statement. The report proposes that 57 miles of the 
Chattooga Rhre·r be· included in. the National Wild and Scenic Rivers 
System. 

The Council's review has been undertaken from three c;tspects \vith the 
following findings: 

1. Report Coordination ~ The proposed report has been fully 
coordinated with the com.pleted and ongoing studies and plans of the 
agencies of the Council. 

2. Effect of the Proposal on Potential Uses .,. The proposed report 
adequately presents the enhancement, foreclosure or curtailment of 
reasonable foreseeable potential uses of the 'Iand and water resources 
involved for three alternatives; (a) no action; {b) inclusion of the 

. 57:-mile segment i~ the National' Wild and Scenic Rivers System; 
and (c) full developn1.ent for hydroelectric power. However, alterna;.. 
tives involving con1.binations of preservation, recreation and develop
ment should have been more fully explored. 

3 •. Relationship of the Proposal to Other Uses or Services -
If adopted, the proposal would not preclude meeting the ne'ecis for 
other essential uses or services such as utility an~ transportation 
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Even. though the report does not clcaTly identify and .. evaluate the· 
alternat'ive o£ partial hydroelectric dE!velopment, tile Council concludes 
that, pursuant to the provisions of P, .·L. 90~542, the report presents 
a strong case for the inclusion of a 57-mile seg1nent of the Chattooga .. 
River, Georgia, North Carolina and South Carolina in the National 
Wild and Scenic Rivers System. 

Sincerely yours,. 
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